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No matter how careful you may be in the air or on the ground,
accidents have a tendency to catch up with you when you least
expect them.
So be prepared - make sure you are covered. Whether it's your glider,
your trailer, your car or yourself, Mowbray Vale can provide insurance
for them all.
Why not catch up with Mowbray Vale before an accident catches up
with you?

Contact Carol Taylor or Stephen Hill on
Thirsk (0845) 23078 - 24hr. Ansaphone Service
Or write to:

MOWBRAYVALE INSURANCE
8 Castlegate, Thirsk, North Yorkshire Y07 1Hl.
Represented at Lloyds

Telex 587470
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PETERBOROUGH
SAILPLANES

SAILPLANE/GLlDERIAIRCRAFT

INSURANCE

73 HIGH STREET, MAXEY, PETERBOROUGH
REPAIRS

WOOD, METAL, GLASSFIBRE
NOTHING TOO LARGE OR SMALL

TRY THE SPECIALISTS

MATERIALS AEROLENE £2 per yard
SPRUCE, PINE, PLY, DOPE, GLUE,
RESINS, TAPES, INSTRUMENTS etc.
CANOPIES

SPARES

LARGE STOCKS OF NEW AND
USED PARTS, HOOKS, WHEELS,
WINGS, TAILPLANES, RUDDERS, etc.

TRAILERS

ANY TYPE BUILT TO YOUR
REQUIREMENTS

SALVAGE

J. A. Harrison (Brokers) Ltd.
SECURITY HOUSE

YOUR PROBLEMS SOLVED
REPAIRS, REPLACEMENTS AND
MOULDINGS

160·161 BROMSGROVE STREET
BIRMINGHAM B5 6NY

•
RATES ARE REDUCED BY
QUALI FICATION

REPAIRABLE SALVAGE FOR SALE,
PARTS AND COMPLETE AIRCRAFT
BOUGHT. ANYWHERE, ANY
CONDITION

SPECIAL SCHEME FOR
EXPERIENCED PILOTS
Telephone: 021-692-1245
Telex: 335142

TEL: 0778·347506

FROM ROLLADEN SCHNEIDER GmbH

THE

*
*

FROM WALTER DITTEL GmbH

FSG50G

LS·6

New generation 15m Class racer
Performance -

to follow the LS-4 precedent

OR
THE

*
*

*

LS-4

The outstanding Standard Class sailplane
Winner 1983 World Competition

*
*
*

*
*

Sw -720 CH
Low power consumption
Ideal for sailplanes
Low price

FSG 5
Handheld 720 CH
8-12hr operation

:For information on Rolladen-SChneider Sailplanes
and Dittel radios, contact the Sole UK Agents -

SPEEDSOARING

6 LASHLAKE RD,

THAME,

OXON

084421 4132 or 08692 42691
24 HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE
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SAlLPLANE & GLIDING

FI 'WITH T EBCA.
It belongs to you!

TnrougholH the summer, a group of Britain's best soaring pilots are ready
and waiting 'la help you improve your flying.
One-day field 'landing and navigation courses in the spring, 7 or 9 day
soaring and cross-country courses throughout the season and - completely new competition trainingwursesduring April and May.
Bring your own (or share) a glider. Dual instruction in our Twin Astir and
Super Falke.
Your instructor will be one of the BCA Nalional Coaches. It will come as no
surprise to learn that he is considered one of the best instructors in the country. But
you may need to be reminded that he's also a human being. And our courses are
fun, as well as instructive!
Check the list of dates and venues and give us a call.
I-day Field Landing Courses

H-15 February 1985
1-3 May 1985

Dunstable
Husbands Bosworth

7-day Cross Country Courses

18-24 May 1985
3-9 June 1985
27 July-4 August

Lasham
Dunstable
Husbands Bosworth

7-day Competition Training Courses

15-21 April
6-12 May

Lasham
Booker
prices on application

BCA
courses

BRITISH GLIDING ASSOCIATION,
KIMBERLEY HOUSE, VAUGHAN WAY, LEICESTER LEI4SG.
TELEPHONE, (0533) 531051.

After a year in which our expansion into computer related industrial products has reduced the service
we've been able to offer to our many gliding customers we are now pleased to confirm that we now
have a new expanded production facility and we can, once again, offer you a range of products and a
level of service that is second to none.
-the choice of World Champions
- for reliability
- for simplicity of operation
- for a choice
CVS 1500

t:AM5lRJi:]6i5
t:AM5lRJi:]6i5
t:AM5lRJi:]6i5
t:AMSRJi:]6i5

*
*
*

CMP 150

Mini Vario 57mm dial
Dual or Triple Scale
Dual Damping

* 57mm dial
* Director

** Averager
Audio

CPT50

* Vario, 80mm dial

* Triple Scale
* Dual Damping
* Electronic Total Energy
* No flask required
. ~RJi:]6i5

1974 Australia -1st Open Class
1976 Finland - 1st Open Class
1978 France - 1st Open Class
1981 West Germany - 1st Open Class
1983 United States - 1st Open Class
C NAV 50

(Will operate with any
Cambridge Variometer)

(other models of variometer on request)

*
*

Nav/Director ~mm dial
Multi-function nav.

* Director
* Averager
* Audio
* In-flight adjustment for ballast
change, bugs and rain
(Will operate with most
Cambridge variometers)

- for service from your dealer

RD Aviation Ltd, Cotswold House, Mill Street, ISLlP, Oxon OX5 2SY
Tel: 08675-2357/0480-811931
Telex: 83138 Telkay G (Ref RDAIR)
~RJLJI:iii

- for manufactUring quality

CAMBRIDGE AERO INSTRUMENTS INC, 6A Dunham Road, Billerica, MA 01821, USA
Tel: 0101-617-275-0889
Telex: 948503 CAI BlRC
February/March 1985
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AMF

ENTERPRISES

I'YQU'VE GOT TO ,HAVE STYLE' I

Without doubt the most
established and
experienced glider
trailer manufacturers
in the UK
Most clubs bUy AMF
Over 90 built to date
Talk to any AMF trailer
owner before you order
The best value for money

r;fl@fi(.@ ~@!fi(.!k@tS~V'J.@
U
~..
rg; ~~lATES LTD @"
WHEN ONLY

THE BEST
WILL DO

YOU KNOW WHAT YOU'RE GETTING
WITH AN AMF TRAILER

PESCHGES -

THE BESt
ElECtRICAL
VARIOMmA
AND
NAV COMPUTER
SYSTEMS

Call in, ring or write for details
MEMBURY AIRFIELD, LAMBOURN, BERKS
048872224

London Sailplanes Ltd

The most
advanced
technology
offers YOU
-

Unsurpassable accuracy
Unequalled T.E. compensation
Extremely fast, but smooth indication
All weather reliability, world-wide
Maximum durability
Easy installation, only pitot and static
needed - no flasks or tubes

SAGE-

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

THE BEST
MECHANICAL
VARIOMETER
We have just been
appointed agents
for these superlative hand-made
variometers.

A. SCHLEICHER GLIDERS AND SPARES: SOLE U.K. Agents
TOST WHEELS, TYRES (inc. 400 x 4), WEAK LINKS,
RELEASE HOOKS (new and factory exchange units)

FLETTNER THE BEST
ROTARY
VENTILATOR

PRINTA NEOGENE DOPES AND PAINTS: Main stockists
Agent for WINTER INSTRUMENTS: Most other
instruments and radios available

Prevent dampness.
humidity, and heat
build-Up in your
trailer.

MATERIALS FOR REPAIRS AND REBUILDS
GLI FINNISH BIRCH PLY in a range of thicknesses
from 0.8 to 6.0mm

THE BEST
FIBREGLASS
POLISH FOR
GLIDERS

LESSONAL -

GERMAN STEEL TUBE for GLIDERS: Complete range
INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION AND REPAIRS

LASSO -

THE BEST
GLIDER SEALING
TAPE

And hundreds of other items available from stock
All at competitive prices

Now in summer
and winter
versions

Also -

THE BEST

High quality silicon tubing
Locking ties for silicon tubing
Electric and pneumatic switches

LONDON SAILPLANES LIMITED
Tring Road, Dunstable, Beds. LU6 2JP
Telephone: Dunstable (0582) 62068
Open Monday to Saturday: 9.00 - 1.00 and 2.00 - 5.00
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Contact:

lED LYS

BOB SZULC

54 TOR BRYAN
INGATESTONE
ESSEX CM4 9HN

110KENDALDRIVE
SLOUGH
BERKS SL2 5JA

Tel: (027735) 241 B

Tel: (0753) 31796
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

CENTRAIR PEGASUS 101
OVER 200 DELtVERED WORLD-WIDE
WINNER OF THE 1984 EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIPS!

I"

1st
2nd
3rd
4th

LOPITAUX
RAGOT
LEUTENEGGER
HOllGHAUS

-

PEGASUS
LS-4
DG-300
DISCUS

CLUB TRAINER -

QUICK DELIVERY
FIXE£? PR.ICE .~.ITHORDER
DEMONSTRATOR AVAILABLE

LOW PRICE

The new fixed wheel version of the highly succe~f~1 Peg8SU$'.
Approx 39:1 LID, shock absorbing wheel mount. Quick.l3en~;
Ring Steve White on 0494 36888 or Alister Kay on 02406 2491. or write to:

ALSO:
MARIANNE TWO-SEATER
TAIFUN MOTOR GLIDER

NINE FOUR AVIATION LTD
2 Hazlewood Cottage, Horns Lane, Booker, Marlow, Bucks. SL7 3DU

'/
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For details of Glider Trailers
and Handling Equipment,
contact our gliding
representative

ALAN KIRTLEY
Tel 0582 601610
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Trailers for boats and planes,
service and exhibition.

Ale TRAILERS - UNIT C3, 1 PORTLAND CLOSE, TOWNSEND INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
HOUGHTON REGIS, BEDFORDSHIRE
February/March 1985

TEL 0582601610
5

Make Insurance problems
just plane sailing . . .

-

CONSULT THE AVIATION INSURANCE SPECIALISTS
FOR AN IMMEDIATE QUOTATION CONTACT:JON SALMON OR MARTIN CASEY

LOWNDES LAMBERT
AVIATION LIMITED

GLIDERS, SAILPLANES,
MICROLlTES, BALLOONS
AND POWERED AIRCRAFT

Lowndes Lambert House, 53 Eastcheap
London, EC3P 3HL
Tal (01) 283-2000 Telex 8814631

FACILITIES AT LLOYD'S

Dorltgrob

us.

and we've carefully chosen them after a study ofall the
possibilities. So ifyou are in the market don't shop
around -come and talk to the experts. We'll give
you free advice, and a test flight in our new
aircraft. Or acquire a really good used aircraft.
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And it doesn't stop there.

After sales service is for us a way oflife at Chiltern.
That's why our stamp under your wing
really means something when you come to sellnot infrequently it adds to the value.
So early this winter come and talk to us about yOUf
~pringf1Yingprogramme.
,
You'll feel more comfortable in the air ifyou've

m"A

. , __8 0 ,you<r"",onthe g

Chl-lt"e"'' 'rn
The best. And it shows.

•
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l'
l'
glI cl ers,
(or
spare parts ,or
motor gliders and light aircraft.

Booker Airfield, Nr. Marlo\N, Bucks. SL7 3DR. 0494 445854 (works)
or 0865890517 (outside office hours). Access & Barclaycard accepted with pleasure.
Demonstration and sales Tel 0491-37184
6

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

SOUTHDOWN AERO SERVICES LTD
SPECIALIST GLIDER REPAIRERS SINCE 1954
'C of A' INSPECTIONS UNDERTAKEN ON ALL MAKES INCLUDING POWERED GLIDERS

THERMAL EQUIPMENT LTO -

Winter and second-hand aircraft instruments

Both companies have instruments on special offer
Send SAE for price lists

SOUTHDOWN AEROSTRUCTURE LTO
Recently established to build and market the PIPISTRELLE Microlight
Capacity available to manufacture GRP Components
BGA AND PFA APPROVED INSPECTORS

LASHAM AIRFIELD, ALTON, HANTS GU34 5SR
Telephone: HERRIARD (0256-83) 359

PZL-WILGA

4 minutes to tow a glider to 1000m
1 minute to descend from l000m
5 minutes for the whole towing operation

~

MAY BE BOUGHT,

11
iI

HIRED OR LEASED

SZO-50 PUCHACZ
Two-sealer all glass-fibre training
glider
GLIDE ANGLE 1:30
FULLY AEROBATIC

COME AND FL YOUR

.

GLIDERS
MOTOR GLIDERS
LIGHT AIRCRAFT
AGRICULTURAL AlC
HELICOPTERS
ENGINES
INSTRUMENTS
SPARE PARTS

DEMONSTRATORS

NEW -15 Metre Clas~
JANTAR STD 3

SZD· 48 . 3

GLIDE ANGLE 1:40

ANGLO-POLlSH SAILPLANES LTD
Wycombe Air Park

(0494) 40911
(0628) 39690

February/March 1985

Booker

.

Marlow

.

Bucks

Telex: 848341 CHACOM G
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BACK TO BASICS -

Part 3

Those Landings

I

DEREK PIGGOTT'S popular series is mainly Intended for beginners and Instructors
There is only one real problem about
karning to land a glider - you only get
one landing per flight. A single flight
gives you just one go at making a satisfactory landing and very little, if any.
hope of finding out whethcrthat good
lancling was chance or skill. Ideally you
need a number of consecutive landings
to make any real progress.
In order to make consistent safe landings you need to learn to r,ecognise what
is happening during the landing and to
rcspond with thc approp1"'iate control
movement. It cannot be dllne by lIearning the rate and 'iize of the backward
movement on. the stick since this wi'll be
different for c\lery landing.
Difficulties usually arisc because of a
misunderstanding of what you are trying
to do. For example. if you arc attempting to land on a particular spot you will
always tend to fly the glider onto the
ground instead of trying to keep it off as
l'ong as possible. Similarly, if you are trying tll judge the landing attitude you will
inevitably fly onto the ground prematurely.
What we are really trying to do is to
gradually level out from the approach so
that we are flying more or less level a
few feet above the ground. This is
known as the flare out. round out, or the
initial check. Then we should attempt 10
keep the aircraft JUSI a few feet above
the ground, stopping it from sinking by
gradually easing back on the stick. If the
aircraft starts to gain height (known as
ballooning) we stop the backward
movement, wait until we see we <Ire
beginning to lose height and then ease
back to continue the hold off. Finally the
glider sinks onto the ground in spite of
our backward movement.
It is only after a few tries that you
realise some of the difficulties. Because
of the increased flying speed used on the
approach the elevator is extra scnsitive
so that the initial backward movement
has to be very small, perhaps only
2-3mm. Most beginners overdo 'the initial movcment nn their first attempts.
Unfortunately as Ihe glider balloons
upwards Cl few feel, tliJey will respond
instinctively by moving forward on the
slick. This will usually result in a very
rapid loss of heighl and a rattler heavy
prematurc landing. Hopefully your
instructor is ready for this and is quick to
stop you.
In order to land satisfactorily we have
8

to learn to break Ihal instinct. Unless
you balloon upwards twenty or thirty
fcct you will not have time to prevent
flying into the ground if you move the
stick forward. Instead you sht)uld hold
your hand still, wait, and as you see you
are starting to sink again, begin another
gcntle backward movemcnt on the stick
10 stop the sink as the glider reaches a

the airbrakes. If this is done i~ is an easy
malleI' for him 10 make any changes in
the airbrake selling to compcnsate fm ,a
slightly tower approach speed or for losing too much speed while ballooning.
The ideal is that the airbrakcs should be
kept in a constant position for the final
part of the approach and (lot changed
unless it is really necessary.

"Don't get too close to the ground. Two or three feet is fine
and then keep it Iloating as long as you can"
heigh t of a few feet. For most people this
is easier said than done. It seems almost
automatic to make a forward movement
so that we have 10 unlearn this instinct.
Only if the ballooning takes us very high
or occurs towards the end of the hold off
is there any need to move forward
momentarily. As long as the approach
speed has been adequate the ballooning
movement is with the aircraft in an
almost level attitude and there is no
danger of stalling.
Whereas in normal flight the attitude
of the aircraft is all important, during the
landing wc should cease to worry about
the attitude and instead be concerned
with our height above the ground. Fortunately the designers of most of our
gliders have set the wing on the fuselage
at the correct angle to suit the undercarriage. If the pilot keeps thc glider
from sinking while flying a foot or two
above the ground, eventually it will sink
and land itself in spite of his gentle
backward movement on the stick. The
touchdown will then be at a low speed
and in a rather tail down attitude, landing on the main wheel and tail skid more
or less simultaneously.
How far the glider f10als during this
hold off will vary enormously from landing to landing. Excessive speed or a '(cry
small amount of airbrake will result in a
longer float and a greater tendcncy for
the pilot 10 over-do the backward
movcmcrll and so cause ballooning.
Landing against a strong wind or using
full airbrake will reduce the distance of
the float. Since every approach is at a
slightly different angle and speed and the
round out is seldom started' at the same
height, no two landings can ever be
exactly similar.
Learning to land is made far easier if
the instructor takes over the task of
planning the approach and also of using

Changing the airbrakes at exactly the
right moment as the glider starts to sink
again after balloOllil;g takes skill and
practice and it saves time to get the landing righl first and then to introduce Ihe
airbrakes. At this early stage of learning
it is also important to try to arrange
every approach so 1hat there is a
mimimulll of about half airbrake for the
final stage. This acts like a reserve of
energy since by closing the airbrakes the
wings develop more lift and less drag
enabling the glider to fly sarely at a
lower speed.
If you Icave the initial check or round
out unlil you are a few feet above the
ground, any slight error in timing will
result in flying into the ground. Furthermore, the backward movement needed
to round out quickly will have to be a
jerk and it will be pure luck if you happen to get the timing and the amount of
movement correct. If. on the other hand
you start at twenty or even thirty feet
and make the stick movement very
gradual, the timing becomes much less
critical. In this case the levelling out can
be delayed or speeded up slightly as necessary by holding the stick still to allow
the machine to sink closer 10 the ground,
or by moving back a little more to stop it
getting too close. When the aircraft is
several feet above tliJe ground and flying
more or less level. it will stan 10 sink as
it loses s·peed. As it sinks, a gradual
backward movement on the stick will
stop the descen t and this movement
should be cOlltinued as necessary to prevent the glider landing. Too large a
movemen t or making it too quickly will
result in the glider gaining height. If this
happens hold Ihe stick still for a few seconds unlil thc machine starts to sink
again, then continue the hold off as long
as you can. The glider will make your
landing for YOll.
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

From the point of view of learning to
land, ballooning is actually a good thing.
When the glider starts to balloon the
pilot can predict what is going to happen
next and therefore be rcady to make the
right move. If ynu hold the stick still and
watch well ahead you will see immediately the glider begins to gain height.
Next it will stop going up and will start
to sink again. So al y.ou ha\le to dn is to
be ready to make that gentle backward
movement as you see it begin to lose
height. In this way you know ahead of
time what you will need to do.
Thcre is usually plenty of time to spot
IIIhat is happening and to make the control movements. Do not try to keep too
close to the ground during the hold off.
If you try to keep within a few inches
'like the experts you will always fly onto
the ground and land prematurely. You
must have enough time to spot that the
glider is sinking and to make a move to

stop it before it touehes thc grollnd, so
you need two or three feet and not just a
few inches. Later, when you are more
experienced, you will detect it when the
glidcr sinks only an ineh or two and then
you will be able to hold off clmer to the
ground.
At ,first this ballooning is annoying and
rather alarming but the exaggerated
movements up and down help to teach
us to detect and recognise what is happening. If we become over-anxious about
it we are most likely to fly into the
ground hard if we happen to start to balloon. Oftcn the root cause of a lot of
these problems is that you are not looking far enough ahead. You need to look
<lbout a hundred yards ahead to be able
to spot what is happening. If you look
just over the nose you will see the
ground rushing up towards you at the
last moment and you will almost always
over-control and balloon. A very quick

glance sideways during the approach will
often enable you to see how high you are
in relation to trees or buildings nearby so
that you can tell if you are still far too
high to start the round out.
Remember, look well ahead; be gentle
with the movements and don't leavtl lhe
initial check late, but start gently in
plenty of timtl. Don't try to get too close
to the ground. Two or three feet is fine.
and then keep it floating as long as you
can.
Once you can make fairly consistent,
fully held off landings without the
instructor needing to change the airbrake setting, you are ready to progress
to the stage of using the airbrakes and
doing the planning yourself.

*

*

*

The next (thrilling) instalment will be
about the various effects and uses of the
airbrakes.

a

THE DAY I GOT AWAY WITH IT
JOHN DICKINSON, a pharmacist who has been gliding seven years and is in a Capstan
syndicate at Lasham, describes how easily the inexperienced pilot can get into difficulties.
As it always seems to be the season for
horror stories, and nothing gets a laugh
like someone else's misfortune, I thought
that my experience of a year or two ago
might stimulate a little thought about
safety, and how a novice pilot can get
into difficulty.
It was a "between-fronts" day in late
April, with early cloud, but promising
enough for Ken Stewart.'s advanced course
to plan an OIR to Salisbury. I was only
hoping for enough local soaring for a
Bronze C leg, but I was allowed to sit in
on the briefing and al 10.30am we pulled out to the easterr,! end (If the airfield
together.
The c10udbase was Ilifting and there
was a very slight crosswind which was
starting to back just enough for us to
consider changing ends. However, as I
was ready to go, it was decided to launch
me and change later.
I aerotowed out in the K-S, the ·crosswind giwing no problems. I had dec,ided
to go to 2500ft, hut soon found that
c10udbase was much lower than I had
expected. We picked our way through
the clear patches until I released. Visibility was none too good, and my hear,t
started to pound as I struggl'ed 10 pick
out Lasham through the murk.
I tlewto the east of dIe airfield, so as
to be in an upwind position for when
they changed· ends. By the time I'd
dropped to 2000ft I ralil into patcny lift
and started to thermal. I watched gliders
still being launched in the original direcFebruary/March 1985

tion, and lily attention ratio of thermalling 50% - launch direction 50% soon
meant that my height gain was negative.
I was down to 11 OOft when I realised
that they weren't going to change ends
after all and that I was, for circuit purposes, well downwind. Now what to do?
My overriding thought became 10 get
into position for a proper circuit, as I'd
been taught. I was less than a mile from
Lasham, but heavy sink burnt off height
to the extent that when I was level with
the landing area I was only at about
500ft. I was about to start a skimpy
downwind leg when I spOiled a K-6 coming towards me. My turn was going to
put me right into his path, so I delayed
until he was past. 1 turned in, dangerously low, scraped over the trees and
landed, shaking with fright.

" ... such a performance
would have me
playing the starring role
in a funeral"
A figure detached itself from the
group by the launch point and marched
purposefully across the grass. I stood
with bowed head as Roger pointed out,
with some force, thal such a performance would have me playing the starring role ,in a funeral, probably sooner
than later. , was then relegated to the
Falke for circuit planning training.
So what went wrong'! First, I expected
a set of conditions that did not material-

ise, and couldn't mentally adapt quickly
enough to what I found. From then on it
was a case of one bad decision f6110wing
another. The low final turn was due to
me attempting a circuit when I should
have landed straight ahead from .the
downwind positiOl~. This followed the
late decision to abandon thermal ling, due
to me not realising in time that they
weren't, after all, going to change ends,
while being flustered because of the poor
visibility.
How could I have avoided it? Well, to
pu tit crudely, what I had done had been
to blunder off into the sky with ncver a
thought in my head but a Bronze C leg.
Not for me such mundane mallers as
that conscious effort to calmly consider
,the conditions and think "What would I
do if ... '1". Neither did I have the courage to break with the accepted pattern
and make a direct approach for fear of
looking a fool. It needed a little reminder like damned nearly killing myself to
make me realise the importance of thinking safety first.
Of course, it could never happen to
you. Well, I hope you're right.
PS. A fortnight later we watched a Nimbus hurdle the trees, overfly the launch
point at about 50ft and roll to a stop
next to the peri track. Needless to say,
nothing was said, even though there had
been two K-13s and an early solo K-8 in
the circuit, so I'm going to tell you a
(Collli"ucd 0" p44)
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Aerotowing Accidents and their Prevention
BILL SCULL, BGA director of operations
The second fatal accident to a tug pilot (see BG,14 News) has concentrated minds considerably.
As a lesult a number of recommendations have been made, both traIning and technical, to
minimise the risk of further such accidents.
BCf.'--_----.....-------.
Towplane: Super Cub at AUW of
How the Accidents Happen. How the
accidents happen is really quite simple;
the glider gets sufficiently high behind
the tug to pull up its tail, However, it all
happens so rapidly that the tug pilot
cannot release quickly enough and,
below a certain height - which may be
up to 600ft or even more - the consequence is DEATH!
The factors which combine are usually
a glider with a CG or belly hook, turbulence or windgradient. Given these circumstances a hasty action by the glider
pilot to come back into position, especially if he gets low, may result in the
situation shown:
The Remedy - Technical. There has to
be a solution. One of the more obvious
options is to fit a nose hook to the
glider; this need is greatest in the lower
performance gliders (low wing loading,
low stalling speed and with a high wing).
Another option, which has to be considered is the upward-releasing hook for

I /'

1406lb, CG at 13,14in afi of datum.
Limiting tail lifi coefficient is -0.6.
Speed: 50ld.
Glider: Max (UD) is 1:25 at 41kt at an
AUW of 6501b,
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TOWROPE LOAD, LBF
The solid line corresponds to the vertical component of tow rope load which will upset the rug. The dashed lilies
representing the loads applied by the glider were calculated as if the tow rope were extremely long. For practical
ropes, the loads are greater than shown - much greater for steep flight paths. The tug will therefore be upset, at
small rope angles. by rather gentler manoeuvres than this diagram suggests. The rug pilot can be protected at the
left-hand side of the diagram by an upward-releasing hook and from the ril(ht-hand side by a weak link.

Fig1

It, effect the glider "winch launches" behind the tug and, \'ery quickly, the situatioll becomes divergent. The only

possible safeguard Is for the glider pilot to release.
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tug aircraft. Renewed development work
is taking place of the device previously
detailed in the April 1980 issue of 5&G,
p73.
Recent analysis of this problem by
Frank frving suggests two possible protections; the graph (Fig 2) indicates the
nature of the problem. There are three
functions which determine the point
where the situation becomes critical "the aeroplane upset boundary"; the
angle the glider assumes. the rope angle
(to the tug's axis) and the load in the
rope. The gmph is interpreted as fellows:
for a given g'lider angle, say 10°, the
critical combination of rope angle and
rope load can be read off the graph at
the point the "10° line" intersects the
aeroplane upset boundary; in this case
28° and 1801b.
However, the weak link required
might not be strong enough to get a
heavy glider rolling on soft ground. The
answer appears to lie with the uplVardreleasing hook and the oll'ly content,ious
point ,is deciding the critical angle. At
15° there might be a risk of dropping
gliders all over the place; further test
work should es'tablish Ihe critical figure.
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

Training Re~ommendations. The
Instructors' Committee met to consider
various training proposals. The results of
their deliberations are:
• Emphasise all aspects of the correct
position on tow - in relation to horizon,
tug's attitude and slipstream. Note that
many of the standard books show positions no longer considered acceptable.
(See the last issue, p259.)
• Place more emphasis on "boxing the
slipstream" as an indication of wl1ere it
is safe to go and with mare emphasis on

Fig 3a
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Fig.3b. WIle/Iler the climb profile is "Ileld down" or "climb and accelerate" tile wind gradielll ",ill cause tile speed
increase. On reducing the lUg speed ,Ile glider "'ill get well below 'he normal position.

la

getting back into posilion in a controlled
manner. Failure to check this amounts to

Tug Pilots. Tug pilots should be conscious of the circumstances which can
create difficulty for the inexperienced
glider pilOI. One sees, often enough, a
glider that gets low on tow in the early
part of the climb. The factors which contribute to this, apart from a lack of anticipation by the glider pilot, are:
• Poorly controlled transition from the
level accelerating phase into the climb
(see Fig 3a).
• The effect of the wind gradient; as
you climb into it you gain speed (see Fig
3b).

dereliction of duty as an instructor!
A visiting pilot may be the greatest
risk. If visiting a wave site he may well
fly in conditions which are outside his
previous experience. Remember the critical elements are:
•
Glider with belly hook.
•
Turbulence or marked wind gradien l.
•
Hasty recovery (especially from a
low position).
•
Short rope.
•
Experienced winch-launch pilot

reverting.
Training Needs. This is where the real
solution lies; not just in training but also
supervision and check flying. To emphasise the point anyone with limited
aerotlilw experience needs checking if at
all mlt-of-practice; not just in his or her
ability to keep station but to cope with

•
Demonstrate how low one can go in
safety by:
taking off and staying just above
the slipstream (or even in it).
taking off and going immediately
into :low tow and have the student,

The last point maybe needs explanation. A pilot with hundreds of winch
launches in his logbook but only a few
aerowtows may have a momentary aberration and forget he is being aerotowed!
Mind boggling maybe but it does happen.

or pilot being checked, recover to
the normal position - slowly!
• Inexperienced pilots converting to CG
hook gliders must be given a dual check
on CG/belly hook to ensure they can
control the glider (against the tendency
to pitch nose up).
• Be aware of the risks associated with
distractions such as trimming - especially with a change of hands, raising the
underearriage or, even, closing the DV
willdow. There is evidence to indicate
that pilots lose their place behind the tug
when doing these things.
• The final and most critical aspect is
relea~ing tbe rope the instant the glider
starts to go high. This is not emphasised
enough in basic training, because situations seldom arise to warrant doing so
and it is not easy to contrive circumstances which necessitate this action. The
upshot is that very few glider pilots or,
for that matter, tug pilots have had to
release in anger and when the need does
arise there may be a momentary delay
before doing so. The consequence of
that slight delay may kill a tug pilot!

a

THE "RIGHT"
POSITION ON
TOW
We have reproduced the
middle section of Bill's picture
sequence featured in the last
issue,p259,because
regrettably pictures 4 and 5
were reversed in the printing.

3.

The "old" poshion - no ionger lc:<epClbl••

S. This Is r1ghl! SlID comfortably lOO.. lb. slipstream Ind
Inowlng I good mlrgln for upwlrd dlspllcemenl.

February/March 1985

4.

Down Iglln - 10005110 the correct poshlon.

This Is silO lOO,e Ihe sUpstr,"m Ind quite I good position 10
he In.

6.
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REDUCING SPINAL INJURIES
TONY SEGAL, a general practitioner and a member of Lasham Gliding Society, offers some suggestions
for improving one aspect of glider safety.

There were t\Vo heavy landing accidents
in gliders al tasham in May 1984 which
rcsulted in thc pilots sustaining fractures
of the spine. Luckily therc was no il1jury
to the spinal cord tlhat wuld have
resultt:d in paralysis. Having witnessed
one of these accidents I have made some
investigations into the problem. There
are four aspects to be considered.
The seating position of the pilot.
Fully supporting the back by parachute
and cushions.
The seat structure.
Cushions should be incompressible
but deformable.
Frank Irving gave me some OSTIV
research papers on the subject written by
Dr Stedtfeld of Germany and presented
in 1978 and 1981. I can do no better
than quote from Or Stedtfeld's summary:
"Statistics compiled in Germany show
that spinal fractures occur in an unduly
large pwportion of sa'ilplane accidents in
which thc occupant is seriously injured.
The fTactun;s are caused by substantial
compressive stresses on the forward
parts of the bones of the vertebrae above
the lumbar region. The stresses are
increased in some cases bccnuse of the
more reclined seat attitudes utilised on
modern high-performance sailplnncs.
Also on many sailplanes the seat-backs
are so shaped as .to cause rht: spine to be
bent forwards (that is tending to make
the back conwx) rdative to i:ts natural
shape. This uses up much of the spine's
natural shock absorption capability with
the result that a comparatively minor
accident may be sufficient to cause fracture. Substantial improvement should be
obtnined by eliminating the initial forward bending of the spine. This can be
done either by re-shaping the seat-back
or by providing a suitably shaped spinnl
support. either as part of a parachute
back cushion or otherwise. Such a support cnn be made of thermoplastic material of the polyethylene type, need be
only 3mm or so thick, and can weigh less
than half a kilogramme."
U suspect there hns been a misprinl in
the summary .and the thickness of the
support should 'be ] centimetres and not
3mm.) I suggest this small lumbar support be made from polystyrene granules
or from Dunlovil1o DLR material (see
later). Each individual pilot could position the lumbar support necmding to the
shape of his own spine, and it could be
tldd ill place lily friction, lics or veJcro.
12

It would be dangerous to put n fullsized cushion between the parachute and
the pilot's back. The cushion wou'ld collapse with the force of the opening shock
of the parachute in the event of the
parncllute having to be used. This would
result in the parachute straps becoming
slack.
The parachulc, if worn, and cushions
should Sl1ppOrl lhe elllire back to spread
the load. In onc of dw accidents Ihc pilot
had placed a cushion behind the lower
spine in mder to be able to reach lhe
instrument panel. This left the upper
spine unsupported and n fracture
resulted in this region. Modern slim-line
parachutes give very good support.
Some glider-seats are poorly designed.
If there is a parachute cut-out, as in the
K-13, the lower cdge projects into the
pilot's back. Some gliders have an
upward bulge in the seat to help accommodate the wheel-box and little can be
done about this, excepting to rc-design
glider seats. The parachute cut-out could
be filled with hard plastic foam or
blocked off with suitably strengthened
marine plywood. However, this may not
allow enough room for tall pilots.

an acceleration peak
resulting ,in a
fracture of the spioe."
H •••

Cush ions arc widdy used for comfort
ancl to ennblc the pilot to rench the contmls and arc usually 111ade of soft-foam
rubber or other so"fl materials. In the
evel1l of an acciclent the pilot will continue downwnrds compressing the cushion. When the cushion is fully compressed the pilot strikes the seat itself. This
will give an accel'eration peak resulting
in a fra<.:ture of the spine. The cushion
may re-expafld to give a second or
further peaks which could coincide with
a later phase of the crash.
Rlilsearch il to crash-worthiness of
helicopters has showfI the importance of
absorbing energy by a progressive planned collnpse of the structurc, and that
the aircrew need to sit on hard seats.
The cushion malt:rial should be incompressible, bu t deformable to absorb
energy. The information in the last two
paragraphs has been given to me by Gp
Capt Peter Saundby of the RAFGSA.
There me two types of cushion that
may be used. One is a DIY solution and
uses polystyrene beads obtainable from
furniture shops or Woolworths. The

cushions should be double covered to
prevent the polystyrene beads scattering
over the inside of the glider and divided
into pockets to hold lhe beads in place.
If needed, tics or velcro may be used to
keep the cushions ill position in the
cockpit. In Ihe e\lent of a heavy Innding
occurring, the cushions would have to be
re-filled with ,fresh !J'llystYI'enc beads.
A mor·e permancn1t sol\Jtion, and onc
suiled fm I,arge scale usc, would be to
use cushions made of fkxiblc pO'lyurethane fonm. Tom Broadhurst, lel operations' manager nnd a glider pdot, suggested that Dunlopillo woulld be ilble 10
help. Bob Ludmall of Ounlol}illo, Aberdare, called at Lasham to assess the
problem. He has prov,idcd samples of
Dunlopillo Low Resilience Fonm (DLR
100) for trial in a K-13 which is undetwny at Lasham at the present time. This
material is specified for use in aircraft
ejector sents.
Modern single-seater gliders appear to
allow for little modificatioll with little
room for cushions owing to the low profile fuselage. However, there may 'be
room for a slim OtR cushion. Modern
parachutes give excellent suppMt to the
back. A lumbar support cushion should
be used.
Further work on the subject requires
the use of an electronic accelerometer
and a suitable test rig.
I should like to thank those mentioned
in the article for their assistance.
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I BOOK. REVIEW
The Book of Flight Tests by Alan Bramson. Published by Martin Dunitz at
£12.95.
I always read avidly the flight test
reports that appear in Pilot even though
there is little chance of ever getting the
opportunity to fly in some of the aircraft
described. Now Alan Bramsol'l hns collected together forty of them for this
book.
It is well presented with a handy glossa~'Y uf the more familiar terms and bits of
equipment and more than 100 super
photographs showing the planes on the
ground and in flight.
The nearest aircraft to a glider featured
is the Grob G I 09, and this receives great
acclaim, but the whole book is well worth
reading, especially if you are considering
buying any of the aircraft included.
B. 'H. BRYCE-SMITH
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

THANKS FOR THE MEMORIES
TERRY HURLEY on his first solo
It came as a surprise, of course. I had just
made one of my beller landings, managing to steer the old red Bocian, bumping
and rumbling across the grass to a posilion quite reasonably close to the launch
point. Close by my standards, that is.
We unbuckled ourselves and stood by
the glider while Dave carried out a
friendly but thorough verbal dissection of
my flying. Then he said casually, "Can
you afford another flight?"
"Yes," 1 said, thinking that I might as
well take the opportunity to correct my
latest batch of faults.
He nodded, then bent down into the
rear cockpit, clipped up the loose ends of
the instructors- seat harness and dragged
the back section of lhe canopy closed. As
I realised whal that meant - it sounded
like a cell doo!' shutting.

HA sense 0# impending
disaster, worrying
8S distant thunder . .. "
So this is It, I thought. But what if I'm
lIot ready to solo yet? In another couple
of flights I'll be sure ab()utit- maybebut right now is a bit too soon. A sense of
impending disaster, worrying as distant
thunder, swept through me.
"Just take i'l gently," said Dave nonchalantly. He turned and walked away, Ilis
parachute bulging untidily tmder one arm
like a bundle of washing, buckles tinkling
as he went, leaving me s·tanding by the
Bocian alone. There was a moment, then
I recovered enough to tell myself - ,this
is what you came for so get on with it.
I shrugged my shoulders quickly into
the parachute (slrange how difficult it
had been to get intO that ,in lhe early
days), clipped up and climbed into the
glider. My hands and eyes made the
familiar movemenls over the controls and
instruments, pausing momel1'larily on the
trimmer. Should I position that differently.to compensate for tile empty back
seat? No. The imtruc'tor sat directly over
the centre of gravity. Therefore, no problem.
The checks completed I settled back
into the narrow seat, took a deep breath
and looked around. The evening air was
quivering with the sound o,f larks and
sweet with the smell Gf mown grass. On
the port wingtip stood my two helpers,
neither of whom had yet flown solo, their
faces (I hoped) more tense than mine as
they calculated how many flights would
be needed to put them where I was now.
February/March 1985

A sudden blast of sound and a wave of
hot, oily air washed over me as Dusty
started the Chipmunk and taxied out in
front. I pulled the forward section of the
canopy down and locked myself into the
silence of the g'lider.
Ahead the grass tlattened in the tug's
slipstream and the wide bow in the rope,
that reminded me of the belly that wind
blows into a fishing line, drew tighter as
the tug rolled forward and at that
moment I knew the whole thing was
impossible. There was no way I could fly
on my own. Pull off now, before it's too
late. My left hand jerked towards the yellow release knob but the movement was
never completed. Very clearly I seemed
to hear the voice of Peter, one of my
instructors, telling me "You're too tense
as usual. Have a little fantasy now before
the 'plane moves and imagine what's likely
to happen. If the nose starts to swing to
the left you'll rudder to the right, and vice
versa. Get your hands and feet going."
The rope came taut with a jerk and we
were rolling, gathering speed behind the
Chipmunk, grass blurring beneath the
110se, the Bocian bouncing on its suspension, and then all suddenly smooth as it
raised itself gently, easily, into the air. I
was solo at last. And a brief moment later
I was too high, dragging up the tail of the
lug, preventing Dusty frollllifling it of.f
the ground. We were going to crash!
Images of fire flared horribly ins,ide my
brain, numbing my reactions, until intell,igence and melnory reasserted control.
"Ease it down," Tony had said It only
last week. "Ease it down now, and then
stay there. A little stick pressure is all
that's needed. Next time set the trimmer
a fraction further forward."
Toget:her the C11ipmunk and the glider
floated safely over the boundary hedge
and began the slow climb to 2000ft.
"If the rope breaks now," I could hear
Laurie reminding me, •. You'll just have
to do the best you can, but in another
couple of seconds yO'u't1 have a choice of
good fields." I glanced down briefly,
re[uclall't to take my eyes off the t'ug, and
there were the fields, long, level and easy
to reach. And, of course, the rope did not
break, but slowly I began to slip sideways
out of position and in an attempt to get
back lover-corrected and slid out to the
other side. Now what?
"How many limes have I told you,"
Mike's voice was irritable, "Make small
corrections. Small corrections and check.
Got it?"

Terry, who's In COitsUuctlon
management and currently working it'S
the co-ordinator for the new terminal
complex at Gatwick Airport, is It
member ot Coventry GC. He went solo
in June and bOl,lghtit $hare In a .K·6cR
in August.

I'd got it. Once more the Chipmunk
was floating calmly in the cel tre of the
perspex as if painted there,
As the altimeter necdle swung up to
the 2000 mark 'I had a brief pang of nervousness at the prospect of pulling off and
leaving the tug which by now seemed
familiar, frieIldl:y and safe, but training
overcame hesitation and I yanked the
release twice, rolled 10 the left and retrimmed. The tug flicked over into a dive
and fell away, becoming rapidly smaller
like a pebble dropped into deep wafer.
For a few long minutes I was alone in
the sky savouring the pleasures of sun,
space and altitude - hear'ing nothing but
the air Whispering around the glider with
a sound like sifk sliding <lcross warm skin.
Where's the airfield? Ten minutes on
my own and I'm lost.
Ho
the parked gliders
glittering in
the evening light"
0

0

Another well-remembered voice came
to my aid "Locate it first by the sun's
position." He said it like a man repeating
something for the millionth time. I
checked, and there was the airfield witb
the parked gliders glittering in the evening light. It must have been there all the
time. Thanks, Reg.
I turned the Bocian towards home,
careful to co-ordinate stick and rudder,
and then flew str<Jight and level. No. The
nose was swinging off course.
"You're paddling the rudder." Who'd
said that? They'd aU said that at some
time or another, I decided.
"Relax and enjoy it. Nice and smooth,
that's the way." Les, of course.
Flying carefully, I drifted into the
high-key position from where I could
look down the ~himney pots of the village, see the silent cars in the streets,
fields with sheep like scraps of dirty cotton wool, and a flash sudden as lightning
as an angler's line flicked out over the
(Continued on p15)
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GOING FOR GOLD - the old-fashioned way
DIANA KING recalls a flight last summer in her Olympia 460

It was really John Williamson who started
it, by saying to me "If you've got an oldfashioned glider, then sometimes you
have to fly old-fashioned tasks," as he
sent mc off on a dog-leg 300km attempt
in my Olympia 460. I failed that time by
55km, but I'd been bitten by the romance
of the downwind dash and I started planning others.
The idea of flying to Plymouth came up
in the second week in May because the
forecast over the previous two to three
days looked as though it was going to be
good at the weekend but with strong E to
NE winds. (Not a good direction for a
straight line distance from the Mynd they didn't make amphibious 460s.)

Noon - Thursday

10

May 84

There was high pressure to the north and
cast of the British Isles, with low pressure
over the continent but well away from us.
A NE airflow commonly gives good conditions at that time of year, so I started to
think how I could make use of the conditions in spite of the wind strength and
direction.
I decided that somewhere around
Gloucester for a TP would involve the
minimum of crosswind flying, and Phil
and I worked out that with Aston Down
as the TP, Plymouth Roborough
(described in Pooley's Airfield Guide as a
grass field) would be about 302km.

Noon -- Saturday

12

May 84

On Saturday the forecast was still good
but with winds of up to 30kt at 2000ft; I
14

worked out a triangle of velocities and
decided that, in theory at ally rate, il was
impossible to complete the first leg,
assuming my norma'l sort of cross-country
speed (about 50km/h in still air, and
Ihat's be'ing optimistic!). I reckoned I'd
enl;! up in the Irish Sea first! So r stayed
local thar day, practising in the very
srrong condirions - it was quite hard
work just staying in the same place.
That night was a club committee meeting, so r didn't get to bed till late and in
the morning I didn',! feel energetic at all.
But Phil kept pushing me in the direction
of going, andl the forecast was good again,
with lighter winds. The only bother was
talk of high covet moving west over the
West Country. When I pressed the Birmingham Met man for more details, he
said that he thoughl ir would move away
by the time I got there. 'In contrast to
Saturday, the sky was comp/ctdy blue
which didn't encourage me, but eventually I was persuaded 10 take a lauoch.
So far that morning no one had slayed
up at all, but just as I was about to take
off, the duty instructor told me Ile was
sure there was a thermal just to the north
of the winch point, although he hadn't
managed to reach it. (How he knew I
have no idea.) So at the top of the launch
I pressed straight into wind and when I
\vas practically out of range of the launch
point, flew straight into a whopper of a
thermal - 6-8kt right up to 5500ft as!.
So I thought I'd better go!

" ... after Ludlow I just
flew and flew
into sink . .. "
It felt rather odd flying determinedly
towards the Clee Hills in order to get to
Leominster, but that was the amount of
correction needed, with the 90 0 crosswind
of 25kt. It went nicely as far as Ludlow,
some dolphining and a couple of climbs,
but after Ludlow I just flew and flew in
sink until I was east of Leominster and
down to about 2000ft as!. I had practically
decided to drift down and land at Shobdon when I found a tiny bit of lift and as it
drifted me over Leominster it got better
and eventually I climbed away again back
to about 5500ft.
After that, with it being still blue and
such a strong wind, I thought I'd better
try not to get low again and in fact Ihe lift
was more regular from then on so it was
fairly easy to stay high but still keep up
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the required speed. I had calculated that I
ought to aim to achieve 30km/h on the
first leg and 80-90km/h on the second,
and I had decided that if I reached Aston
Down later than 1600hrs, I would land
there as there would be no prospect of
compl'eting the task. After one hour I called up Ihal I was at Leominster (exactly
on time) whicn apparently caused much
consternation at the Mynd, as of course
no one else had worked out thc speeds,
and they thought I couldn't possibly
make it if I was so slow!
The second hour, to Ledbury, was
fairly straightforward there were
beginning to be little hazy bits of cloud to
help and the lift was very strong. As I
approached the Severn Valley I could see
it looked very unpromising ahead, so I
took a cloud climb (the clouds were getting quite well developed) to 7000ft to try
to get across to the clouds on the other
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

side. I was glad I had because Ihere was
heavy sink for miles, bUI, strangely, the
ncxl thermal I got was aCluaHy over the
river just west of Gloucesteli (three hours
OUI). SO far the view hadn't bo:en particularly good because, although it was very
clear, I was flying into sun near the inversion, and in fact this was the case on the
second leg as well. But as I crossed the
river, the view down the estuary was
quite spectacular, with the water all glittering intu the distance.
Leaving Gloucester f was still on
schedule and I saw Nympsfield almost
immediately. f could a'lso see the bright
pink hangars uf Astun Down away to the
'Iett and had to stille all urge tu fly directly
towards them instead of about 40° to
their left! Thnt Inst little bit of the first I'eg
was really the hardest because I was getting pretty tired with the constanl bnttle
with the wind nod I knew t was still only
100km out at the TP, after 3 11zhrs in the
air. Perhaps because I was a bit tired, I
made a terrible pig's ear of taking the
photos and took ages trying to get them
right (successfully, as it later turned out).
Then with rather a boat-burning sensation, I turned downwind at 1600hrs. In
about half an hour I was abeam Bristol
and saw the suspension bridge and Filton
with its enormous runway. It made me
feel quite nervous seeing it although I was
well outside the area.
Over the next hour or so the country
rushed past underneath. The thermals
were strong and well marked by cloud
and the only IProblem was that I was
freezing cold - freezing level was about
4600fl and I was operating between
4000ft and 7000ft. Cheddar Gorge and
an almost perfectly round reservoir nearby showed up well and I was impressed by the sight of the River Parrett,
with some very large looking ships on it.
At Wellington I was still on time, but the
sky ahead looked a bit odd - sort of
wavy, and some remnants of the high
cover that had been forecast which I'd
seen moving away in front of me. However just beyond Wellington I got a really
strong thermal to 6500ft (this was at
17.30hrs) so it looked as though the lift
would continue 10 work for long enough
to get to Plymollth. I was only all hour
out from goal 011 my cnl'culations.
So, beginning to feel confident, on I
went to the next c'loud, and it didn't
work! I couldn't really believe it, but I
still had plenty of height and I went on
and tried about another three or four and
they were very weak. Because I'd had
such a fast climb at Wellington, I kept
expecting to get something good again there was no indication that the atmosphere where I was was very different
from how it had been at Wellington.
(Thinking about it afterwards, I believe
I'd caught up the effects of the high
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cover; the peop'le where I eventually
landed said it had been a dull day, so I
think that the ground had never got warm
enough. But it was odd that the sky didn't
show it more positively; all hough it
looked u bit wavy and different, there
were still clouds which looked to be suitable.
I kept going, still hoping to get another
climb, and in no time I was right at the
edge of Dartmoor. Then I was really
stuck, because I couldn't get above
3000ft and I had 20 miles of unlandable
country to cross with no guarantee of lift
on the way. I fiddled about for a bit seeing
if there was any way of doing it but the
John Willie calculator and my nerves
agreed that it didn't seem like a good idea.
I looked at the map and there seemed
to be plenty morc land to the west, so I
abandoned any thoughts of Plymouth and
went off towards Okehampton, managing
10 maintain 2500-3000ft in little wisps of
lift off the higher ground.

" ... nasty little
fields and
lots of trees . .. "
I crossed the army camp at Okehampton, meeting a helicopter as I did so and I
just kept drifting on, conserving height as
much as possible. I would have liked to
have gone over the valleys to give myself
more range, but they're all rather confined with nasty little fields and lots of
trees, so I had to keep over higher ground
where the fields were better. By this time
I was field spotting as I went along, only
going on to the next one if I had managed
to find enough height to do so. I was still
at 2000ft asl. Suddenly I thought that
field I'm thinking about looks rather
close! A hasty sprint at the contours on
the 1/4 million map and another hard look
out of the window convinced me that the
ground below me was about 900ft, and
there wasn't anywhere lower to wander
on to. So I thought I'd better stop. A nice
big field, slightly uphill, straight into
wind, with a cottage at the end where
they poured hot drinks and fruit cake into
me to try to stop my teeth chattering.
Meanwhi'le Phil had decided that [
would probably reach Plymouth (having
heal~d nothing to the contrary) and drove
straight there, to find a :Iarge airfield with
tarmac runways, arrival and departure
lounges etc! It's changed a bit since our
edition of Pooley's was published. They
were very helpful though; they were
expecting us because we'd phoned for
permission, and the controller on du,ty
(who was a glider pilot) couldn't have
been more helpful, phoning the Mynd to
pass on messages, and generally laking a
very friendly interest.
So that was that. It was disappointing
to fail by so I'ittle (ISklll) but tnore than

ever before it cOlwinced me that I can do
300km on the Oly. The only great mistake in the planning was to pick a destination beyond a tract of high unlandable
country - it's quite possible that I could
have milde it if it hildn't been for Dartmuor. But I enjoyed the flight tremendously; the fascination of doing a dog-leg
or straight distance is ,thal you see such a
lot of the counlry, and tnere's such a variety. It gives you a sense of travellillg ill a
way thilt a closed circuit never does. rt
you Ciln afford the retrieve and have a
willing crew, have a gol It's an unforgettable experience.

a

(Continued from p13)
canal. 1t must be the opening day of the
fishing season, I realised.
"From now on watch your speed, mister. You nearly stalled us in once before
OIl the base leg." Okay, Guy. That's
something I'll. never forget.
"Keep looking out," Dave said.
"Don't cramp the circuit," Les
reminded.
"Watch your speed, mister," Guy
warned.
A quick glance to .the right. A white
blur - faces turned up in my direction
from beside the parked gliders - silver
shimmer of the propeller spinning on
Dusty's Chipmunk.
"Don't lose co-ordination now that
you're low." Mike's voice, reproving as
always. Shut up, Mike. This is going to be
a beautiful final turn.
"You're doing well." Peter always said
something encouraging. "Your flying is
getting quite good. By the end of the year
you'll be in the Astir."
Speed. Angle. Look out. Airbrakes.
Aiming point? Oh, hell - aim at the
whole damn field which now rushed up
towards my feet and, following a marginal round-out, struck the undercarriage
with a thump that made me wince and
hope desperately that not too many people were watching.
No voices were needed now to remind
me to fly the glider until it stopped and I
held the wings level, prolonging this flight
for as long as possible, until, inexorably
the left wing drooped to the grass and it
was all over.
I opened the canopy to the familiar
sound of larks and the distant stuttering
of the old yellow tractor lurching across·
the field to tow me back.
A week ago - it seemed a lifetime now
- Tony and I had 'landed after a ,particularly spectacular flight. He had climbed
out of the glider and looked back into the
vivid evening sky where we had just been
soaring and said, mor,e to himself than to
me, "It's bloody marvellous what we get
from f1yillg." He shook his head in wonder at the thought. "All Ihis for just tenpence a minute!"

a
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IN PURSUIT OF A SILVER C
Part I - The Distance
By September MARY MEAGHER
It was humiliating. As the summer weeks
went by everyone else but me made
steady progress, got away and flew
down to Lasham for Silver distance.
"Nothing to it" said Mike Beech smugly,
"Got it all in one, too - distance, 'height
and the five hours too." R0b Jarvis
showed me his barograph trace - very
impressive, too. "Your turn will come,
Mary," he said kindly. Blit I was beginning to doubt it.
Week after week I \\Iould think '·this is
thc day'" and make elaborate preparations. Water bottle, seal clIshion, fig rolls
(fig rolls are just the thing to take on a
cross-country - no messy fingers, but
lots of energy content). Hat and glasses.
A decent parachute that didn't weigh
two tons and feel like a sack of rocks
tied on your butt. And the barograph.
Alas, the barograph. I was. beginning
to feel the barograph was a diabolical
complication designed by the BGA to
humiliate the unmechanically-minded
half-baked chicken-hearted glider pilot.
First smoke the paper. No. First find the
paper (or Cllt one to fit). Then locate
some old sticky tape and matches and
creep into the smoking shed, which is a
dingy little box behind the parachute
shed. Why it hasn't burned down long
ago I'll never know. After burning your
fingers and dropping bits of flaming tape
on the floor, the paper is covered with
soot and so are your hands. Shove the
delicate assembly back into the case (this
time try not to bend the arm back) and
go find an official observer to sign and
seal it. At first you feel quite important
doing this. "Bernie, would you sign my
barograph?" But keep coming back day
after day saying "Bernie, would you sign
my barograph')" and he begins to think
I'm an idiot.
Last week Dave Watt saw one of my
traccs after another attempt at Silver distance. He found it extremely amusing.
Got a good laugh. First it went up. And
thcn it came down. All the way down.
Not cven a wiggle in between. Very
funny. Just you wait. Wattie. I'll show
you yei'1 The course students waiting
their turns smirked at each other. Here
she is again, heap big smoke and no fire.
Lots of impressive preparation and noisc
about going cross-country, and back on
thc ground in ten minutes. Just you wait,
smirking students, one of these days I
will leavc and I won't come back!
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was getting desperate then, when hope was nearly gone . ..
Brave talk, but the weeks rolled by
and no day was just right. Booker is in
all awkward spot for attempting Silver
distance. The prevailing winds are westerly. In a K-8 you've got to fly downwind, it won't go upwind. Fly east from
Boo'ker <lnd you end up al HCillhrow,
which hils a nice big runway, but can you
imagine Iflnding thcre il1l a liltl'e glider?
To the no,lh-eilst tl~erc is Luton Airport
and to the south-east Gatwick airspace.
to say nothing of Farnborough tucked up
against Lashilm. To get to Lasham
you've gl'lt to fly west round Reading to
avoid crossing a jet flight path, and that's
not easy. When the weather changed and
the north wind blew, it blew too hard
shredding the thermals. The south wind
usually brings clouds and rain. Booker
Regionals took up the best week in

away, right side up. A wide band of
cloud formed a street, but which side
had the lift? I tried the west side, no
luck. Found a bit on the east side, lost it
again. Down to lOOOft. Down to 900ft.
Over llle dUlnp again, disgusted. Started
the circuit. And there, just there, found
lift. Not a lot, but enough 10 regain
,launch heigh't. And now, downwind from
Booker at 1600ft; if] didn't turn back, ]
wou'ld be committed to landing out.
S~lOlIld I go back and clean the canopy?
It was pretty grimy and (600ft was not
very high to make a decision to leave for
a cross-country. In fact it was pathetic.
I'd probably end up in West Wycombe.
Dither, dither. But there, over
Wycombe, was a K-13. In it, though I
didn't know it, was Bernie Fitchett and
Andy Brown. And the K-13 was mark-

•I

"Just you wait, smirking students, one of these
days I will leave and I won't come back!"
August. I nearly got away one day. Brian
Spreckley was getting impatient and said
he would show me the thermals if I just
followed him down to Reading, and that
would have worked, too, only I forgot to
switch on the barograph, Try doing that
in mid-air! Can't reach.
I was seriously considering towing my
glider to Swindon and coasting back to
Booker at least that would take
advantage of the west wind.
Worst of all, the days were getting
shorter. Nights were getting longer.
Mary was getting older. Despair was setting in. And then, when hope was nearly
gone ...
Thursday, September 13. Bright sun at
Oxford but still misty over the Chilterns.
Wind from the south, light to moderate.
Weatherman said it would get cloudy
later on. I found last wcek's barograph
in the shed, still scaled and signed, with
the pathetic little bump still there that
marked last weck's humiliation. Bernie
said I could use it again without resealing, Mike PhilpOll and Andy Brown
promised to come and get me if I got
anywhere, John Wills came down from a
jolly in a K-13 and said" You can make
it today, Mary, it's 4 up'"
So I didn't mess about, I got my act
together without delay, and Tara tugged
me up over Borstal, and I thought I
detected a bit of lift at l600ft and
releilsed. The barograph was ticking

ing a thermal. Right, I thought, here
goes.
Bernie and Andy saw me coming and
Bernie did his best to show me the way
to go by climbing to cloud base and setting off down the line of lift under the
cloud street. I followed them up to the
c1oudbase, which was about 2300ft, but
didn't go down the street because I
wanted to get into the sunlight over the
plains, and so I headed north by compass
on track for the 50km goal of Cranfield!
On my way at last! Conserving height,
and heading for a nice round cloud, I
crossed the open sky to the next cloud
street. And made it, too, only just.
Nicely established under the street, I
thought I knew where I was. That must
be Aylesbury over there. And there's the
Chinnor cement works behind me.
Where is Dunstable') Couldn't find
Dunstablc. I got out the map and tried
to read it. Must get a set of bifocals.
These glasses are OK for distance but I
can't see the names 011 the map. Anyway, I don't have to worry about the
airways, 2300ft is alt we'll get today. The
main thing is not to get near Luton.
Keep heading north till you cross the
Ml. And look out for Milton Keynes.
[ crossed to another street, and almost
didn't make it, but found the lift ,after
having selected il splendid landing place
- the vast lawn of a stately home. I
wasn't sure whose stately home it was, a
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wide park with trees, ,the mansion house,
perhaps it was Chequers? Later they told
me it was Woburn Abbey, and if you
land there, you might end up in the lion
park, which would add a new excitement
to oUllanding. (Should one stay in ,the
glider while the lions prowl round, or
climb out and run like hetl?)
I didn't see Cranfield until after I had
gone past 'it, and maybe it was just as
well because tiley were having a busy
day with an aerobatic display and all
sorts of traffic. Met a cou'ple of aeroplanes north of Cranfield, buzzing round
but not dangerously near. I got a good
lift from the end of a stubble fire, and
crossed the M I. There was Bedford - I
knew it was Bedford because t delivered
some books there and noticed the brickworks. Nobody could mistake the brickworks, i~ got about thirty chimneys all
smoking at once. I checked my m'ap and
there to the nouh \Vas
Bedford/
Thmleigh Airport. I could have kept
going but I knew I had made the distance and Bedford would be far enough;
best to come down and minimise the
retrieve. I looked round carefully for
traffic to establish the traffic pattern at
Bedford but there wasn't any. Not a
sausage. Not so much as a Piper Cub.
Anyhow I though t I would keep away
from the ends of the runway, just in case
anyone was coming, so I set up a nice
long circuit from 1200ft and began my
approach to land On a nice long bit of
grass, not too far from the tower. But as
1 drew closer to the airport, I began to
be really impressed by its size. It was
certainly big enough. Could I possibly be

mistaken? It couldn't be I..ulon, it must
be Bedford, but whalt was little old Bedford doing with a greal big runway like
that? Oh well, Derek Pigg{)!t says ill his
book "Pick the largest suitable field
available." Bedford has a runway two
miles long!'
I t.urned base over a lot. of temporary
outbuildings and slid over a Ilot of knobbly bits and pieces of masts and antennae and hardware stuck in the grass, and
came down on a long clear bit, but it was
miles from tne tower. I got out and
unscrewed tbe lead weight from the
cockpit floor and wrapped it round with
the seat cushion to weigh down ,the wingtip, and then looked round for the reception committee, but nothing moved. No
sign of life. All round the aerodrome, a
ten foot chain link fence, and no way
out. Perhaps the place was locked up for
the weekend and I would never get out!
But there were some cars parked
behind the outbuildings, and some
workmen, so I walked over and they sent
me to the gaffer, and he took me to the
tower, and they told me to go upstairs,
and when I finally found my way to the
top, they all looked round at me and said
"Are you the glider pilot?" And a
policeman came up and said did they
want to make a report? He took the
details and everyone said it was all right,
just an unscheduled landing, and they
would look after me.
I went down to meet the Station
Commander, Wing Cdr Roger Beasley,
who looked me up and down and
decided I was harmless, and was most
kind. It seems Wing Cdr Beasley is a

glider pilot, aod tows gliders every
weekend with a Tiger Moth. I said I had
landed at Bedford because I saw the
double cross mark on the map for glider
operations and thought it would be okay,
but he said Ih",! it was a top secret
experimental Royal Aircraft Establishment and even to come on the base one
had to have security clearance.
Dave Wa'tson, Air Traffic Supervisor,
tank me under his care, and said we
could arrange an air retrieve, but Booker
was short of Itugs thal day, so I had to
wait for my crew to arrive with Ihe
trailer. II was a ,fascinating place, RAE
Bedford. They let me sit in the tower
and watch the jets make 300mph low
passes over the runway, and I sat in the
radar room and watched them talk down
a plane to a perfect blind landing, and
they brought me mugs of tea, and took
me to the Officers' Mess for a sandwich,
and had me sigil the visitors' book, just
after AVM R. L. Lees, MBE, FBIM,
RAF, Air Officer Commanding. Mary
Meagher, GGP, WAP (Granny Glider
Pilot from Wycombe Air Park).
Actually I was very lucky to arrive at a
quiet moment. Mike Philpott and Andy
Brown came with my car and the open
trailer before dark. Mike was very good
at taking the glider to bits and we got
back to Wycombe by 9.30pm, I tied a
tarpaulin over the open cockpit (it's
open when the wings are off), but that
didn't stop the rain next day from' filling
up the tailplane and getting into the
wings. Caught a rocket from Brian
Spreckley for leaving the glider ou t in
the rain.
III

RESOLUTIONS FOR THE NEW SEASON
GOODlE TWO-SHOES
I'm hiding behind the ridiculous
pseudonym because I haven't the courage to let anyone else know my intentions for the coming season. Anyway if
they know who I am they wiB be waiting
for me to discard my good intentions
long before March is half-way out. But I
am serious. My faults are shared by half
the gliding world and it wouldn't do any
of you any harm to indulge in a little
introspection during the dreary days of
February. Then you too might emerge a
better gliding person.

*

*

*

I. I might be over 40 and an instructor,
but I'm going to put in a few days of
winch driving. I'm quite happy to have a
wire launch though gave up winch dri,ving with my twenties. A good day is for
flying, not sitting on the ground. But
someone has to, so it's back on the
February/March 1985

nothing too
winch rosta for me strenuous but half a dozen duties a year
wouldn't harm anyone. Really the young
winch drivers who take the bulk of the
launching responsibility in our club are
the very members who should be gaining
every minute of air experience.

*

*

*

2, I hope to be a bit more genemus
about helping others de-rig. I usually fly
for longer than I intend (forgive the mild
boasting) then rush off in a hunry. Mosl
other members seem beller about this,
so this resolution is probably exclusively
mine.

*

*

*

3. Although I have more than 500hrs I
am going to have the occasional dual
flight with a senior instructor. L:ike my
driving, I have skipped into some bad
habits over the years and need checking
out so I don't pass them on to others.

4. I'm definitely going to stop elaborating on my flights and giving infinite
details to fellow pilots and my ,fall ily.
Others can go on doing this, but I'm opting out. Half the stories we pass round
the bar expand with the telling and we
end up believing our own exaggerations.
It would be dreadful if we became as
boring as other sportsmen.

*

*

*

*

*

*

5. I'm going to take out a subscription
to S&G instead of relying on picking up
lhe occasional copy from the club. In the
winter months I miss Ollt. Then I will
make myself read all the articles on
safety. It should be required reading for
all glider pilots. (Hear, hear, we're all for
this resolve. ED)
6. I'm a committee member and will put
my weight heavily behind the concept of
(Conlinued on p44.)
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Thoughts on the Supacat Winch Design
DAVID CLAYTON has been designing winches since his Cambridge University days and was
responsible fo" one used at Lasham in the late 1950s. A winch he designed in 1962 has so far
given the Dev,on & Somerset GC 150' 000 launches.
In the old days winch launching was
largely for training flights; anyone who
wanted to do some serious soaring was
apt to have an aerotow to get the extra
height and also to get started in a chosen
spot. Getting away from a winch launch
was the exception. Perhaps then there
was less need to be concerned about the
difference in operating cost between a
tug aircraft and a winch. Now with sailplanes of higher performance and
improved soaring technique it becomes
increasingly usual to get away from a
winch launch and the more expensive
aerotow may be unnecessary. Hence
signs of a revival of interest in winches.

It's increasingly usual to
get away from a winch
launch and the expensive
aerotow may be unnecessary
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For some years now there has been a
tendency for the heaviest gliders to get
heavier and for their take-off speeds to
increase. When airborne they are able to
make use of greater pulls from the
winch. The permitted strength of weak
links in some cases has risen to recognise
this situation and the power needed to
give a good launch to these heavy, fast
machines has naturally increased too.
The present-day \\;inch designer must
stop and think carefully about how much
wire tension and how much wire speed he
must provide for, beming in mind that as
well as the big machines, which naturally
set the upper limit to required winch
performance, there arc still slower and
lighter glillers which are entitled to
expect proper launches too.
For many years after the Second
World War much winch launching was
done by Ford VS engines; indeed they
could almost be said to have been the
standard winch engine and noble service
they gave. Power outputs varied a bit but
were probably about SObhp, perhaps
IOObhp in the case of the largest of
them. Later, in the 1960s, it was usual to
think of a diesel engine of the sort then
used in the typical lorry of the period
giving Max power of perhaps 120bhp.
Many of these also gave good service
and were generally able to launch the
gliders of the time in all or nearly all
conditions.
Now things have moved on again and
it seems to be necessary to use an engine
with a Max output of about 180bhp to
be sure that the winch will not be found
18
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wanting by the big ones. To be quite
confident of a good take-off it is suggested that we should design for a Max
wire speed of 95fps. If we allow for 15 %
losses, this suggests a wire tension at
Max speed of just short of 9001bs. If that
is enough for tllke-off and initial climb, it
is certainly enough for the less arduous
conditions when there is a head wind or
when the glider is a less demanding one.
Let us consider, therefore, designing
engine and transmission so that we can
achieve a wire tension up to 900lbs or
thereabouts at any speed, from nothing
up to 95fps. At Max tension and Max.
speed the engine will have to be doing its
utmost; at any other combination speed
and load the engine will be eased off to
provide what is required.

Engine doing its utmost
Going back to the days of the Ford V8
winch, it was usual at the time to use a
dry clutch and gearbox after the engine
just as in a lorry or car. Not being practicable to change gear during a launch it
was necessary to decide on the gear
before starting, perhaps 2nd for windy
days and 3rd for no wind days. When
3rd had to be used the initial acceleration stage was inevitably heavy on the
clutch and replacements were often

necessary. It was also easy to produce an
unpleasant jerk in the transition from
take-up slack to all out.
On windy days it was both necessary
and desirable Ici usc a lower gear, not.
because a windy day required a greater
pull than a calm day, but because the
engine could 110t run slow,ly enough
towards the top of the launch if it was
driving thr()ugh a fully eng:lged clutch.
The lower gear also, of course, eased the
work of the clutch at initial engagement.
Later, fluid couplings. torque converters
and automatic boxes be.came more readily ava,ilable lInd it was possible 10 contemp'late an arrangement ,involving gear
chllnges during the launch. Sometimes 1I
transmission direct from a car would be
used, tOfljUe convertor, three-speed
automatic box <lnd all.
One of the disadvanlages of this set-up
is that if the torque convertor is doing its
converting and a 'Iow gear ,is used, the
wire pull can be excessive at low speeds
and the winch driver has to use his skill to
prevent ov.erstressing. II is by no means
necessary to provide so wide a spectrum
of pull and speed as is required for a
road vehicle. Indeed as suggested before,
the S:lme Max pull is requ.ired at all
speeds from zero to full speed. Torque
amplification at low speeds is not
needed. If the engine is capable of exerting the Max pull :It Max speed it will be
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able to do so throughout the sp.eed
range, provided we put into t;he transmission line a hydroulicwup1ling to
enabk Ihe engine to keep within its
usable speed range when the wire speed
is very low or zero, as it will be at the
start of the take-off run and' aoa,ill
pernaps atlhe top of the launch on :ery
windy days.

". , . we must be content
with less pull"
If we have to use an engine which is
IHlt fully powered for the job it will
obviously not be able to exert as much
pull at Max speed. We cannot reduce
Max speed or we shaH nol get some of
the gliders off the ground in Har calms so we must be content with IIess pldl. In
this case there may be a good case for a
torque convertor so that, although deficient in pull at high speeds, we can get
all we want at lower speeds. But for a
fully powered engine the direct hydraulic
coupling provides all that is needed.
So far we have tried to provide for the
most difficult cases. If we have a big
enough engine for that what about the
smaller machines? We don't want to give
Ihcm 900lbs pull -- they wouldn't lik~ it.
If we did they would simply get going
too fast. Let the winch drivcr then bring
his speed control lever back and this oCf
course is a perfectly sound way of doing
it. But would it not be beller if we could
arrange 10 inhibit the torque produced
by the engine so as to render it incapable
of pulling too hard no maller what the
driver does? This we can do with a tor4ue Iimiter built into the injection pump.
Many winches have rollers to guide
the wire onto the drum and very oft~n, if
you look at a winch from the side during
a launch, you see something like this:
(Fig I.)

If the wire then drifts a lillle on.e way or
the other, which is almosr bound to
happen during a launch, the fast moving
wire will begill to touch a stationary roller with scuffing and abrasion until the
roller has got up to the right speed. (Try
launching in the dimpsies and watch for
sparks. )
These are s()me of the things which
are wrong. What can we do about it all?
First we would like to make the rollers
much bigger (12in diameter at least), but
if we do that the vertical rollers will have
to be proportionally longer as well to
make sure the wire does not come off
the end of the roller at the top of the
launch. But then the roller will be much
heavier and will take much more time to
accelerate to the right speed when thtwire first t,ouches, produ.cing Illuch more
scuffing -~ and that won't do.
Let us then try tUH'ling the axis of the
roller around a bit - like this: (Fig 3.)

Much beller at that particular moment
of the launch, but still wrong at other
times. Probably on balance, it is beller
like that but we have not yet got to the
root of the problems.

" ... we want to avoid
the scuffing, both sorts . .. "
What me we to do') Remember we
want to increase the diameter that the
wire rolls around and we want to avoid
the scuffing, both sorts, ie the .. first
touch" scuffing and the "out of plane"
scuffing as in Fig I. Suppose we could,
no maller for the moment how we do it,
arrange for the axis of the vertical roller
to follow the wire as it rises above the
horizontal like this: (Fig 4.)

Fig2
This is terrible -- all sorts of things are
wrong.
I. The rollers are often about 2in or 3in
in di<lmeter and this is much too small
for the wire to be bent around without
drastically shortening its life.
2. The wino: scuffs across the vertical roller as it goes and this must and does
cause abrasive wear.
3. The rollers are arranged so that if the
pull is perfectly straight the wire does
not touch. Looked at end on it is like
this. (Fig 2.)
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Wc would have g<lined a lot. For onc
thing we would have got rid of the "out
of plane" scuffing. It would also be
unnecessary to have a long roller as only
the middle bit would ever be used. The
next step is to increase its diameter
which we can now happily do as it won't
have to get correspondingly longer. So
now we have got something like this:
(Fig 5.)

FigS

_
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Beller put flanges on just in case and
what have we got'? A pulley! (Fig 6.) We
have got rid of some of the problems,
bu t there is still a long way to go.

Fig6~
..~
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We have so far done nothing about
that horizontal roller nor h;ve we
decided how to make the moving roller
or, as it is now, pulley follow the wire.
H we are to avoid the problem of scuffing due to "firsttouch" it is evident that
tile wire must always wrap the roller or
pulley by a reasonable angle, and provided that the pulley IS of a reasonable
diamder, as it must bc, it does not matter to the wire, once it has taken up the
curvature of the pulley, how far around
that pulley it has to go before being
straightened again. It must never be just
touching or just not touching it as was
the case when we started; also, to avoid
the other problems, we must use large
diameter narrow pulleys with flanges
instead of long rollers, and these pulleys
must swing so that the wire alw<iys runs
true over them.
How to achieve all this?
It can be done. The entry pulley must
follow the glider and if it is to preserve
an angle of wrap it must swing about an
axis which is not horizontal. (Fig 7.)

Fig7

The wire must leave the pulley along
its <lxis of swing and must then gO to
another pulley \vhich also is able to
swing, so that Ihe wire can traverse the
drum as it leaves and all is geometrically
correct without scuffing. Many people
seem to be working on problems of
winch design and the author would like
to suggest that the tilille has come to call
a symposium on the sl:Jbjecl. Pcrhaps the
BGA would organise one. Meanwhile
would those interested in the subject gel
in touch with Dr GonIon Peters, Bl(rts
House, We'llington, Somerset. (Tel
0823472820.)

(Supacal are /IOW building lhe winch
for lhe Devon & SomaS!'1 GC which !ViII
be ready for the soaring season.)
El
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THERE'S A SADIST
AT THE

John, now a sales engineer having been a
long-term RAF technician, took up gliding
in 1983 after ground slides in a Dagling 30
years ago. He says this probably accounts
for the fact he now spends most of his time
doing ground slides in a K-8l

MYND
A further progress report from JOHN McCORMICK of the North Wales GC
Perhaps some of you may remember the
day that I couldn't get down. (See the
August issue, pI62.) My technique and
flying skil:ls have' improved vastly since
then. Now I can't stay up.
It's not my fault, of course. I've got
every excUSe. For a start I swear the CFI
only sends me off when there's nothing
but 6kt down around. "Don't come back
for forty minutes," he admonishes, and
then feigns surprise as I reappear at the
side of him almost beating the cable
down in the process. Actually, now
we've had new drogue chutes fitted to
them it's going to be a close run thing.
Then there's the sea breeze we get
here at Pen y Parc, which usually kills
the lift before it can get started. To be
fair, the powers that be have been looking for a new field further inland for
some time. At the last AGM one was
turned down because an airway ran over
it at 3500ft. It got my vote, 3500ft is
twice as high as I need.

feet fair
dancing on
the rudder pedals . .. "
H •••

Certainly there's nothing wrong with
my flying. I can turn circles with the best
of them, feet fair dancing on the rudder
pedals as I kick that little black ball back
into the centre. I can now include the
altimeler and vario in that quick glance
away from the ASI, and pretty soon I
reckon rll find enough time to look Qutside.
Even the CFI seems satisfied with my
progress. On my last two check flights he
didn't say a thing from start to finish.
Perhaps that's not quite true, for it
seems to me he's gelling a bit religious.
When I turned round after the tlight to
ask him how I'd done, he was sitting
with his head in his hands, muttering
"Oh God, Oh God." It's touching to
think that he feels safe enough to spend
his time praying with his eyes tight
closed whilst I'm in control up front.
Actually I did manage to thermal on a
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recent VISit to the Mynd. There was
some chap in the back, of course, giving
directions, and prelly direct directions
they were too at times. It was on that
trip that I found I'd got a sadist aboard.
Now you may think I'm beginning to
suffer delusions of grandeur, but I'd
gone down there with the express intenlion of geHing a check flight for the K-8
and perhaps accomplishing a Bronze leg
in hill lift. "Piece of doddle", had said
the club pundit. Everything's a "piece of
doddle" to him. Can't think why when
he falls out of the sky almost as readily
as I do. Notice no name, it indicates I am
aware of lhe laws of libel, and anyway
he's biggeI' than me, although I hasten to
add not so good looking.
However, I digress. The notion really
appea:Jed and I' could visualise myself
do,ing il., just wafting gently backwards
and forwards, 'backwards and forwards
whi~lst I sat oHt the necessary thirty
minute period. None of this working
myself to a frazzle with frantic circling
and getting dizzy in the process. All this
explains how I came to find myself airborne wit,h this sadist character.
We had come off the wire at nigh on
2000ft straight into a thermal and with
the Voice cursing me steadily from the
back climbed up to 3500ft before turning out over the \{alley. lovely,. I
thought, even 1 can plan a circuit from
up here, fly around nicely for a while,
don't mess up ,the approach or landing
and thell I'll be off in the K-8.
So there I was, all relaxed and happy,
when suddeflly the Voice said, "When
did you last do recoveries from unusual
attitudes, John?" Now I might have lied
if I thought I could have got away with
it, but like a fool I'd given him my logbook when we got into the aircraft, and
having nothing to do, due I'm sure to my
superb flying, he'd been sitting there
reading it. "Just a little while ago," I
replied, hoping from my tone that he
would infer that it certainly wasn't
needed. It didn't work. "Take your
hands and feet off the controls," he said,
"and hold them up where I can see
them." I was still trying to comply, espe-

cially with the feet, when the world
leaped sideways. Quick as a flash I had it
straight and level and under full control.
There's absolutely nothing wrong with
my reactions, it comes of being a confirmed coward.
"How was that?" I cried triumphantly.
"Fine," he said, "but somewhat premature, I was only trying to look underneath before we started. Now let's begin
again, I have control." It was a phrase I
was learrting to hate. Up the aircraft
leapt,arched over with a sick making
lurch, and the world started to revolve.
"Let it go three revolutions," said the
Voice. The fool actually t.hought I was
going to sit there and: count them.
"Sort it out," came the command.
Hands and feet moved frantically but ilil
perfect unison .and there I was back in
level flight. Meanwhile the brain had
refused absolutely 10 ·take any part in all
this nonsense, I think I was running on
autopilot. "I have cootrol," came the
Voice again and there we were with sky
all around and nothing on the clock.
How the hell did he get us into space? I
thought in panic as I searched frenziedly
for sight of the world, and lhen there
was another lurch as the noSe dropped
and the earth reappeared. He had hidden it under the tail. Every time I recovered the same order came, '''I hav.e control," and we went into another manoeuvre foUowed by "Sort it out".

"By now the
sweat w,as
dr~pplng

of.f me"

You name it, we did it, every move in
the book and two dozen others I swear
that he invented on the spur of the
moment. By now ,the sweat was dripping
off me, I hadn't worked so hard in years.
Correction, I'd never worked so hard,
fuU stop. Eventually he allowed me to
level it out at 900ft and I breathed a sigh
of relief. He can't do much more, I
thought, too low. Wrong! "Make a negative g manoeuvre," said the Voice. So I
did him a McCormick special. All right,
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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so I only pulled minus .Ig, but that's the
way I like it, nice and gentle. "Not like
that," he said, "Iike this." There was a
loud bang, I swear the wingtips met
somewhere under the cockpit, and I was
absolutely covered in flying sheep - er
- droppings. The idiot in the back was
roaring in maniacal laughter. I think it
was at this point that 1 sugges ted his parents hadn't been married.
There's only one way to cut this short,
I thought, and announced that I wa.
planning the circuit. "I have control," he
replied. Now I must admit that came as a
surprise, I could only think that he
wanted to do the landing himself.
Perhaps at last he wus taking pity on me
and had decided I'd done enough for
one day. He's making a bit of a cock-up
of this, I thought smugly, as we went
past the spot where I would normally
turn base leg. We were now too low, too
far downwind, we were still going the
wrong way, and there was already one
aircraft on the approach. Th is is going to
be interesting, I thought, and by now I
was positively glowing with happiness in
the knowledge that he was going to get
his come-uppancc for all the indignities
he had heaped on me earlier.
Abruptly the Voice burst through my
reverie. "Sort it out," he said. AHHH!
the proverbial cold hand clu tched my
heart. He can't do this, I thought desperately as I whipped the aircraft round,
short way back, what's my height?
what's my speed? where's the wind')
where's the other bloody aeroplane? Oh
God, look at the rate of sink, and the
sadist in the back said quite casually
"Let me hear your landing checks,
John," I'm pretty sure it was at this point
that Itotd him politely to go away.
To cut a long story short, 1 made it
back, albeit all of a quiver, but worse
was to come, After they had lifted me
out of the aircraft and laid me on the
gr"ss I ventured to ask about the K-8.
"Sorry," hc sa1d, ''l've only got an assistant rating, you need a full Cat to clear
you for that." On top of this, although
he said. all the right things in my logbook, he hadn't got a blue pen, so he
signed it in red. Now I am viewed with
instant suspicion by every instructor who
opens it. I'm thinking of sticking those
two pages together with something like
jam so that il looks natural.
They say that you learn something on
every flight, and this one was no exceplion, I learned never to get into an aeroplane with a strange instructor of whom
you know not his mental history. So I
scurried off back to North Wales, where
at least I know the instructors involved
and where I have been assured that the
close proximity of the Denbigh
Psychiatric Hospital is purely coincidental.
la
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GLIDING NEAR MILITARY AIRFIELDS
A warning by CHRIS TERRY, a Fit Lt in the RAF with 3000 Service flying
hours as well as being a glider pilot chasing his Diamond distance.

In the April 1983 issue of S & G, p70, Mike
Emmett points out some of the legalities of
flying in and around controlled airspace and
his first two paragraphs deal with the ATZ
and MATZ. His final sentence on ATZs is:
"It is obviously unwise to linger near the
extended centre line of a busy runway even
when outside the ATZ". This advice had
obviously been missed or forgotten by a
brave few who flew their sleek machines
very close to a service airfield recently
resulting in two airmisses being reported by
Tornado pilots within the space of half an
hour.

Came close to
major incident
The signal reports illustrate how close we
came to having a major incident.
Case 1. Tornado pilot, five miles from
tou\;hdown on radar approach in good visibility. given warning by controller of two
gliders ahead, one arhalf mile range and the
other at one mile. The pilot immediately
took avoiding action.
Case 2. Tornado, five miles from
touchdown on radar approach in excellent
visibility was warned by cOlltroller. Pilot
looked up and saw glider one mile ahead and
500ft above. He took avoiding action.
The Facts
I. The gliders were perfectly legal, ie outside
1 Ylnm from the airfield boundary (but
inside the MATZ).
2. Airmiss I was a Tornado on a swept wing
approach with the front seat pilot using
"head down" instruments and the rear seat
"safety pilot" blind ahead and below
because of the very high nose attitude of the
Tornado in this configuration.
3. In both incidents a timely warning was
given by a "switched on" talkdown controller who, luckily, could see the gliders on
radar.
4. Gliders do not always show on radar.
5. Instrument approaches for fastjet aircraft
can begin up to ten miles out and 2000ft
above airfield level; once on the centre line
speed is reduced and the aircraft becomes a
most un manoeuvrable machine with one
aim in life - to hit the end of the runway
it is pointing at! Speeds may be anything
from 140kt to 220kt and a 21;2° glide path
is normally flown; ie at two miles the aircraft
would be at 500ft, four miles 1000ft, six
miles, 1500ft etc and crews practising in

good gliding weather are almost invariably
"on the dials" with a safety pilot in the rear
who does not have good forward visibility.
Tbe Hazards

I. A mid-air collision is obviously the worst
possibility resulting in two very broken aeroplanes, death, destruction of persons and
property on the ground (£14m of tax payers
Tornado has to come down somewhere!)
and piles and piles of paperwork.
2. Wake turbulence from a passing jet could
be enough to break a glider into pieces - a
near miss can be frightening enough however if you end up behind and below the
passing piece of hi-tech, rest assured you will
be in for a rough ride!
3. In hazy conditions a glider becomes very
difficult to see and a pilot travelling at 420kt
plus may not see it in time to avoid - this
applies all over the country with low flying
military jets as low as 250ft - but that's
an{)\her story!

Tbe Answers
I. Service flying regulations and procedures
will not be changed to suit the occasional
weekday cross-country glider pilot.
2. Cross-country pilots can help themselves
greatly by:
(a) Planning their routes to avoid busy
service airfields.
(b) Checking whether airfields are active
most airfields close down most
weekends and after 1800hrs; however it
is never safe to assume them to be closed.
(c) Contacting nearby airfields on the
advertised VHF frequency when possible.
This of course requires a suitable radio
and an R/T licence, but should you be
able to talk to someone you will always
get a friendly controller on the other end
who will be pleased to hear from you; knowing your height and position will
help ATC to keep their jets away, even if
they cannot see you on radar! Prefix your
. call sign with "Glider" and advise the
controller of any major height or position
changes.
(d) Using your common sense!

The message to all glider pilots is clear Being legal is not safe enough - keep away
from extended centre lines of all active airfields, especially those operating military
fast jets. There will always be the risk of a
mid-air collision for as long as there is more
than one aeroplane in the sky - don't stack
the odds against yourself.
Ir':lI
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ANNUAL STATISTICS -

OCTOBER 1, 1983 TO SEPTEMBER 30, 1984

AIACRAFT

GLIDING CLUBS

ALL

NO. OF

LAUNCHES

AEROTOWS

HOURS

CROSS-

MEMBERSHIP

COUNTRY

No" of
Temporary

KM
CJ)

c

'"n

~
n

u

u

Ul

::J

:>

Estimated

Members

";;'

~

Ul

c

u::

~

u::

z

CJ)

g>

;;.

C
0

ALTAIR

1

0

4

0

1534

0

201

250

12

0

0

ANGUS

3

2

3

N/A

4340

N1A

605

1084

59

21

300

AQUILA
AVON

2

1

1809

1031

450

870

35

0

203

1

8
17

1

3

2

3100

3100

71

15

640
388

AVRO

4

1

1

0

5011

0

132

64

2

3

20

3

3999

697

686
1475

N/A

BATH & WILTSHIRE

7435

110

9

262

BLACK MOUNTAINS

1

1

40

1

1700

1700

2761

135000

80

100

700

15

-

125

16

500

6

14000

14000

13500

N/K

425

60

3640

BLACKPOOL

2

3

BOOKER

8

5

-

4851

-

1742

BORDERS

2

1

12

1

2519

2435

1548

2800

66

10

453

BRACKLEY

1

0

10

0

5002

27

959

1489

101

25

1174

BRISTOL & GLOUCESTERSHIRE

3

3

32

2

8441

5407

5704

73600

211

38

1091

BRITISH AEROSPACE FILTON

1

0

0

84

0

78

965

15

0

20

BUCKMINSTER

1

2

10

0
1

5500

3700

1500

3539

90

0

916

BURN

3

3

18

2

5634

1654

2198

6500

125

CAIRNGORM

2

0

5

0

650

0

245

N/K

34

-

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY

3

4

31

2

8457

2170

36953

158

92

1804

0
4

-2879

0

3480
748

600

25

20

1051

2973

194

528

297

49

21

395

8891
9334

N/A

3293

167
283

93
71

1598

7962

45119
29500
3000

80

1

172

457
102

CONNEL

3

2

1

CORNISH
COTSWOLD

3

2

1

1
4

29

COVENTRY

3
5

53

0
4

CRANFIELD

1

1

13

2

1564

1564

5029
776

DEESIDE

2

2

12

2

2579

2579

1967

10211

112

DERBY & LANCS

3

3

24

0

8100

0

2934

5400

175

95

670

DEVON & SOMERSET

2

3

21

1

8551

52459

2

3

1

4283

1002
417

3243

DORSET
DUMFRIES
EAST SUSSEX

2
2

0
2

0
1

861
6569

ENSTONE

2

1

9

1

ESSEX

4

2

20

1

ESSEX & SUFFOLK

2

2

12

2

HAMBLETONS

2

4

2

1

5
12

1693
53

178

84

845

101

27

428

32
132

46

102
875
180

-

689
158

1417

1380

400
3000

3440

520

2672

42336

60

5

8373

1481

1817

43230

175

7

2657

2657

1251

9000

90

2927

523

857

8100

80

-

600

HEREFORDSHIRE

3

1

12

1

2015

2015

1350

8385

87

HIGHLAND

1

3

5

0

3001

5

759

1800

45

5

IMPERIAL COLLEGE'
INKPEN

0

3

0

0

300

210

2700

45

15

2

2

1

1735

1735

729

3400

68

2

347

KENT

3

3

5
28

1

11862

3908

3000

4500

270

25

1910

KENT MOTOR GLIDING

4

0

1

0

4603

0

1045

35000

48

-

439

LAKES

1

7

1515
34805

1450
12736

752

0

6
120

1

LASHAM

2
7

3266
223665

50
640

0
130

3496

LONDON

4

4

81

3

15864

8466

5819

N/K

329

73

4800

MARC HINGTON'

1

0

14

1

1430

1500

66

4

MENDIP

2

3

0

4260

0

5840

73

0

420

MIDLAND

3

3

10
21

690
868

1

10484

156

3524

6331

180

69

1562

-

600

206
244

NENE VALLEY

3

0

3

0

2775

15

366

298

35

NEWARK & NOnS

2

2

7

0

4947

10

732

3079

70

0

435

NEWCASTLE & TEESSIDE
NORFOLK

2
3

1
2

5
28

0
2

1282
3917

0
3419

376
1832

400
11735

36
150

2
17

189

NORTHUMBRIA

3

2

23

1

2253

612

540

1500

91

26

NORTH DEVON

2

0

6

2

3300

650

900

5300

20

-

7

345

0

51

5

110

10580

110
79

12
4

25
420

NORTH WALES

2

1

3

0

3145

OUSE

2

6000

2

12
12

1

OXFORD

1
3"

OXFORDSHIRE SPORTFLYING'

2

6

1

PETERBOROUGH
RAE (Bedford)'

3

1

12

0

0

5

RATTLESDEN

2

2

7

ROYAL AIRCRAFT ESTABLISHMENT

2

3

5

RSRE

2

2

1

SGU'

3

3

18

SHALBOURNE

2

1

11

22

6099

46

2

1745

1745

1

160

1806
1444

0

-

-

220
2354

-

720

6800

63

0

350

3000

19

6

328

4314

61

785

7750

52

2

3439

-

946

3100

48

12

15

233

135

22

10

80

4730

2236

143

60

782

4300

43

-

1346
2

-

25

272

6

6833
3522

0

-
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ANNUAL STATISTICS -

OCTOBER 1',1983 TO SEPTEMBER 30,1984

AIRCRAFT

GLIDING CLUBS

ALL

NO. OF

LAUNCHES

AEROTOWS

HOURS

CROSS-

Estimated

MEMBERSHIP

COUNTRY

No. of

KM

Temporary
Members

01

en

N
.0
::J

0

c

';;"

~
::J

0

Cl.

I-

0
2
1

0

0

SOUTHOOWN

2
2

3

12
24

2
2

18
2

1
1

25
0

1
11
2
N/A

5

STAFFORDSHIRE
STRATFORD ON AVON
STRATHCLYDE
STRUBBY
SURREY & HANTS
SWINDON
TIGER
TRENT VALLEY
ULSTER
UPWARD BOUND TRUST
VALE OF NEATH"

1
3
3
3
0
2
N/A
2
2
3

3
2
0
0
2

01
:J

0

SHROPSHIRE
SOUTH WALES

01
.~
0>-

en

.0

u::

10
18
11
1
8

44

180

36
245

N1K

85
9

67

277

0
1
0

4506
NlA
5370
1276
2027

1
1

2504
753

753

1586
929
234
510
203

0

2966

1

346

2250

0
345

263
1167
4076

72038

118696

506
204

1385
1817

N/A

N/A

N/A

18
1227

12500
4750
150

0

3
4

0
1

YORKSHIRE'

3

5

5
10
40

187

153

1095

KESTREL

2

4

4

2

6634

SOUTH WEST DIST (Wyvern)

2

4

6

2

9362

ANGLIA

2

2

3

0

4608

0

BANNEROOWN

4

6

8981

BICESTER

6
2
2

3
7

35
7216

CIVILIAN CLUB TOTALS

300

1261

1995
498
820
207

22000
60

0

1045
0
365
57

WOLDS

WEST WALES

0
4

3500

6295
3099
3611

2

VECTIS

0
48

0
2

3
1
2

WELLAND

31
209
103
57
124

948
3470

1

1
3

112

7796
7297

358706

0

11412

632
4418

included in Lasham's statistics
1060
211

C

28249

632
6440

3060

u::

z

80
39
26
41
41

50
506

3
9

130
253
729
144

8
1
2
50
6

950

0
1

100

0

272

114

0

-

0
750

39

743
4400

168

12912

276

14
66

990643

8232

1616

44938

14655

112
97

27

400

33

60
7
2

250
150
1446

'No statistics received,

last year's figures used.

ARMY GLIDING ASSOCIATION

5405

0

ROYAL AIR FORCE GSA

CHILTERNS
CLEVELANDS
CRANwELL
FENLAND
FOUR COUNTIES
FUL.MAR
HUMBER
WREKIN'

3
2
2
2
2
2

3
4
3
4
4
3
3

-

16
0
14

5
0
2

17 598
2'742
6540

8
4
7
1

1

500
74

0
1

5918
5424
5907
4700

0

5256

0

1

4410

2

5
5

-

0
4865

50
250

601
2386
6826
744
3039
2351
1167
1640
800
941
910

1752

56

17806

53
249

39280
2848
51650
4271
4482
22770
4500
4140
3344

50
113

200
15

120

6
1

900
150

-

120
98 I

0
0

164
I

500
f12

90

5

N/A

40

0

60
65

0
0

250
100

ROYAL NAVAL GSA
CULDROSE

3

2

2

1

2566

459

2100

47

-

HERON'

2

4

2

4947

1044

11047

112

42

PORTSMOUTH NAVAL'

2
4

3

0

6

2761

720

250

75

12

SERVICE CLUB TOTALS

42

53

85

23

98414

14755

26830

190300

1437

108

2921

CIVILIAN CLUB TOTALS

187

153

1095

112

358706

72038

118696

990643

8232

1616

44938

GRAND TOTAL

229

206

1180

135

457120

86793

145 526

118943

9669

1724

45859
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TRIL fERTHERS
Bloody Competitions
A more or less scientific poll of S&G subscribers last year
revealed that one of the things they wanted least in this organ of
ours was competition reports. I feel trebly guilty, since I myself
set many of the tedious tasks, do large amounts of the uninteresting (to others) flying, only enlivened by the odd crash, and
write reams of soporific contest reports, only enlivened by the
odd spot of libel. Of which more later. Congratulations, though,
to John Willy in the last issue for a succinct, synoptic view of
the Open Nats, getting away from the thermal by thermal
treadmill, and to Jane Randle for her report of the same event
in Flight, the sole illustration being one of an unsuccessful but
still intact ASW-20 (my own); this report carried the best plug

Enlivened by the odd crash.
for lrvin glider parachutes I have ever seen; I can't wait to join
the queue.
No, I must not yet reveal what people like most (except to
say it wasn't this column, in spite of my indignant demands for
a recount) because we still need to poll the other half of our
readership who buy their copies at the bar. As for that quite
different constituency, those louts who will happily pay £5 for a
round of drinks, then scrounge other people's copies of S&G to
save a bob or two, I suppose their opinions should be canvassed
as well, even though I put not buying your own S&G on a par
with child-molesting and mugging pensioners. Ears burning? I
should think so. But Comps reports will, I promise, get more
interesting if JJ gets his way.

«

b~
P~8TYPUS

around a contest course 20% faster than everyone else obviously spends correspondingly less time in the air. Since his flying
time is diminished (I nearly said his pleasure is diminished, but
coming first is its own reward, says he, speaking fro'm very dim
memory) his cost per soaring hour increases as the fourth power
of the performance improvement.
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Coming first is 'ts own reward.
In my example the glider with a 20% better performance will
cost 107% more per hour. (That's splendid: I've just talked
myself out of buy,jng a Nimbus 3; supported, 1 should add, by
my wife and my bank manager.) The irony is ,that the better the
LID, the more hours the super-sailplane can stay up, from the
first zephyr of the morning to the last dying gasps of warm
woodlands on a gentle west-facing slope. What actually happens in modern contests is that the super-glider fillets the best
part out of the day and discards the rest. A scandalous waste.
And there is always the problem for the organisers of setting
tasks that are not going to be devalued by being .finished in
under two and: Cl half hours - even a 300km is at risk, though it
may be the biggest task the lower performance gliders can
manage. The old Skylark pilots used to boast of putting up to
50 hours of soaring in the logbooks during one Camp. They
had a whale of a time with their seven and eight hour (even ten
hour) epic voyages across wild Welsh terrain and rocky coastlines. From dawn to dusk no thermal in the whole country went
unscathed.

1

1

Are You Flying Faster and Enjoying it
Less?
I wrote this little piece before I saw John Jeffries' splendid
article on reforming contests (the last issue, p252) but it
rings the same bells.
It is a well-known fact (by which device I mope to steamroller
anyone who has the nerve to query this unverified assertion)
that the cost of a glider goes up as the cube of its performance.
So a 20% improvement in achieved cross-country speed will
cost you about 75% more. However, the pilot who whiffles

~

From dawn to dusk no thermal went unscathed.
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But Now . ..
At this point in my nostalgia trip I received John Jeffries' radical idea for a new type of contest. Hooray! (When I was in the
Navy the ratings were told to shout Hooray! while the officers

t

" prcvitlus
involved have been 'brilliantly successful pair-flyers in
contests.
,[ believe tnat every new vicar is warned not to park his bike
near the local tart's house. He might be inside saving souls or
nex,t door buying a newspaper; all the same, envious and
malicious tongues will wag, causing distress to ,the faithful and
bringing scandal upon the Church. It is the innocent more than
the guilt)' who are likely to fall into the lrap, since they are
unaware of how lesser and meaner spirits will interpret even the
most b'lameless actions.
By the way, ['m glad that it wasn't any of the other Booker
pilots 1 offended. They wouldn't write in, they'd just break an
arm or two.

Platypi in the Sky
I don't understand it or believe it.

had to shout Hoorah! I can't remembcr what the petty officers
were supposed to shout during these spontaneous demonstrations of loyally, but it's not very relevant. It's not relevant at all
- get on with it. ED.) Of course it'll not catch on for Nationals
or World Champs, since the idea will be buried in all the usual
guff about fairness. And there is the problem that announcements of pilot-declared goals in the past were always greeted
with groans from pilots who suddenly had to think, and fret
about the Met. I don't bother to listen to the Met in modern
Comps because (a) I don't understand it; (b) I don't believe it
and (c) I can't do anything about it cvcn if I undcrstood or
believed it. I just stumble around the course whcn it seems OK.
But JJ would compel me to think very hard indeed.

A Change of Scapegoat
And of course you'd always have an excuse every time you
failed to win the day. You'd blame the Met man, whosc advice
misled you Into declaring the wrong task.
The task-seller would of course be eliminated. I've known a
number of pilots who wanted to eliminate the task-seller, but
usually that reflected an immediate ,personal grudge rather than
a maller of principle.

The Aussies have just produced a lovely-looking (natch) sideby-side two-seater called the ES 65 Platypus. Since the name
came from an ,indigenous antipodean amphibian I can't really
demand a royal,ty. Martin Si mons writes to say that I ought to
get Down Under and give it the Platypus Poison Sting of
Approval or some such award. An excuse for going to Oz
before I gel too decrepi,t has long been sought; I must seize it.
There is no doubt that flying a high perform<lnce side-by-side
two-seater is the most fun two adults can have in public without
getting arrested. I wish it massive success.

Every new vicar is warned.

Another Reason for Abolishing
Contest Reports
When someone I respect both as a pilot and as a person writes
to say I have cast a slur on his honour, I do something which I
never normally do and re-read one of my columns. (See this
issue's Your Letters and the 15 Metre Nationals report in the
October issue, 1'2 L9.) I have done so very carefully and see not a
word to alter. Nothing \Vas either stated or implied to the discredit of our correspondent, who I know has never cheated and
never would. What I did suggest, very mildly, was that top class
non-competing pilots should not even give the impression that
they mighl influence a race. That's especially true if the pilots
February/March 1985
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NOSE TOW HOOKS FOR AEROTOWING
Two recent fatal accidents to unsuspecting
tug pilots has re-emphasised the inherent
dangers associated with aerotowing' from CG
related tow hooks, particularly in turbulent
conditions.
The BGA Instructors' Committee met in
November and voted in favour of a 8GA
requirement for nose hooks 10 be made mandatory. Theoretical studies made on behalf of
the Technical Committee substantiate this
recommendation.
The CAA delegate to the Joint Airworthiness Requirements Committee has been
asked to draw the allention of the JAR 22
Working Group to this problem.
The BGA Executive Commillee at its meeting on November 7, provisionally endorsed
this policy.
We advise those concerned of the probability that the installation of nose hooks may
well become a prerequisite in the future for
BGA certification.
R. B. Stratton, BGA chief technical officer

INTERNATIONAL COACHES MEET
When the International Gliding Coaches met
at Papendal, the National Sports Centre near
Arnhem and the National Gliding Centre at
Terlet, Holland from October 12-14 it was the
group's sixth meeting and in future they will
be called the International Safety and Training Commillee. At the previous meeting in
Reno, Nevada in March 1983 an initiative had
been taken by the Americans to expand the
original European group.
There were representatives from Australia
(1), Belgium (1), Canada (2), Denmark (2),
Finland (1), France (2), Germany (3), Netherlands (6) (including Hein Schwing the CIVV
Sec.), Norway (1), Sweden (2), UK (4), and
the USA (3). The meeting was opened by
Wim Adriaansen, chairman of the Soaring
Section of the Royal Netherlands Aero Club,
and chaired by Bill Scull.
The main purpose was to exchange ideas
on training and safety mallers and in this
respect it was successful. The host country
takes a lead in presenting details of its operations with particular emphasis on developments since the previous meeting and the
Dutch input was on liability, the system of
training instructors, improved statistical
analysis and critical glider (flying) characteristics.
Saturday's session started with a look at
the human factor in accidents with a short
presentation on categories of pilot - antiauthority, macho, fatalist, must act and invulnerable. The response came from a French
delegate, a professor of psychology and a
pilot for 39 years, whose students had carried
out a special study of gliding accidents. Identification of "type" was not something to be
told to a pilot but rather to help them discover
their own traits.
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FROM THE

SECRETARY's
DESK
Barry Rolfe, BGA administrator
The laller part 01 last year al the BGA saw
much activity relating to the sad incidence Of
tugging accidents. Officers .and staff were
involved in meetings. with Ihe CM and the
Accidents Investigation Branch, the computer
at Imperial' College went into overtime and
special meetings of the Safety, Technical and
Instructors Commillees were convened. The
results of all this discussion so far are related
elsewhere in this issue of tile magazine but
the work will, continue in the effort to make
aerotowing, safer for the tug' pilot.
Concerned with the need! to bring more
young pilots into gliding clubs we have had
informal contacts recently with the Air Training Corps HQ. The advent of modern gliders
and launching equipment at ATC sites
heralds the, appearance in greater numbers
of young people who have been exposed to
the joys of soaring and hopefully who will
wish to oontinue this activity with a civilian
club. We intend to liaise more closely in
future with the ATe in the hope of mutual
benefits tor both organisaUons.
At their December meeting the Executive
homologated: a new UK single-seater 400km
speed record bV Ralph Jones at 114.3km/h;
UK multi-seater recards for 200km by R.
Jones and M. Hacketl at 96.5kmJh and for
400km by D. WaN and I. Hargrove at
86.6km/h and a UK 15 Metre Class record for
300km by Robin May at 102.2km/h. New
motor glider largets were also set by lan
Slrachan for BritiSh National single-seaters
with 100km at 76.5km/h and 300km at
83.1 km/h.
Applications are now invited from members
for a gliding related project to gain the ChurThe group had tried for some time to get a
basis for comparison of each countries' accident rates and had standardised on fatalities,
which was more meaningful when compared
as a rate. The figures are for 1972-1983.
Country
NL

S

GB
AUS

OK

o

LaunchesJ
Fatality
180 400
138500
115000
98000
95300
73200

No. of
Fatalities
9
9
33
25
9
142

Launchesl
Year
135307
76638
316708
151716
71474
866075

Accident prevention efforts were concen-

chill Award of £100 for 1985. This award is
available to individuals for organising a
research project into gliding or some ancillary
subject such as meteorology. Full details and
appfication forms are available from the BGA
in Leicester and the erosing date for the
receipt of entries will be April 30.

Bo01l: Conference quickly
OU'r draft accounts for 1984 show a deficit
of just over £3000 and have caused a flurry
of paper between the Executive, the treasurer, the chairmen of Sub Committees and
the Leicester office in a hasty review of the
1985 budget. All this will no doubt be highlighted at the AGM 01'1 March 2 and in the
meantime you will have noted that increased
costs, particu'larlV of paper and printing, have
resulted in a small increase of 10p in the
oover price of this magazine, A programme
for the Conference at Cardiff on March 213 is
enclosed and I would ask you to send in your
booking by return as time is short. I think that
this is our first visit to Wales for the annual
get-together and it promises to be a lively and
entertaining event. Tom Zealley will be stepping down after completing five years as BGA
Chairman, and having seen at first hand the
amount of time and effort he has devoted to
successfully furthering the interests of gliding
clubs and pilots I feel that the Association
owes him an enormous debt of gratitude.
Finally, please help to raise the necessary
funds for the British team at ,the next World
Championships by selling your share of raffle
tickets. More available trom Leicester, of
course!
trated in a number of areas; of greatest 000.cern was collision risk. The Germans had 34
mid-air collisions from 1975·1980 - not surprising perhaps since they have more than
6000 gliders.
A comparison of aerotowing practice and
activity in the various countries suggested
that the UK accident record to iugs was
rather worse than elsewhere. In general rope
lengths were longer than we recommend and
use - typically 50m. The risks also appeared
to be less in those countries which were allaerotow Finland, Sweden and France.
One J':lOint on which the group was unanimous was that all gliders should have a nose
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hook -

indeed, the Australians will not
accepl a glider WIThout one.
W. G, Scull, BGA director of operations
National Ladder correction. Steve Longland, Cambridge UniversITy GC, was omitted
from lheClub Ladder final positions. He
obtained 3551 pts from four flights in the
CUGC K-6cR, thus winning the Slingsby Trophy for seeond place.
This omission was entirely due to my oversight, Ior which I oHer my apologies 10 Steve,
and to Annabel Lucas, who now misses second place by only 4pts.
M. Rand'e, National Ladder Steward

OBITUARY
BERT PAGE

In October Bill Scull, BGA director of operations, was invested with the Uvery of the Guild of Air
Pilots and Air Navigators by the Grand Master, HRH The Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh, at the
Merchant Taylors' Hall before the Guild's annual awards banquet. Bill has been a Freeman of
the Guild since 1972 and has served on various Guild committees to represent gliding interests.

BGA ACCIDENT SUMMARY
96

Pirat

?

M

7.7.84

Long Marston

38

Compiled by KEITH MITCHELL,

-

Chairman, BGA Safety Panel
7

N

11.20

Pilot released from reverse fow launch at 600ft
because of excess speed. Initiated a smal1 cir-

cuit. but k)st height rapidly and landed downwind in field close 10 site. During ground run
g"der was lhrown up by ridge of loose earth,
yawed and landed heavily.

97

Blanik

?

M

21.4.84
19.15

Hinlon-in-Ihe·
Hedges

49
45

N
N

1000,

-

P,lot chose 10 land on runway at 90" ID that in
general use and Irom which he had taken

ott

Atter louching down 500yd!'> fmm threshold of
runway the glider overshot 1he intersection of
lhe two runways and the wing caught that 01

I
Bert Page died recenlly afler a short illness
leaving many friends behind.
Originally a stalWart of the Derby & Lanes
GC, he moved to. London and eventually
became apprentice supervisor with British
European Airways. A founder member of the
Airways GC, he .piloted the first ever civilian
glider flight at Booker and was a course

BGA

another glider parked beyond rhe intersection.

98

K·13

1611

M

7.7.84
14.47

Perranporth
NF
P2

99

Cobra

'739

M

9.6.84
14.21

Rullorth

52

N

70

18

M

0

27

N

139

Piklt lailed to correct lor crosswind whilsl winch
launching. Had drilled over lence on downwind
side 01 runway when cable broke al 10011. S
turned ro recover track. TaJlplane struck lence
post and glider stalled causing a heavy landing.

Due la runway obstruction glider landed on
grass slrip then ran over an obstruction onlo
runway. ObSlruclion lhrew glider back into the
air and it landed heavily causing damage.

MAILORDER

SEEN ANVTHING ODD
THIS WINTER?
Don't send for Ghostbusters - it's only Pial.
heading tor Ihe front of the queue at the B.G.A.
Shop.
Stay in the annchair and order THEORY OF
CROSS COUNTRY GLIDING by Anthony
Edwards - £2.50, YORKSHIRE GLIDING
CLUB a history of the first 50 years by Chris
Riddell - £2.75, ACCIDENTS TO GLIDERS
1984 - £1.25, FREE AS A BIRD by Philip
Wills - £7.70, and many more titles.
Remember -

read now, fly later.

Order these items from

BRITISH GLIDING ASSOCIATION
SALES DEPT., FREEPOST, LEICESTER LE 1 7ZB
or ask us to send you our complete sales list

FebruarylMarch 1985

Telephone 0533 531051
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A quiet revolution
Hoffmann have been manufacturing the
finest propellers for over a quarter of a century.
Composite construction, using hardwood and
synthetic fibres, allows free aerodynamic
design giving more efficient blade geometry.
The natural damping characteristics of
the blade reduce vibration and avoid restricted
rpm ranges.

* CAA approved
* low moment of inertia
1:.. minimum blade vibration

Today Hoffmann's business is worldwide,
manufacturing and servicing fixed and
variable pitch propellers 101' General
Aviation. Hoffmann propellers for
aircraft such as Tiger Moth, Pitts
Special, Schiebe Falke, Piper Cub
and Chipmunk are unsurpassed
in performance and economy.

* integral metal leading edge
* superior torsional stiffness
* coloured or natural finish

SKYCRAFT SERVICES

HOFFMANN"

Ross Skingley and Michael Barnett 6 French's Rd Cambridge C84 3LA tel: (0223) 315273.

We are pleased to announce that

\jiESTLEY

AIRCRAF1

have moved to a brand new purpose-built workshop at

CRANFIELD AIRFIELD
The complete glider service under one roof

* Glass-fibre repairs in carbon, kevlar, glass, to all types of sailplane in our environmentally controlled workshop with
post cure facilities and vacuum forming to take the largest components.
* Repairs to steel tube, wood and metal sailplanes.
* On-site TIG, argon arc and gas welding to CAA standards in all materials.
* Fly yourmotorglider in to us for acomplete service, C of A, or bring it to us for repair, full airframe, engine, propeller
and instrument service available.
* Bring your tug aircraft to us for service or repair.
* We can manufacture any components in our machine shop, full turning, milling, and sheet metal facilities.
* Complete re-fabric and re-spray facilities.
* Gliding shop, material supplies and glider spares.
* BGA, PFA, CAA Approval.
* C of A to all types.
CRANFIELD AIRFIELD, WHARLEY END, CRANFIELD, BEDS MK43 OAL
rei: (0234) 751807 (works)
28

(0525) 379567 (after working hours)
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member of BGA instructors' course No. 1. He
introduced many of the BEA apprentices to
the delights of gliding,
As a meticulous and highly respected
engineer he was always happy to advise or
help anyone who asked. He veiled new gliders and motor gliders for the BGA and ARB
and took a deep interest in many of the more
unusual light aircraft and replicas flying today.
In addition, almost unknown to aviators, he
spent much of his remaining spare time
inventing devices to help the disabled. He
was even able to advise surgeons on better
technical methods of bone repair and the like.
Belt will be missed by many, bu1 there is
no doubt at all where he's gone, He's up
there, making friends, mending broken wings,
inventing new harps and helping new angels
w~h their ftrst flights,
JOHN ELLlS

lOO

Skylark 3F

-101

932

S

24.6.84

Selby

34

M

56

K-6Cn

2102

S

21.6.84
'7.30

Lasham

22

S

7.10

Aher a low circui1 glider turned hnals at about
15Q-200N. Piot opened lul aitbrake. The
speed was adequate but pilot failed la round
out properly. Glider landed heavily and
bounced or ballooned abOut 50ft causing a loss
of airspeed which 1he pilot failed to correct. A
heavy landing resul1ed.

102

Libefle

1615

S

6.7.84
14.45

SW of Yeovi!

54

N

800

Pilot selected an adequate fiekt but was SI.I
overshooting after side s~pping. Tumed to
avoid boundary but slalled in from aoout 3ft.
When on ground piSot discovered he had
approached downwind.

103

Olympia 463

1300

N

20.6.84
171.0

North Weald

31

N

45

After "all out" gider was snatched Iorward and
over ran cable. The uncovered shock rope
became jammed in lhe wheel box. Plot puled
release and caned Mstop" which was not heard.
Launch was continued. At about l00ct rope pulled free and glider landed normalfy.

'04

Janlar '9

2026

M

7.7.84
11.30

Weston-supefMare AlF

28

N

900

After a normal approach and landing starboard
wingtip struck hay bale Sled during ground run.
Bale sled was parked in cut grass and had not
been seen.

105

K-7

1694

M

25.6.84
16.00

Lasham

36

N
N

113
0

P2 was dealing with a cable break at about
200ft but did not round out. P1 failed 10 take
over in time 10 prevenl a heavy landing.

ground loop/causing substantial damage.

OUDING CERTIFICATES
After the summer when more than 100
Diamond goals were achieved (the most
since fabulous 1976), the autumn produced a
proliferation of Gold and Diamond heights
(over 100), mostly from Aboyne. Several of
these high fliers were women, including
Pamela Hawkins of Booker who becomes Britain's second female to complete All Three
Diamonds (Anne Burns was the first in 1961).
Husband and wife rivalry has been prominent: Margaret Young completed Gold badge
No. 1058 on October 27, beating her husband John who became No. 1059 three days
later. In between their son, Michael, gained
Diamond height on October 28.
Pamela Watson of Hambletons beat husband Roger to Gold height, whilst John Norman 01 Bicester gained Diamond height just
ahead of his wife Lynn, but Susan and
Michael Woollard of Nympsfield won their
Gold heights on the same day. On another
"same day", Alan Coombs of Deeside GC
gained Silver, Gold and Diamond heights all
in one flight on October 11,

P2

106

Oly 460

1154

S

7.7.84
16.45

Wallon. Powys

31

M

416

Pilot on crosS-i::OUnlry, low al second TP
selected suitable lield. Circled in weak litt on
downwind leg, spun, losing heighl whM=h led to
a marginal undershoot. Glider si ruck boundary
"edge with fence.

107

Pilalus 84
1$-2882

1776
25' ,

WIO
S

13.5.84
'8.50

Walney!>lF

46
22

F

66

N

14

Ridge soaring wilh Pilatus over1aking 15-28.
Aircraft collided and 15-28 pflol was able 10
carefully fly back to airfield and land safely.
Pilalus was heading lowards hill and made an
apparently well controlled 180" tum away from
hill. bul then entered a spin and hit ground.

Capstan

1237

M

\.8.84

54
20

N
N

700
IV,

Pupil turned downwind prior to joining base leg.
then undereslimaled strenglh ot headwind and
cuOOv8r. Aircralr undershot Winglip h. bushes
and gfoundlooped.

52

N

180

Unde<shoot developed in high wind. Pilot dived
sharpfy then lried 10 pull up over fence but
luselage conlacted causing damage.

21

N

27

Piiol with little field landing experience was on
a Silver distance anempt_ His selected faek1
was unsuitable so seleded another with a poor
overshoot field. Approached too high and real·
ised he v.ould not stop before boundary of field.
Altemp\ed to reach overshoot field bur hit
boundary bank.

Klrton Lindsey

22

N

9

VlS"ing pilol dnned downwind 01 airfield in
lhenna!, lhen continued lhermamng downwind
of airnekt just within grlding range. Flew back
to aitfiefd at loo high speed and made tale
decision 10 land in rape field. Rapid decelleration.

108

Waloey

17.22

109

K-7

2477

M

11.6.84
20.30

110

K-8

2369

S

19.7.84
16.45

111

K-8

2221

M

8.7.84

PI
P2

Hedley

V2 m~e NW
Laneast

?

112

Asl;- CS77

2391

M

13.7.84
16.45

Lon9 Mynd

22

M

120

Pilot on cross-country misjudged heighl
required 10 cross valley and ridge in order to
soar slope on far side. Realised late that he
would not clear ridge and made heavy landing
on steep upslope 01 nearside of ridge.

113

8reguet
Fauvene

1302

WIO

15.7.84
16.00

Fairsnape Fell

49

F

174

Aircralt observed spinning down and crashing
on 10 hillside. Investigation showed thal Ihe
safely pin Irom the starboard tailplane lower
retaining pin became detached while in the
launch area. Aller 40mins in nighl the retaining
pin lell from Ihe glider causing upward 10lding
01 the slarboard failplane. lollowed by a spin.

114

K-6cR

2503

W

29.7.84
13.45

Sallby

50

F

?

Aher what appeared to be a normal early stage
at winch launch the cable released at approx
300h and wenl over the portwing. The glider
was seen 10 tum to port before spinning sleep4y
to the ground.

115

K·8B

2653

M

22.7.84

Pen-y-Parc,
Holywell

39

N

7

Pilot misjudged height on approach. opened
brakes fully and flew into the downwind bOundary fence.

Benlley

42

N

251

On the ground run 0' field landing port wingtip
touched the grOUnd. causi"1g a groundloop to
lhe len. Underside of port wing damaged by
stones.

29

N

26

Glider slarted to overrun laul1Ch cable. Pilot
had diHiculty pulling cable release and in so
doing pushed lorward on Ihe stick. Glider
wealhercocked and was catapulted oH lhe
runway when release was puiIed. Aan across 8
ditch with mounds at earth on each side.
Pilot of Skylark reponed what he considered k>
be dangerous thermarting by a g5der from
another site, inWMng three ne&r misses by the

COMPETITION
ENTERPRISE
will be held at
SUTTON BANK
29th June - 7th July

14.15

Entry fee £70
including VAT
Launches at normal Club rates
(expected to be £8 to 2000')

116

SportVega

27'6

M

12.5.84
15.00

, ,7

ASlir Jeans

2450

N

9.6.84
16.30

Farnborough

RAE

118

Skylaf1< 3F

920

N

17.6.84
13.10

1 mile NE
Lasham

55

N

650

119

Kestfel19
Falke

1762

N

1.7.84
15.50

Lasham

56
50
15

N
N
N

900

Enter now. Details from:
The Secretary
Yorkshire Gliding Club (Pty) Lld
Sulton Bank, Thirsk
Yorks Y07 2EY

On rirst cross-country allemp1 pilot mistook
crop field tor meadow. He realised th.is too late
and chose another field which also conlained
crop. Tip contacted crop with subsequent

OIMr gilder.

P2

2'00
0

Molor Falke lined up for take-off but did nol
take olf immediately. Pilol did nol see Keslfe'
whtch was landing and began 10 take oft. Kes·
trel pilollOOk evasive aC1ion 10 avoid a colis.ion.

Tel 0845 597237

February/March 1985
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A new green form for FAI badge claims has
recently been introduced; this should now be
used for all claims, but will be mandatory for
Gold and Diamond legs. Irom April 1, after
which the old form willlnot be accepted for
Gold or Diamond claims.
Gordon Camp, FA} certificates' officer
ALL THREE DIAMONDS
No.

Name

Club

1984

168
169
170
171
172
173
174

A. D. G. Cumming
A. J. Norrie
F. J. M. Humblel
J. R. Tayior
G. B. Alkinson
Pamela Hawkins
T. F. Cockell

Camb UnIv (in USA)
Lasham
Booker
Surrey & Hanls
Covenlry
Booker
Booker

8.8
7.10
18.8
7.10
11.8
9.10
11.8

DIAMOND DISTANCE

2/1351
2/1352
211353
2/1354
2/1355
211356
2/1357
2/1358
2/1359
2/1360
2/1361
2/1362
2/1363
2/1364
2/1365
2/1366
2/1367
2/1368

Club

B. R. Wise
A. D. G. Cumming

London
Cambridge Univ
(in USA)
London
Bicesler
Lasham
Bicester
Surrey & Hanls
Surrey & Hanls
Surrey & Hants

1/254
1/255
1/256

A. D. G. Cumming
F. J. M. Humblel
G. B. Alkinson

Camb Univ (in USA)
Booker
Covenlry

8.8
18.8
11.8

Club

1984

31658

1:.8'
11.8

31659
31660

S. Cervanles
R. P. Davis

Deeside
Rattlesden

4.7
6.7
19.8
11.8
12.8
19.8
5.7
1.8

Name

1984

2/1349
2/1350

Surrey & Hants
Surrey & Hants
Black Mountains
Lasham
Essex
Wyvern
Booker
Essex

Bannerdown

3/652
3/653

Club

Name

Camb Univ (in USA)

1.8
1.8
1.8
11.8
12.8
11.8
1.8
30.6
11.8
3.7

No.

Name

No.

Southdown
Surrey & Hants
Coventry
Cotswold
Covenlry
Cambridge Univ
Booker
Lasham

DIAMOND HEIGHT

No.

DIAMOND GOAL

K. Manley
M. A. Medlock
R. C. Bridges
M. C. Burlock
D. A. Booth
S. J. Mynott
A. R. Born
R. T. Metealfe
C. Hale
A. D. G. Cumming
D. J. BranscombeSmith
R. M. Parks
J. D. Bally
A.Dixon
C. G. Corbell
K. A. Moules
G. K. Payne
R. G. Johnson

31654
3/655
3/656
3/657

T. M. Austin
I. A. Fraser
A. J. Norrie
B. Hughes
J. R. Taylor
S. C. Bicknell
R. W. Partridge

1984
20.9
22.11.81
20.9
9.10
7.10
9.10
7.10
7.10
7.10

3/661
3/662
3/663
3/664
3/665
31666
3/667
31668
3/669
31670
31671
3/672
3/673
3/674
3/675
31676
31677
31678
31679
31680
31681
31682
31683
31684
31685
3/666
3/687

D. E. Barker
A. J. Southard
A. W. Coombs
Angela Velteh
E. J. Shollon
Pamela Hawkins
D. J. Thomas
D. A. Salmon
J. F. R. Jones
M. E. SI. Jean
M. J. Baker
D. R. SUMn
J. D. Norman
G. G. Buekner
J. F. Beringer
B. S. Carpenter
S. G. Jones
A. Townsend
M. J. Young
Lynn Norman
S. H. Simpson
T. F. Cockett
J. R. Dransfieid
W. R. Brown
J. Gralnger
J. B. Dobson
A. H. Mather

Bristol & Glos
London
Deeside
Highland
Fulmar
Booker
Bristol & Glos
Derby & Lanes
Hamblelons
Kestrel
Four Counties
Yorkshire
Bicester
Bicester
Bicesler
Bicester
Avon
Booker
Booker
Bicesler
Bicester
BooI<er
Deeside
Yorksh~e

Yorkshire
Clevelands
Booker

9.10
9.10
11.10
11.10
9.10
9.10
9.10
13.10
13.10
23.10
9.10
13.10
22.10
22.10
23.10
23.10
23.10
31.10
28.10
31.10
31.10
31.10
31.10
13.10
13.10
13.10
28.10

GOLD C COMPLETE
No.

Name

Club

1984

1039
1040

V. J. Chambers
S. Cervantes

Surrey & Hams
Deeside

12.8
1.8

~powered Sailplanes U.K.
Sales and Service
BOB McLEAN 0904 83653
JOHN ELLlS 0765 89431
D-G400 15/17 metre, carbon wing
UD 45:1
DEMONSTRATOR NOW AVAILABLE
Please ask for details

McLEAN AVIATION
THE AERODROME
RUFFORTH
YORK Y02 3QA
Telephone 0904 83653

*

*

*

Factory trained and approved repair agent for
GLASER-DIRKS sailplanes

*

OPEN TO OFFERSI
PIK 20E - G-OPIK
Complete outfit or bare hull
*
*
*
Nimbus 2 - competition ready
*
*
*
Various trailers - open and closed
*
*
*
FALKE SF 25 B two-seater motor glider
*
*
*
RF3 - Single seat motor glider new permit to fly
30

*

*

Major repairs to glass and carbon fibre,
steel tube and wooden structures

*

*

*

Sales and exchanges in second-hand sailplanes
and instruments

*

*

*

SOLE UK AGENT FOR O/K BAROGRAPHS
£175 - Please ask for details
New stock available, early February

*

*

*
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

1041
1042
1043
.044
.00
'046
1047
1048
t049
.050
.051
1052
1053
1054
1055
1056
1057
1058
.059
1060
1051
1062
1053
1064

J. R. Oranstield
R. G. Baines
R. J. Mils
A. D. G. Cumming
T. M. Auslin
I. A. Fraser
D. Hiton
I. A. Lane
Annabel Lucas
J. D. Bally
A B. Wood
J. D. Spottiswood
E.Specht
D. A. Sulton
J. D. Norman
G. G. BCJCkner
EIai1e Townsend
Margarel Young
J. Ft. Young
C. D. Hatcher
C. G. COt'belt
G.W.Craig
A. H Mather
I. Slrickland

Deeside
Trenl Valley
Trent Valley
Cambridge Univ
London
Bicesler
Booker
Bristol & Glos
Lasham
Black Mountains
Covenlly
Bicester
Coventry
Yorkshire
Bicester
Bicesler
Booker
Booker
Booker
Booker
Essex
Oxlord
Booker
Lasham

lB.9
27.9
6.1.
3.7
20.9
B.lO
5.7
B.l0
9.10
19.8
6.10
13.10
23.10
10.10
2210
22.10
27.10
27.10
30.10
30.10
12.8
6.10
28.10
13.10

120

Club
SUlrey & Hants
Deeside
Lasham
Bannerdown
Cambridge Univ
Booker
Surrey & Hants
Surrey & Hants
Black Mountains
Essex
Wyvern
Booker
Essex

1984

125

V. J. Chambers
8. Cervantes
R. J. Melcalfe
C. Hale
A. D. G. Cumming
D. Hiton
D. J Bransccmbe·Smith
R. lot. Parks
J. D Bally
C. G.CorlJelt
K.A. Moules
G. K. Payne
R. G. Johnson
GOLD C HEIGHT
J. R. Dlansfield
R. Steward
R. G. Baines
C. J. Harnitcn
R. J. MHIs
T. lot. Austin
I. A. Fraser
K. t. Fixler
D. A. ~iton
M. R. Farrell
L. F. Parris
S. A. Hughes
I. A. Lane
L. C. Br<>:Jlev
C. R. Taylor
Amabel Lucas
B. HugheS
G.GiIkt!s
Pe W. Ccombs
A. J. Walson
Pauline Watson
A. B. Wood
E.J, Shollon
J. F. Niman
P. Florence
C1aire Jarvis
P. Davis
B. F. R. Smrth
P. J. Mallinson
C. B. Roddick
J. D. Sponiswood
E. Spe<:ht
M. E. SI. Jean
Fiona Clark
A. G. Forrest
P. J. Bakke
M. J. Baker
D. R. Sullon
N. E. Whieman
J. D. Norman
G. G. Buckner
B. S. Carpenter
S. G. Jcnes
Sharon Pleroey
H. Chepple
Elaina Townsend
Margerel Young
J. R. YOI619
SlJSan Woollard
lot. G. WooIlard
C. D. HalCher
Lynn Naman
S. H. SOnpson
Looa'" Richardson
G. W.Craig

Deeside
London
Trenl Valley
SGU
Trenl Valley
London
Bicester
Black pool & Fyl de
Wolds
Cambridge Univ
Kenl
645 VGS
Brislol & Glos
Brislol & Glos
Brislol & Glos
Lasham
Bicester
Surrey & Hants
Deeside
Hambletons
Hambletons
Coventry
Fulmar
Hambletons
Bristol & GIoS
Hambletons
Surrey & Hanls
Bristol & Glos
Brislol & Glos
Brislol & Glos
Bicesler
CO.enlry
Keslrel
SGU
Deeside
Deeside
Four Counties
Yorkshire
Kestrel
iBicester
Bicester
"'icesler
Avon
Bicesler
Wrekin
Beoker
Booker
Booker
Bristol & Glos
Bristol & Glos
Booker
Bicester
Bicester
FOur Counties
Oxford

18.9
20.9
27.9
6.10
6.10
20.9
8.10
10.9
305
31.8
6.10
7.10
8.10
8.10
9.10
9.10
9.10
9.10
11.10
21.10
13.10
6.10
9.10
13.10
13.10
14.10
6.10
8.10
11.10
11.10
13.10
23.10
23.10
6.10
7.10
8.10
9.10
10.10
19.10
22.10
22.10
23.10
23.10
27.10
27.10
27.10
27.10
30.10
30.10
30.10
30.10
31.10
31.10
9.10
6.10

GOLD C OISTANCE
Nam.

February/March 1985

1~8
1.8
30.6
11.8
3.7
5.7
4.7
6.7
19.8
12.8
19.8
5.7
1.8

Super Falke

G·BHSD M

29.6.84

Lasham

P2

53
60

N
N

508
0

After a normallllght pilot made a long approach

wi1h the engine all using a small amounl 01
brake. AI about 6ft pHal felt ale drop and nose
go down. "Up elevator did nolhing and ale
landed heavily on main wheel." Stall possibly

caused by sudden savere gusl.

121

2368

DG-2oo

M

21.7.84
15.00

43

Brentwood

N

1012

After an anempted cross-counlry Pilot was
forced to land on the only llald which looked
sale. a large playing field. Whilst rounding out
pilot saw the entire area was covered with
small mela! posts (left aller tele). Pilol 8nemp1ed to sleer between them but aircraft struck
. three posts.

1370

5

21.7.84
16.40

RullO<lh

21

N

11

Airbrakes opened about 75ft. Pilot did not
OOIK:8 this but saw tug pilot giving hand signals
and pulled off at 400ft. Tried 10 return 10 airfield
but was foo low. Finally did low slow lum into
field but groundlooped and hit fence going
backwards. Pilol unaware throughout flight
thal airbrakes were open.

K-6c;R

2355

N

1.7.84
14.00

Rulfo~h

31

N

150

Pilot's landing options were successively
reduced while club operations changed ends.
"Spoon" broken ott tail skid on rough ground.

T-49

1132
G·ASNC

61
18

N
N

995

AlIer release tram a normal low. and during a
photographic session, the lug pOOt crossed the
glider tram left 10 right esUmating his height
clearance as 300ft. However. Ihe towrope
struck the glider, damaging the Irailing edge 01
the elevator.

122

Olympia

123

124

463

Beagle Husky

147.84
12.30

Crowland NF
P2

2830

M

24.5.84
15.47

Challock

126 llbelle

1598

M

15.6.84
17.30

Cliffe

127

K-6CR

749

5

7.7.84
18.24

120

K-6E

1454

5

K·13

129 T-49 Capstan

1203

N

Glider hand landed near winch sUer simulated
cable break and was being moved back to the
launch point. When some 3QOyds lrom the
wtnch anolher glider was launched. This
released the cable almost overhead the winch.
The cable was wound in slowly bu1 il was not
noliced Ihat the parachule was drihing t~
cable lowards Ihe glider on the ground. The
melal fillings at the end at Ihe cable fell across
the K-13 wing causing minor damage.

32

N

270

During held landing glider ran over very rough
ground not noticed lrom the air. some minor
d~mage caused to the fuselage.

Oishtorth

43

N

20

30.6.84
14.05

Withington

46

N

700'-

On aerotow the rope broke at 200ft and a
straight ahead landing was made inlo standing
corn. No alternative was available and the
glider suffered substantial damage to the lallplane.
Glider was landing in nil wind conditions in a
field of freshly cut grass. Within moments of
landing a "skating" sensation was len toget.her
with a genlle swing 10 the right: correclive left
ruddtlr had no effect. Glider slid along ground.
with leff wing on the ground. Loss of directional
control was probably caused by grass which
became lightly wrapped round the wheel and
jammed under the fuselage.

27.7.84
20.30

Charing

66

N

564
0

Pilot encountered heavy sink during a passenger l~ght and decided to make a fisk! landing. Selected a rield wilh a difficull approach
and misjudged his approach. Lelt wing slruck a
lence post and glider cartwheeled 270" slopping 30yds into lhe fiekt.

3.50

Pilot underestimated severity 01 approaching
squall and lell decision 10 land until rain
started. Encountered severe turbulence on
approach and increased speed. Landed he avily, ballooned up then struck ground with right
wing then nose.

P2

28

130

K·80

2358

5

7.8.84
16.14

Parham A'F

40

M

131

K·2

2920

5

8.8.84
20.05

Stralhaven

43

N

132

K-13

1447

M

11.8.84
20.45

Lon9 Mynd

36
33

N

P2

N

Pilot opened alrbrakes on approach nslead 01
closing lhem, undershot into fence causing
substantial damage.

1100

Pupil ftying circuit w~h verbal assistance turned
onto final approach too soon. heading towards
parked aircraft. InSlructor took Over but was
unable 10 avoid landing over rough ground not
nonnally part 01 lhe landing area, damaging
skid mounting. Landing was downwind. Field
operation had not been changed with change
in lhe wind as it was gelling late.

133

PIK 20Bc

2049

M

28.7.84
17.03

8ickmarsh

45

N

347

Pilot on downwind leg. having mISread wind
sock. fOUnd he was being drifted in towards the
runway. While adjusting for this he allowed
himself lo be carried downwind 10 an undershoot siluation. landing in crop short of runway
and damaging undercarriage and fuselage.

134

Nimbu$ 2B

2375

M

1.8.84
19.00

2 miles E
Northampton

49

N

918

Undercarriage collapsed when a'c was landed
heavily during lield landing.

F

~

lalal; S = serious; M = minOt'; N = nil.

J. B. Dobson
P. Crawley
Gillian Dalgleish
D. J. Dash
A. H. Malher
J.Osment
H. A. Calderwood
I. Strickland
SILVER BADGE
No.
Name
6818
6819
6820

J. R. Gallacher
J. F. Irwin
M. R. Haynes

Clevelands
Clevelands
Booker
Deeside
Booker
Booker
Booker
Lasham

13.10
13.10
24.10
27.10
28.10
30.10
23.10
13.10

Club

1984

pegasus
Ulster
Essex & Suffolk

15.4
7.7
11.8

6821
6822
6823
6824
6825

Gilllan Wabsler
C. J. Tillbrook
P. B. Ranford
D. M. Bland
P. J. Stonebanks

Lasham
Covenlry
Booker
RSRE. Pershere
Bannerdown

11.8
19.8
19.8
12.8
11.8

S&G PRICE RISE
We regret that S&G has been increased 10
£1.30 per copy from this issue. The annual
subscription, which includes postage, is now
£9.50.
31

UK

EIRE

AB==SOLE AGENTS

SOARING (OXFORD) LTD

0491-37184

6836
6837
6838
6839
6840
6841
6842
6843
6844
6845
6846
6847
6848
6849
6850

6851
6852
6853

6854
6855
6856
6857
6858
6859

6860
6861
6862
6863
6864

6865

* * *

* * *

G109B

Ten of these beautilul machines in operation
in the UK. Have a look at one and find out
why!!!

* * * ** *******

1

* * * G103 ACRO * * *

RAF order 100 for the Air Cadets. The
world's No. 1 GRP two seater.

* * ** * * ******

6866
6867

6868
6869
6e70
6871
6872
6873
6874
6875
6876

O. H. Garrard
Barbera Earl
J. S. McCullagh
Sussn Woollard
P. J. Gr~fiths
R. I. Hey
W. Oaser
T. C. Henthorne
A. O. Clarke
Madeleine Fraser
C. E. Baker
Margaret Clews
J. R. P. RoberlS
R. J. Whitaker
Clare Jarvis
W. A. Mears
E. T. Melville
A. J. Currell
S. G. Jones
I. C. Griffiths
L. C. Bradley
T. J. Harrison
O. C. Odhams
J. E. Hocking
B. Hughes
C. R. Swain
J. R. Kimberley
A. O. Cook
T. W. Pills
M. A. Jackson
W. A. Cook
M. J. Kent
O. M. Belts
O. P. Masson
N. P. Kent
O. M. Jones
Mary W. Meagher
R. W. Jakeman
J. M. Whelan
P. A. Lewis
J. R. Stanley

Cranfield
Kestrel
Surrey & Hams
Bristol & Glos
London
Bristol & Glos
Oxford
Blackpool & Fylde
Heron
Lasham
Wyvern
East Sussex
Essex & Suffolk
Lasham
Yorkshire
Bannerdown
SGU
Norfolk
Avon
Booker
Bristol & Glos
Avon
Essex & Suffolk
Mendip
Bicester
622 GS
Cambridge Univ
Altair
Bleester
Buckminster
Dorset
Humber
Essex
Lasham
Shalbourne
Pegasus
Booker
Booker
Swindon
Lakes
Two Rivers

* * *

G102

* * *

By popular demand, a new production runask lor details of this sturdy single seater.

* * * * * * * * * * * *
ALL GROB OWNERS:
WE HAVE SPECIAL INSURANCE RATES
RING OR WRITE FOR DETAILS

For de/ails and demons/rations of/he above,
con/act/he SOLE UKlEIRE AGENTS:

JOHN ADAMS
SOARING (OXFORD) LTO
Lower End, Ewelme, Oxon
0491-37184
Telex 83147 Attn Soaring
Glider Spares: 0494-445854
32

30.8
9.8
19.9
26.7
19.9
19.8
18.9
26.9
1.8

for lapels, ties, etc.
Also

GLIDER
PENDANTS
In gct gold at £24.00 each
In Silver at £10 each
Supplied il a presentation box. The above
price includes post, packaging and insurance.
Please allow a maximum 01 28 days lor
delivery.
Cheques payable to:

CRADLEY JEWELLERS
87 High SI, Cradley Heath, Weel Mldlande B64 5HA
Tel (0384) 635808

11.8

26.9
30.9
7.10
26.9
26.9
1.8
6.10
4.8

MODEL SAILPLANES MADE TO ORDER
Basic model hand made in limewood, painted one colour plus simple trim. to 1/32 scale with cast resin an!J
stainless steel standlwall bracket £52.50 inc. post and
packing. P&P overseas extra.
Any type of model aircr"ft buill to any scale and degree
ot detal, send reqUirements for quote. SAE for
leaflet

MILLER AVIATION MODELS
Red Col, New Streel, Glemeford, Sudbury
Suffolk C010 7PY
Tel: (0787) 280425

--====~.:;:,==-

Glidervvork

Approved agent for PZLand Cambridge
instruments, sales and repairs

5 Glendevon Road
Woodley
Reading, Berks
Telephone 0734 696491

GLIDER
STICKPINS

29.9
6.6

GLIDER
INSTRUMENTS
M. G. Hutchinson

0·9009

1.6

S&G PRICE RISE
We regret that S&G has been increased to
£1.30 per copy from this issue. The annual
subscription, which includes postage, is now
£9.50.

Barographs calibrated
I

19.8
19.8
12.8
18.7
31.8
27.7
2.8
29.8
30.6
28.8
12.8
19.8
19.8
11.8
6.9
6.6
9.9
26.8
26.8
19.8

C of A OVERHAULS
and REPAIRS
By L. GLOVER senior inspector

=----;1>---=
Husbands Bosworth Airfield, Near Rugby
Tel. Market Harborough 880375
Lulterworth 57544

ENJOY MOTOR-GLIDING FROM ENSTONE
in our fleet of GROB 109's
Motor gliding offers a range of opportunities for glider
pilots from the beginner to the more experienced. We
specialise in teaching basic gliding techniques, field
Selection for landing out and cross country naVigation.
We also convert Bronze/Silver badge holders to
SLMGPPL. Complete ~ginners are welcome, we
offer a training course up to and inoluding SLMGPPL.
Our aircraft are available tor the privatel:Jse by Iholders
of a motor glider PPL.
NO MEMBERSHIP SUBSCRIPTION - PERSONAL TUITION BY CM-APPROVED INSTRUCTORS
BOOK YOUR FLY,ING BY THE HOUR - PAV ONLY FOR FI-YING - SEVEN PAYS A WEEK OPERATION

ENSTONE AERODROME, CHURCH ENSTONE, OXFORDSHIRE OX7 4NP

Te1060872-208
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

CLASS STRUCTURE DISCUSSED
CIVV had a special meeting in Frankfurt, W. Germany in October when CIVV delegates, major glider
manufacturers and OSTIV Sailplane Development Panel members discussed the glider Class structure.
The following are extracts from the report given by our delegate, TOM ZEALLEY.
Gel'ltral Objective
The manufacturers and many others agreed
nwould be better to spend money to give the
most improvement in performance per dollar
spent: this meant an increase in span rather
than expensive refinements with the existing
limited span which gave only marginal
irrprovemenl. Both winglets and variable
geometry (meaning variable wing area) were
denounced as being non cost-effective and
should therefore be disallowed.
Two-Seaters
Germany held a successful Two-Seater
Nationals last summer which encouraged a
101 01 people to say that CIW should define a
new Class for two-seaters. There were bids
for span limitation to be set at all the figures
from 18 metre to 24 metre! I think this was
really a red herring and n is unlikely CIW will
decide on a Two-Seater Class definition at
. the main meeting in March. (Helmut Reichman was a particular advocate of a TwoSeater World Championships Class.)
Decision Required
All the manufacturers, but particularly Klaus
Holighaus, were adamant that a decision
must be taken in March (no votes were taken
at this meeting) and that almost any decision
would be better than to allow the situation to
drill. Some also asked that the final decision
should remain unchanged for ten years or so,
though it was pointed out that no one CIVV
meeting could bind its successors that far
ahead. There is already agreement that no
new World Championships Class may be
introduced with less than four years' notice.

STORCOMM
TWO·WAY RADIO
TR7803 Air Set
TR7804 Vehicle Set
Each sel fitted w~h all four gliding
channels 130.4, 130.125, 130.1 and
f29.9.
'Volmel' 128.6 optional on channel 4.

* Full

power transm~ter
speech quality.

w~h

excellent

* Highly sens~ive

and selective receiver
wor1ls both distant and close range.

* Extremely rugged and reliable,

* Full

back-up service and spares
available.

* CM and NATS approved.
All radios supplied absolutely complete
with easy fit connectors and all fillings.
Detailed information, prices and full
Technical SpecifICations FREE from

George Storey
Tel. 09327 84422
H.T. Communications
P.O. Box 4
SUNBURY ON THAMES
Middlesex, TW16 7TA
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Method of Introduction
There were real fears that CIVV decisions
about Classes will devalue existing gliders.
Bob Buck (USA) made the point that CIW
delegates stood in danger of being accused
"you have scrapped my glider". There are
very diverse views as to how any new
17/18m Class would be fitted into the World
Championships. While many thought it
should replace the present 15 Metre Class,
those from smaller countries (Austria, Sweden, Netherlands etc) were keen to keep the
15 Metre Class. Indeed I got the impression
that if the motion in March was simply to call
for the replacement of the 15 Metre Class by
a new 17/18m Class then it would probably
be rejected.
Five classes a possibility
There was some support for a phased
introduction of the new Class wtth perhaps
handicapping used to allow overlap of two
Classes for a few years. My own view,
(which, I think, had fair support) was that the
most CIW should decide in March was to
introduce a new Class (suitably defined) in
four years' time and that no decision should
be taken to scrap or merge any other Class
for the time being. There is already a growing
feeling that our single all Classes World
Championships will have to go and we
could finish up with five World Classes
(inclUding Two-Seaters) gathered into two or
more events.
Separation of 15m and Standard Classes
While the closeness of performance between
the 15 Metre and Standard Class was put

FLY
THE NORTHERNS
The Northern Regionals
will be held at
SUnON BANK
27th July to 4th August
Two classes. Entry fee £80
including VAT
Launches at normal Club rates
(expected to be £8 to 2000')
Director - Jim Smith
Normally over-subscribed
Enter now. Details from:
The Secretary
Yorkshire Gliding Club (Pty) Lld
Sulton Bank, Thirsk
Yorks YQ7 2EY
Tel 0845 597237

forward as the reason for wanting to extend
the 15 Metre to 17 or 18m, many people were
concerned by the closeness. One view provoking heated debate was that restrictions
should be introduced for the Standard Class
to reduce its performance, eg no waterballast.
17m versus 18m
Schweizer, Holighaus, Dirks and Lemke all
came down in favour of 18m rather than 17m.
Weibel favoured 17m though not dogmatically so. He felt it would be practical to have a
two-piece wing and still keep the trailer length
within bounds. The two-piece wing would be
cheaper than the four-piece wing that all
agreed would become essential with 18m.
One argument was that the extra cost of the
longer trailer would balance out the extra cost
of a four-piece wing. Certainly the 18m advocates saw a lot of advantage in being able to
use a standard 15m trailer and also, possibly,
having a glider that could be flown in both a
15m and 18m configuration.
Cheapness
There were frequent pleas for cheaper gliders. The manufacturers offered no way forward on this and the point was well made that
the new low performance K-23 training aircraft was just as expensive to produce as a
top class Standard Class glider. However in
the same connection the point was made that
there was growing interest in handicapped
competitions with older gliders - the socalled Club and Sport Class competitions.
Both the USA and Australia are running such
competitions at National level.
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DUNSTABLE
REGIONALS 85
27 July to 4 August inclusive
If you are looking for stimulating competition, experienced Nationals level organization but entirely free of an actual
Nationals interference, civilized domestic
facilities, good restaurant and friendly,
well-stocked bar and pleasant rural
surroundings not too far from the bright
lights then the DUNSTABLE
REGIONALS is for you.
Fully BGA Rated

Entrance fee £90

Write or phone for application form
and Class details
The Manager, London Gliding Club
Dunstable, Beds
Tel: 0582 63419 or 65744
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WIN OR WINGE: A COMMENT
Dear Editor,
John Jeffries makes many very fair points
in his article in the last issue, p252', on the
current state of soaring competitions, Competition practices were formed' n the fifties
when Ann Welch was competition director at
Lasham lor a number of years, They always
seemed to me to be a substitute for war. The
briefing, the synchronisation of watches, the
roar of the tugs as we launched our manned
missiles on the programmed path, all
reminded us 01 the 1000 bomber raids over
Germany.
When I have sat down to write the budget
for the Northern's one week of danger, I find
that we are turning over more cash in that
competition than we did for a year in the early
days of my association w~h Sulton Bank.
alien more than eight tugs are needed to
provide a high launching rate for the 40 sailplanes in the meeting. Both are totals greater
than those for the first Nationals I flew back in
the fillies.
So we progress, or do we? We still operate
on those same principles of competition
organisation that are wasteful of both time
and equipment The need lor a high launching rate means that we must pay to bring aircrall from the other end of England for half an
hour's flying on three or Iour d·ays in the
week? The cost is enormous when compared
with the very small advantage gained. The
practice seems all the more irrational when
our super sky ships fly for one or two hours
out of a soaring- period of seven or eight
Platypus mentioned in the same issue,
p259, his satisfaction as two parachutes
opened aller a mid-air collision this year; that
these are gelling more frequent is not surprising when held startlines push 40 gliders and
more into local thermals, Why do we do it? Is
there vicarious pleasure in sudden death?
Perhaps -someone will write in to tell me.
I detect that pilots these days go to soaring
meetings to fly and use their aircraft. At the
Northerns, tne amount of non Camp flying is
often twice the flying hours spent In combat
So I am led to the conclusion that our present
competition format restricts flying and prevents the use of our aircraft
Restricting the flying time to the best hours
in the day is direclly linked with the desire for
high speed around the course. No doubt the
reason is a desirB to break world records.
This is most unlikely to happen in the UK in
thermals for both ckJudbase and temperatures are too low to give the conditions
necessary. On the very few days when there
is a real possibility of record breaking, then
tasks can be set accordingly. Is it realistic to
consider a 300km triangle task a satisfactory
test of flying skill when the course is flown in
gaggles and there are only seconds between
the course times of the finishers? My impression is that navigation, weather interpretation
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and timing are all of litlle importance in this
task today because the course is too well
marked and sailplane performance is so
close.
Denied the opportunily to use skill in the air
to win competitions certain competitors tum
to other means to enhance their chances of
success over their fellow men and women.
We have seen the growth of so called
"gamesmanship" in soaring - a development that I deplore. A year or two ago I had
an experience that showed me how totally
unscrupulous behaviour of this kind can upset
a meeting and how quick people are to think
ill of one another. I am quite sure that the
format of our Camps encourages this tendency.
We should take John's comments to heart
and ask ourselves why, with the superior
wings we now use, we should be tied to the
modest thermal and the few hours in the day
that they burn. Competition Enterprise has
shown us how we can fly all day long in a
wide range of conditions. 11 is now time to
move on from this dated format, to reduce
costs and increase utilisation. Let us put a
greater premium on pilots' ability by building
more pilot input into the tasks. Most of all, let
the pilot decide when to go. 11 will make it a
much cheaper and safer meeting.
J. C. RIDDELL, Wetherby, Yorks.

MOTOR GLIDER RESTARTS AT 500FT
Dear Editor,
While not wishing to detract from lan
Strachan's excellent write up of the DG-400
in the last issue, p262, I would like to caution
pilots on the safety or otherwise of restarting
at 500ft.
The theoretical reasons are as follows. If
you know where you are and can read off the
altitude correctly from the map you could easily be 200ft out in your calculation. If you have
been flying for some time the heat of the
engine and the fact that it has been turning
through 90° means that the fuel line may be
empty, so the engine may need to turn for
some time before firing if it fires at all. With
the engine out the drag depends a great deal
on whether the prop is turning or not, so if
you have to force land your approach might
be ve ry risky.
The practical reasons are as follows. I have
tried it and it usually works, but not always,
and in my case the exception could have
been fatal, but luckily was not.
On a long flight when you get down to
200011 estimated height above the locality
you must decide to start the engine. Below
100011 forget it. In 72hrs you can retrieve
yourself by road from Malaga quicker than
the undertaker can shunt your remains into
the crematorium.
BRENNIGJAMES, MarlowCommon, Bucks.

ANOTHER EAGLE ATIACK
Dear Editor,
I had only just put down the August issue
of S&G which reported an air bailie with an
eagle in Italy, p178, when I was told of a similar incident at Connel.
The club Pirat was being flown over Ben·
Lora by John Anderson at about 2000ft when

he noticed a large bird some distance above.
A few moments later there was a heavy
impact on the tail of the glider which was fortunately not damaged. Regrellably the golden
eagle was killed.
Club member, Mike Gregory, who is a leading Scottish expert on the golden eagle, was
observing the bird from the club Swallow. He
couldn't come up with a reason for the allack,
other than it had been a territorial dispute or a
challenge for food, but did say that the eagle
tends to play by diving at other birds of prey,
each pulling away at the last moment. Unfortunately the Pirat doesn't have this degree of
manoeuvrability!
It is understood that Ben Lora isn't a normal breeding ground and it could have
strayed from Glen Coe. The bird was recovered and it is being preserved for scientific
interest. Apparenlly an eagle attacked an
RAF aircraft some forty years ago.
It is an experience the club doesn't want
repeated and we question the effect of such a
heavy impact on a more vulnerable part of
the glider.
M. G. RAYWORTH, secretary of the
Connel GC.

THE PILOT PLATYPUS CRITICISED
Dear Editor,
All but a few readers of S&G will have been
puzzled by the second paragraph headed "15
Metre Class Sportsmanship" in the Platypus
write-up of the 15 Metre Nationals in the last
issue, p219. The clear intention of the paragraph was to say that cheating had probably
occurred but couldn't be proved.
That is what Platypus said, but who was he
talking about? I'm sure many readers will
have paused at that point and asked themselves that question. Well, I am able to tell
you. He was talking about myself and Alister
Kay (flying an ASW-22). This is not paranoia,
neither is it a guess, since, on the last day of
the competition I was summoned to the director to answer an allegation that I had used
Alister in the ASW-22 tQ assist nile round the
course.
Whoever made this allegation was callous
enough 'not to bother to speak 10 me first or to
check the facts. The ASW·22 that day, the
only day it flew that week, flew from Booker
to Dunstable, local soared for a few minutes
and was back on the ground at Booker
shortly aller the staliline opened. This may
be proved. My only radio call, which only
goes to show what a filthy cheat I am, was to
give Alister the TPs.
Not only this, but on the previous day I
cleverly arranged for Alister to show me the
way round in his high-performance Pegasus.
This was done in toial secrecy - except that
he landed at Dunstable first and arranged
with the organisation to obtain a competition
start. The fact that no radio calls were made
between us only goes to show that we must
have used a secret channel ...
I hope I make my point. Platypus would do
well 10 remember that S&G is read all over
the world, and apart from the unpleasantness
that such an ill-defined allegation creates for
individuals, it can hardly do much for Britain's
excellent gliding image to write up the embittered mullerings of a few participants and
crews af a gliding contest.
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

Finally, and much less importantly, may I
correct Platypus in his statement that the
highly controversial penalties applied on Day
2 did not affect the overall results. This, however, takes nothing away from John Cardiff
who beat us all, penalties or no. My most sincere congratulations to him.
DAVE WAn, Maidenhead.

MORE ON INSURANCE MATTERS
Dear Editor,
I refer to Bill Scull's article in the last issue,
p277, drawing attention to advice received
from brokers on insurance matters and would
like to add a few comments.
Value of Air-eraU. I support ,Bill's suggestion that clubs should ask lor "agreed loss
values" for hull insurance on total loss of club
aircraft which are difficun 10 ,replace. Clubs
will nonnally be -required to justify to underwriters their reasons for requesting agreed
loss values and to explain the computation of
the requested sums to be insured, However,
brokers should be able to find underwriters to
respond to a well reasoned request.
As Bill suggests, the cost of replacing an
aircraft can be SUbstantially higher than the
so-called "market value" because of a scarcily of aircraft of that particular type (eg K-S,
K·13 and K·la). Furthermore, recent experience of the Southdown GC following the toss
01 a K·8 has demonstrated that substantial
revenue can also be lost whilst a replacement
is sought. Hull un€lerwriters will not respond,
of course, to requests to provide cover for
loss of revenue.
As you might expect, insurance premiums
will inevitably be higher by opting for
increased sums insured for Agreed Loss Values. However, hull rates usually reduce with
increased values, so a 10% increase in the
sums assured will not necessarily result in a
proportionate increase in premium.
Liability Insurance.. Typically clubs maintain two sorts of aviation liability insurance:
third party legal liability insurance and passenger liability insurance. I support Bill's suggestion that clubs should seek a combined
single indemnity limit to cover both these
risks, so as to provide maximum flexibility in
meeting any claims. I further agree that
£500 000 is the lowest figure that should now
be considered for such cover, as it should be
remembered that a claim following an accident occurring today might not be set1led for
several years. Damages for a light aviation
fatality have already exceeded £200 000.
In the context of Passenger liability 'Insurance, It is important that the word "passenger" is interpreted liberally by insurers, as
clearly clubs will want this cover to extend to
include pilots under instruction. In the normal
course this might be categorised as a further
class of insurance, known as, Aircrew Liability
Insurance. The proliferation of "air experience days" as a way of generating revenue
and new members should also not be overlooked when arranging passenger liability
insurance in view of the obvious connotations
01 a pilot ever being held as flying for "hire
and reward" - wnatever Ihe current legislative inconsistencies in this area.
Clubs should also remember that inadequate liability insurance may result in not only
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the club suffering financially - perhaps irretrievably - but also in the pilot or instructor
concerned suffering too. Bill mentioned the
exposure of club Officials where a club was
not const~uted as a "limited liability" compaJ:lY. The moral here is principally to ensure
that all liability policies include a "cross liability" clal:Jse covering members, instructors and
oUicers as individuals and further for
"member to member" claims to be covered.
However, it is still possible, even when the
members themselves may be protected by
the back-stop of "limited liability" for officers to be held personally liable if they had
been, for example, negligent. Failing to
arrange reasonable insurance cover comes
to mind!!
Any club which is unsure about the adequacy of its liability cover is advised first to discuss the matter w~h its insurance brokers
and secondly to ensure that the policy documents accurately reflect the terms of the
cover required.
P. N. ATKIN, secretary Southdown GC.

50 YEARS AGO
A. E. SLATER
In early 1935 all seemed at first to be going
well. Rules for the subsidy were drawn up: a
club, to receive it, had to have at least 25 flying members paying a .subscription of at
least £2 per annum each, rather than a lot 01 it
being friltered away on clubs which only did
ground-hops across fields. Here we must
introduce L. Howard-Flanders, a leading figure in early British avialion, hut a quarrelsome one. He was in at the beginning of the
BGA, acting as its unpaid secretary. In this
pos~ion he produced a banner headline
across the page of a Sunday J:lewspaper saying "ANOTHER GOVERNMENT BLUNDER"
and making out that a young boy could not
afford £2 pet annum, etc. 'But J. R. AshwellCooke, chairman and 'a founder of the London Club, attended the Royal Aero Club bar
every day hefore lunch where the many
newspaper aviation correspondents congregated to pick up the news, so he saw to it that
Howard-Flanders' campaign was soon closed
down. He also sent gliding news to the various air correspondents' private addresses so
that they gQt the credit from their newspapers
for being in personal touch with aviation
affairs.
But preparations for distributing the subsidy
did not go smoothly. The secretary of the
Kent Club worked up a campaign among "the
smaller clubs" claiming that they should get
the greater part of the subsidy because they
needed it most. and a Member of Parliament
was briefed to suggest that the greater part of
the subsidy should go to "the smaller clubs"
to bring them up to the standard of the larger
and "wealthier clubs", as if this could be done
by pouring in money.
In S&G for March 1935 Philip Wills wrote at
last on "Advanced Soaring", articles on sailplane construction were promised, and I, having obtained a textbook on sea waves, wrote
on how soaring birds used them, a subject
which no ornithologist seems capable of
understanding to this day.
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The Village Sign

i

Public Relations is a frequent topic these
days. Nikki Campbell has been taken on by
the BGA 10 publicise gliding and to advise
ch,Jbs on how to advertise their activities and
attract members. The Nationals have been
sponsor,ed by GEC Avionics. Clubs are being
advised to make contact with their local MPs
and newspapers in case support is needed
w~h airspace or similar problems. All this can
perhaps be thought 01 as active PR. But passive PR is just as important - the oldfashioned term was "being good neighbours".
Examples include the code of practioe for lield
landings, observing airspace regulations and
recognising ,the feelings of people living J:lear
gliding sites.
When our club started aerotowing at Duxford we' were pleased that it would be easier to
avoid causing a noise nuisance tham al 'our
other site (which has houses on two sides) but
nevertheless we planned our routes to miss
the villages in the area. Duxford villagers are
used to aircraft using the airiield, 'but we felt
that t\;lis did not necessarily diminish our
responsibilities. And we knew that the local
councillor was more than usually active in
guarding her constituents' Interests! SO, oVer
the past ten or so years we have done what
we can 'to be good neighbours, and we like to
think that we have been reasonably successful.
Now it so happens that in recent years
many of the villages In East Anglia have
decided to erect a village sign. Mosl are of
carved wood or wrought i~on, but the recentlyinstalled Duxford sign is ina more modern
style with a multip'le post and three panels
depicting lOCal views. We were surprised and
delighted to discover that one of the panels
shows glide.rs over the CIBA-Geigy adhesives
factory on the edge of the village. Perhaps this
is an indication that our activities are an
acceptable feature of the neighbourhood, as
well as prOViding another "first" for our club,
which celebrates its 50th anniversary in 1985.
The artist is Anlle de Bruyne, who lives in
Duxford and :is the daughter of Or de Bruyne,
the pioneer of chemical adhesives such as
Aerolite and Redux for aircraft structures.
We hope that the sign symbolises a continuing good relationship between our club and
our neighbours.
John Deakin, chairman of Cambridge
University GC and a BGA
Executive Committee member.
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Copy and photographs for the April-May issue of S&G should be sent to the
Editor, 281 Queen Edith's Way, Cambridge CB1 4NH, telephone 0223 247725, to
arrive not later than February 5 and for the June-July issue to arrive not later
than April 5.
November 30, 1984
GILLlAN SRyeE-SMITH
BORDERS (Milfierd)
We continue to have some excellent wave
soaring which has been sampled by our new
members. Work on our new site has been
curtailed recently - more than 6in of rain in a
week turned the lower lying parts into a lake.
The BGA Twin Astir is with us for a few
weeks and to take advantage of it we have a
full week's flying starting from the end of
November.
Our latest arrival is an Eagle brought in by
pilots from the now closed Sunderland Airport.
T.P.

I

BURN (Burn Airfield)
At the AGM Vie F,ielding and Ken Brown
stood down and were replaced by Martin Ellis
and. Billl Shaw - our thanks for the work
done by the retiring members.
At the dinner-<lance our guests of honour
were Mr and Mrs John Webster and Mr and
Mrs Gardon Holmes who both lease land
adjoining our runways and upon whose
goodwill we depend so much. Mr Holmes, a
parish councillor and a Selby District councillor, was the main speaker and it was pleasing
to hear ,that the original fears of the Village
and farmers have been completely
unfounded with the exception of the tug
noise, and that an excellent relationship
exists between the parish council and our
committee.
Mrs Webster presented the following
trophies: special merit award, Sue Webster;
Jack Bower cup (fastesl 100km triangle) and
the Pennine cup (,longest flight, 530km), Nev
Spencer; Chairman's cup (greatest gain of
height), Martin Ellis; longest flight in a club
glider, Neil Roberts and the Muggins' cup,
Helen Fielding for running the Saturday
teabus.
We hope the clubhouse will be ready for
Christmas and then we will be cleaning up
the site and completing the landscaping.
Congratulations to Rose on becoming our
first Burn female solo pilot.
V.F.F.
CONNEL (Connel Airfield)
We have once again had a very successful
season financially showing the tremendous
potential in a tourist area for air experience
flights. Our magnificent scenery, a readily
accessible airfield and relentless enthusiasm
by a few club members are our main assets.
It is hoped that the funds raised from the tourists will help to finance a hangar which is now
becoming a priority following pressures from
our landlords. Its final size is likely to depend
on how much grant aid the Highlands and
Islands Development Board will provide.
Robert Rothrie, whose job has taken him to
Aberdeen, has resigned as CFI and we hope
to recognise his pioneering work five years
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ago when he founded what is now a successful club at a dinner later in the year. His resignation has resulted in a general committee
shuffle. John MacGilvray, who recently
obtained his full rating, is now our CFI, Frank
Walton is the treasurer and Mike Rayworth
our secretary.
Congratulations to Billy McLean and Gill
Lister on going solo and to Mike Gregory,
Alex Flemming, Barry Kerr and Helen
McLucas on obtaining their Bronze Cs.
M.G.R.
CORNISH (Perranporth)
When our winch permits we fly a Blanik,
K-13, K-6cR, K-6E and' a Motor Falke from our
cliff-lop site al Perranponh.
Following a very successful course season,
reverse pulley launching is coming to the
rescue of our weary winches and our chairman, Barry Wallace, and team are taking the
strain with our Rallye 180. Soaring traced
peaks and troughs throughout the season.
Arni Lamb (PIK 200) claimed Gold height and
followed with a flight using our ridge and
,thermals for seven hours, never exceeding
2500ft!
Vintage types at Perranporth include the
French 1942 AV'IA 40P' in an extended C 01
A. a Grunau Baby soaring again after sel/eral
years trailer bound and treasurer and Spit!
Typhoon pilot Pip Phillips, with his DFS
Meise, the early German Oly 2.
Colin McKenzie flew to Devon to become
our firsl successful "escapee" for several
years, and! congratulations to Oave Puttock,
our top K man in 1984 for his performance in
our wooden ship at the North Hill Comps,
Ken Reid came ashore to collect the Penirr
sula pot and Early Bird trophies for soaring to
Land's End (St Just) Aiflfield. The year's oiher
happy events include a SLMG PPL to Brian
Dye, 5hr legs to Dave Clouder and Dave
Hughes and a firSI solo for Oave Rich. On the
training circuit father and son team Nigel ana
John Davey collected cups lor !lying efficiency and determination (in the air) at our
annual dinner-dance in October.
So you see we do it - quietly - at Perranporth, but we are much concerned for our
future tenure here as following a change of
ownership, and despite our attempts to purchase, it seems our site may be sold from
under us.
B.C.
COTSWOLD (Aston Down)
We operated virtually full-lime throughout the
summer with well-attended courses and task
weeks and had a very successful year.
As reported in the last issue, p265, our
pilots won the Inter-Club League final - well
done 10 Tim Macladyen, Ed Johnson and
Jonathan Beard. Congratulations also to

Stephen Young, David Mayo, Simon Lucas,
Pam MacEwan, Vanessa Mayo, Mark Mackay and Simon Housden on going solo special arrangements were made for Simon
to solo on his 16th birthday as it wasn't normally a flying day.
Ruth Housden has been awarded the O. P.
Jones cup by the Br~ish Women Pilots'
Association for ten years' service :to gliding
(While managing also to sit accountancy
exams and play hockey for Stroud).
The open days in September attracted
many new members, besides raising much
needed income to help payoff the loans for
the airfield purchase.
We intend to keep the momentum going
through the winter with a series of fortnightly
talks and social events which are well supported.
L.M.B.
Obituary - Vernon Bradbrook
It is with great sadness that we report the
death of Vernon after a year-long fight
against cancer.
Before joining Cotswold, Vernon was
instructor in charge with the RAFGSA in CypiUS for a numl3er of years and he continued to
do sterling work as an inslrluctor when he
joined! us.
Those of us who knew Vernon during his
three years at Aston 'Down will remember his
quiet, reassuring way of instructing and his
'hard work. We extend our sympathy .and continuing support to his family.
Llnda Breeze

COVENTRY (Husbands Bosworth)
Despite only occasional winter flying our
newly-painted clubhouse is a hive of activity
most weekends. Assistant instructors had a
two-day seminar priOr to the full Cat examinatiOn with lectures by John Williamson. On
another weekend 15 CFls attended a "Spinning Symposium" when the spinning characteristics of different gliders were discussed
from firstlland experience and guests flew our
K.13 and'lnew Puchacz. It was directed by
Lou Franks, seniOr examiner for the eastern
region.
The manager's wife, Elsie May, was given
a surprise party and presentation on her
retirement and we thank her for her muc'h
appreciated efforts over the years.
Congrat'ulatiOns on going solo to Lou
Ravenscroft, Gerry Graves, Neil St·ainton,
Jan Lee, Martin Garlick and Anne Wildman,
who achieved this five months after starting
to glide, and John Tempest who soloed on his
16th birthday.
Construction of the new hangar is well
advanced with volunteers soon needed to lift
the hangar doors which should be quite a
riveting event - our last door lift was filmed
and is shown on wet afternoons!
N.B.
DEESIDE (Aboyne Airfield)
The autumn wave season was short and
sharp. A disappointing September was followed by an excellent October with a new
record of over 1000 launches. November was
a disaster with a different sort of record, over
lOin of rain.
There were perhaps fewer Diamond
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heights than usual - they all seem to have
them nowadays. Sixteen year-old Stephen
Jones was delighted to get his while his more
famous Dad struggled at 6000ft and below.
"Practising for Reiti" was his comment,
adding something about having to do his
Diamond the hard way in a cu-nim before
wave had. been invented.
The Super Cub has a new 180hp engine.
This, together with the second runway due to
be in operation by next summer, should result
in a substantially increased launch rate.
K.A.H.
DERBYSHIRE & LANCASHIRE (Camphill)
The treasurer's sums show that 1984 was a
good year, largely because of an increase of
around 50% in both launches and hours
compared with the last few seasons. Two
pilots in particular help to see out the old
season on a good note; Bob Peck, who only
finished his Bronze C in late August, completed his Silver C in just five weeks and in
October Dave Salmon gained Diamond
height over Sheffield on a miserable looking
SW wind day when no other private owner
even bothered to rig.
With membership steadily increasing after
the recession we look forward optimistically
to 1985, the 50th anniversary of our club's
formatilln,
J.A.H.
ENSTONE EAGLES (Ens tone Airfield)
Peter Bailey and Keith Freshwater have gone
solo and the autumn has brought a good run
of weekend weather. On November 18, when
acloud street sat over the site all day with 2kt
to a 1200ft cloud base, there were three
flights of more than an hour and many others
just under.
We are planning to paint our hangar this
winter and improve the clubhouse. More syndicate changes are afoot. The Foka 5, which
has been with us a long time, has been
replaced by a DG-100. The private fleet has
changed considerably over the last four years
from mainly Diy 2Bs and Skylarks with just
one Libelle and a Kestrel to well over 50%
glass-fibre.
G.D.
ESSEX (North Weald)
At long lasl our new hangar is completed and
was formally opened on November 3 with a
party and barn dance that evening in the
hangar when more than 150 enjoyed a pig
roast, fireworks and free beer. The hangar
has been dedicated to the memory of its
designer, Robert (Bob) E. Brown, who gave
unstinting service to our club as an instructor
and committee member. Special thanks also
to Eric Neve who was the architect.
This year we have had more and better
oourses than ever and hope to see John
Mitchell flying with us again in the spring. We
held an open day in September for the public
to try gnding.
This season we flew 42792 cross-country
kilometres including two 500km O/Rs to
Leeds, one of which gave Mike Jefferyes a
UK record with a speed of 93km/h.
S. Griffin, C. Osboume and J. Baker have
gone solo and we have had a good selection
of badge claims, too many to mention.
P.w.B.
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ESSEX & SUFFOLK (Whatfield)
Recent waterlogged runways prevented flying
from Whatfield but our friends at Rattlesden
have allowed us to use their long hard runway - many thanks.
Congratulations to John Carver on his first
solo and to Paul Rice on his instructors' rating.
Unlike many clubs looking for a youthful
membership, we have a very large ab-initio
contingent from Essex Universtty. We are
able to offer a strong instructor team to match
them with the K-21 and K-13.
R.C.A
HEREFORDSHIRE (Shobdon Airfield)
We again welcomed the London GC for a
week's good flying in October and look forward to their return in the New Year. Their
visit coincided with the start of one of those
bad patches when technical problems culminated in every aircraft being out of action one
weekend; the weather co-operated and
wasn't particularly good. We are back in top
gear again and our thanks to Howard Bradley
for the loan of his Condor tug.
The AGM in November was the most
optimistic for some years with new blood on
the committee including at long last Ken (if it
says still repair it) Martin. Retirements include
P,hil King who has served us diligently for
many years ilS an instructor and thinker.
However he will be involved again next year
in such events as the Inter-Club League,
Julian Hughes has his Bronze C which
included several memorable flights in the club
Vega and Nigel Fmst went solo after ten
weeks, as did Ossie Vaughan who, too'k ten
years - off and on!
D.J.
INKPEN (Thruxton Airfield)
We have a lot of planning and work to do to
get ourselves ready for 1985. An EGM was
held in November to put some of the more
controversial, needless to say monetary,
points to the members. We expect to enter
the new season leaner and filler.
We plan to progressively increase midweek
flying through early 1985 with the intention of
operating seven days a week if the demand
exists in the season,
Mike Thorne, our secretary, is moving
away and we thank him for all his hard work.
I.D.
KENT (Challock)
The autumn brought reasonable weekend
weather with ridge and thermal soaring. Our
Jodel is having extensive maintenance after a
gruelling season when we flew some 1650
passengers, mostly during specially organised evenings, in addition to the normal club
and course flying.
Alan Garside, organising the winter overhaul programme, has had no shortage of
help.
The fireworks party went off with a bang, a
clone of the CFI appearing on top of the bonfire as a sacrifice to the weather gods.
At our very enjoyable dinner-dance the following trophies were presented: League One
(task week), the 988 team; League Two (task
week), the EKM team; the League One trophy, the Gook cup, the Chairman's trophy
and the Best Flight cup, Tony Moulang; the

League Two trophy and the Ladies' trophy.
Julie Williams; the tankard for the best flight
from Challock, John Hoye for his 518km
Diamond distance to Hinton in the Hedges;
the trophy for the best Silver .distarlce, 'Phil
HOlliday; the Two-seate:r cup, Mike Moulang
and Dave Moorrnan; the Ab-initio shield, Paul
Aitken and the Instructors' bowl. John
Reeves.
J.H.
KENT MOTOR GLIDING &
SOARING CENTRE (Manston)
We are very excited about our move to our
new permanent home in Waldershare Park,
near Dover. When we were unable to secure
the lease of our present site with the MoD last
summer we began I'ooking in earnest for a
field of our own and have been particularly
fortunate in that Lord Guilford has offered us a
lease of a 15 acre strip in part of his beautiful
estate. The newly-sown strip is some 6/101hs
mile long which will give us higher launches,
and the location offers good soaring and
cross-country potential that we have not
enjoyed before. We shaH be converting an
old barn into a club workshop and Clubhouse
- a luxury after living out of a coach for the
past two years.
When we move we shall be changing our
name to the Channel Gliding Club.
E.S.
tAKES (Walney Airfield)
At the annual 'dinner at the IFarmer's Arms,
Spark9ridge, the Dodd trophy (best progress)
was awarded to Mike Sadler; the Alsford 1rophy (best gain of height) to Peter Craven; the
OUddon trophy (for service) and the
Leighton-Hall Itrophy (the year's outstanding
f1ighl) tQ Peter Lewisand ,the Lonsdale trophy
(Iongesl flight from Walney) to Ray Jackson
and Peter Aedshaw.
Peter Lewis and Keith Bullertield gained
Silver Cs on the same day, Peter with 5hrs on
Black Coombe and Keith with a 50001t gain in
wave. Dave North alSO gaineq 5hrs on the
Coombe in the club's Astir.

EK
LONDON (Dunstable)
We have just taken delivery of the first K-23
to arrive in the UK. It is currently being eX1ensivelytest flown and evaluated by the BGA
and oursefves before being given a full C of A.
Guy Fawkes at Dunstable has become a
pyromaniac's delight as various forms of
rockel powered model gliders compete to
immolate as many onlookers as possible.
Those who eSCaped the same fate as the
Guy on the bonfire included Geoff BUll,
whose design enabled him to 'recapture the
Bullox trophy for the second year.
Shobdon put up with us again during
October. The only badge claim was by Martin
Blake who then blew it - literally - by blasting the trace off his baro foil with an overenthusiastic aerosol hairspray!
We gave our (esident tug pilot, Duncan
McPhe.r$on, a leaving party which he and the
clubhouse barely survived. Talking of which,
photos showing eminent members of the gliding world having lost their trousers are in the
club album; orders supplied in plain wrappers
from J--n J------s if you are over 18.
D.S.
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THE REPAIR SPECIALISTS

NOW IN OUR 24th YEAR

WE REPAIR: GLASS -

STEEL -

ALLOY -

WOOD

TUG AIRCRAFT REPAIRS AND RE-COVERS

LLOYD'S
APPROVED

RAPID
SERVICE

VINTAGE AIRCRAFT REBUILDS
FULLY QUALIFIED STAFF
SHEPLEY LANE, HAWK GREEN, MARPLE, CHESHIRE

Tel. 061-427 2488

This Publication
is available in Microform.
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AIRBAND
TRANSCEIVER

Please send addilional infonn"lion
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For many years those Invollled il gliding
have been 8W8Ie of the advantages of air·
band radio communication, However il the
past l)'pe approved equipment has been
prohibitively expensive. It has also been
awkward to position, heavy and the associated problems of where to safely put the battery considerable. Suitable secondhand
corrvnercial transceivers have also been difficult to come by and to get them on the correct allocated frequency has always been a
problem,
The TR720 CAA approved airband transceiver costs only £395.00 plus VAT and, as
you see In the photograph, is ideally suitable
for glider operation. Havinll its own intemal
power supply, the TR720 IS compact, ~ght·
weight lWld 8IIIy transferable from glider to
glidler,
Please telephone or write to us here at Mattock for a full colour descriptive leaflet.

LOWE ELECTRONICS

_

Ci'y'

_

Zip'

State

_

300 Nonh Zccb Road

Dept. P.R.
Ann Arbor. Mi. 48106

SAILPLANE & ENG.
SERVICES LYD.
Cs of A
REPAIRS TO GLASS-FIBRE,
STEEL TUBE & WOODEN Ale
LOTS OF K-13 & SWALLOW SPARES
WRITE OR PHONE:

KEN BLAKE

CHESTERFIELD ROAD, MATLOCK, DERBYSHIRE DE4 5LE
TELEPHONE 0629-2817, 2430, 4057, 4995

..

Unhersit)'
Microfilms
International

BUXTON 4365

SAILPLANE & ENG. SERVICES LTD.
HOLM FIELD RD., BUXTON, DERBYS.

OXYGEN EQUIPMENT

The Air Apparatus & Val\'e A.I.R. 24 series oxygen equipment for gliders,
comprising a control head and 680 litre oxygen cylinder, is now available for self
installation. With all the in-flight oxygen controls situated in the one position, this control
head has been developed from the Company's highly successful Domiciliary oxygen unit to
Drug Tariff Specification 0 I B.
The 680 litre cylinder is of British manufacture in aluminium 10 H.O.A.L. 4
specification and is supplied valved and charged to 2000 p.s.i.
The company also supplies oxygen equipment based on 230- and 680-litre
cylinders, and face masks complete with valves and economiser bags.
In the unlikely event of servicing being required, the company operates a 24-hour
turn-'round postal system.

NOW AVAILABLE -

SLlMLlNE 630 CYLINDERS

AIR APPARATUS & VALVE LTD
Oakfield Works, Branksome Hill Road, College Town,
Camberley, Surrey Tel: Camberley 0276-35885
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MARCHINGTON (Marchington Airfield)
When we bought our site a year ago we said
the only way to success was to increase the
flying and we have had more launches in six
months than for the whole of 1983. This has
enabled us to drop the launch cost by £1 until
next March and to start paying off some of our
debts. We've also nearly finished the temporary hangar and have fully fenced our land.
During the season we gave 250 air experience flights and had ten courses. Next season
we plan four club weeks and ten courses
which means we will be flying three weeks out
of four between April and September.
M.S.
NEWARK & NOTTS
(WInthorpe Airfield)
This has been a good year with many major
projects completed. The less experienced are
trying their hand at cross-countries and we are
generally getting more enthusiastic about hav-

ing a go.
For the first time we managed a full team in

Congratulations to trophy winners Chris
Emson, Phil Barlow and Phil Hawkins, the latter having started his own collection. Also, this
year saw the additional "Flying Brick" award,
dUly presented to All Barnes for his extended
hangar flight, via a field near Middleton Stoney
(rumour has it that someone switched his
glasses!).
N.T.
PETERBOROUGH & SPALDING
(Crowland Airfield)
Winter has seen the usual flurry of off-season
activities. Our CFI, Dave Feneley, has successfully twisted a number of instructors'
arms to take full rating tests and our instructor and tug pilot contingent has never been
bigger. Even Brian Crowhurst has finally
been checked out!
Rachel Martin took the Skylark 4 to Portmoak and gained her 5hrs.
K.R.D.
SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION (Portmoak)

the Inter-elub League final and gave the
favourites, Trent Valley, a run for their money
w~h Novice pilots Dave Prosolek and Dave

Sharp winning days on their first cross-country
attempts. Fred Mann did well in the Intermediales (even after a five-year break from gliding)
and has since bought a Kestrel 19.
Our pilots going solo for the first time normally buy a round in the bar and Derek
Heapey, Pete Mitchell, Christine Marriott, Mick
Medland and Des Clarke are all out of pocket
- cheers lads.
The bonfire party was well attended in spite
of the rain and the rocket powered model
glder competition proved entertaining.
D.P.
OUSE (Rufforth Airfield)
The onset of autumn saw the windsock well
exercised and water was all that landed on the
airfield for days on end. However Lawrence
BroNn went solo, dodging between the raindrops.
Our chairman, reviewing the year at the
annual dinner-dance in November, said there
had been one of the best increases in membership and there were plans to buy another
gRder and to expand the hangar and workshop. He thanked Andrew Batters for his
4lhyrs as treasurer - Richard Thomson is to
take over the finances.
The eFl, John Mawson, presented the following trophies: Anthony Foster trophy
(most promising pilot under 20 years), held
jointly by Robert Lewis and David Watson;
Alan Simpson rose-bowl (longest Silver distn:e), David Bullock; winner of the club ladder and the Coulsey trophy (longest handicapped distance), Mark Thompson; the Buck
trophy (greatest gain 01 height), John Taylor;
Spanner award (unluckiest member), Audrey
Boddy and the chairman's award (service to
lheclub by a non-<:ommittee member) Richard

Thomson.
Work has already begun on levelling and
reseecling the airfield to expand the runway.

R.T.
OXFORD (Weston on the Green)
We were an pleased to hear at our AGM that a
record year has been achieved and look forward to our double winch operation during

1985.
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Obituary - Andy Penswick
It is with great sadness that we report the
death of Robert (Andy) Penswick in a tug
accident at Portmoak on October 25.
An extremely capable and experienced
pilot, Andy's life centred on aviation. He was
an RAF pilot, principally on Lightnings, and
came to SGU in 1980 on leaving the Services
where he had been very active in the
RAFGSA. He is remembered as a popular
member of Four Counties and admired for his
enthusiasm in helping the younger pilots.
While there he organised several expeditions
to the Borders GC at Milfield where he recognised their wave potential and eventually
became a member, helping them search for
an alternative site.
At Portmoak he was an instructor, BGA
inspector and a source of knowledgeable and
friendly advice with a nice blend of ability to
organise, motivate and express his views.
As a pilot Andy had a zest and flair for getting the most out of his flying. He flew a
DG-200 and having gained All Three
Diamonds was exploring the possibility of
achieving 750km.
At the time of his death Andy was deputy
CFI and resident instructor at Portmoak. He
was a man of considerable stature and
achievements, popular and respected and his
loss will be keenly felt by his many friends in
the gliding world. It has been suggested there
should be a memorial to him and we are giving thought to the most appropriate way this
can be done.

Our heartfelt sympathy is extended to
Andy's parents, Ralph and Chrissie Penswick.
Angus Napier
SHALBOURNE (Nr Hungerford)
It was decided at the AGM to raise the launch
fee to £1.75 in line with inflation with the soaring fees and membership unchanged. Will
Sheppard, Don Scarfe and Monty Hine have
been made vice-presidents in recognition of
their contribution 10 the club since its formation.
The club shield (the fastest 100km milk run
triangle) and the club ladder trophy was
awarded to Richard Swallow with Carol Pike
second on the ladder and Ken Porter third.
The evening concluded with a curry supper.
Derek Piggott started off our series of
winter lectures in November and will be followed by John Williamson and John
Delafield.
The clUbhouse has been repainted, we are
going to convert an ex ATC twin drum petrol
driven winch to LPG and Robin May has
acquired a cable retrieve tractor to replace
our old one. Cs of A have begun on club aircraft and our thanks to Ken Mackley and
John Dabill who have done the bulk of the
work, also to Angi Coupland for arranging our
first Christmas dinner.
J.S.
SOUTH DOWN (Parham Airfield)
Since autumn gliders have been given Cs of
A, ground equipment overhauled and the
clubhouse has been repainted and given a
new floor covering.
With our flying membership hovering at
209 (up by ten per cent on last year) the
signs are good for a healthy start to 1985
when we shall be able to use our new, very
smooth landing area.
A soon to be opened farm shop car park
near our launch point could well provide more
experience flights and possibly new members.

RAW.
STAFFORDSHIRE (Morridge)
The miserable end of season weather which
restricted our flying did not deter the supporters of our winter lecture/social evenings, the
slide/tape programmes presented by Tony
Knight and Barry Gilman being well attended
by members, family and friends.
Membership is still growing with a healthier
contingent at the youthful end of the spectrum making a valuable contribution to our
operations without revealing any signs of the
dreaded "generation gap!" Sadly, we lack
female support and Pauline Gwinnett is still
our only female flying member.
Our experience of operating a hired K-7 to
support our K-13 has encouraged us to pursue a more permanent additional two-seater
to use for more advanced instruction and on
the additional youth courses planned as part
of the Sports Council's "Ever thought of
Sport?" campaign.

ClUb News Contributors; Please note
thatthe nedeleadllne IS Februa" 5 and
for the June issue, April 5. Regrettably
we can't accept reports a"'vlng after
those dates.
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All of our mid-week, air experience flying
evenings for 1985 have been fully booked
since the end of October.
B.G.

RD Aviation Ltd
Not just sales -

but SERVICE

For 1985 - a still further expansion of our range and an even greater
investment to give you, the customer, the best possible choice of:
VARIOMETERS, INSTRUMENTS, BAROGRAPHS, FOILS, BAROGRAPH INK AND FELT TIPS, REPLOGLE PAPER, BATIERIES,
CHARGERS, SWITCHES, T, 'X' and 'IN-LINE' INSTRUMENT CONNECTORS, SOFT TUBING, FILTERS, DOLPHINS, CALCULATORS,
WIRING, FUSES, RADIOS, HANDHELDS, AERIALS, VEHICLE
BASE RADIOS, PORTABLE BASE RADIOS, LOUDSPEAKERS,
BOOM MICROPHONES, COMBINED SPEAKER MICROPHONES,
HEADSETS, PARACHUTES, WING COVERS, FILMS, OXYGEN ...
and more!

Write, telephone or telex for our latest price list

STRATFORD UPON AVON
(long Marston airfield)
A somewhat difficult season compounded by
the decision of the airfield owners to plough
and crop the grass areas between the three
runways. However, we are slill flying and
ever hopeful of satisfactory alternative
arrangements for the future. Visiting pilols
please note operating restrictions with landings only Oil runway in use plus the peri-track
allhe Northern "23" (Stratford) end.
Congratulations to Paul Ingram on going
solo and special congratulations to Mike Coffee on his Gold C cOl11plete with a Diamond
goal in August. On a sad note we regret to
record the death of Fred Haines, one of our
early founder members, after a short illness.
Fred was for some time a member of' the K-2
syndicate and will be sadly missed with his
enthusiasm for keeping the lowcars in pristine conditions.
H.GW.

But, just to remind you that the season is almost here again Spring Wave ... ?
OXYGEN
Constant Flow Economiser System -

Complete

£229.79

Constant Flow - Portable System
(for ASW 20, Pegase, LS4,
DG series)

£227.13

Diluter Demand Regulator (A14A)

£228.85

Mask & Hose for A14A system

£199.99

Electrics tired ... ?
ELECTRICAL
YUASA Gell Cells 12v 6Ah

£16.99

YUASA Gell Cells 12v 14Ah

£36.80

Automatic Gell Cell Charger with LED

£25.30

As above, but for simultaneous
charging of 2 gell cells

£32.20

Nicad wall charger

£16.10

Choice of
630 or 680 litre bottles

-.-

....

.~_

Radio worn out ... ?
TRANSCEIVERS
The ATR Series by Waiter Dillel himself (Avionic Dillel) - for
QUALITY, PERFORMANCE, RELIABILITY, REASONABLE PRICES
PYE Westminster Vehicle Transceivers
Handhelds - popular models

£169.86
P.O.A.

Pre-Season Training ... ?
BBC B MICRO - "Cross-Country Gliding"
Available as tape or disc (40/80T) - Tape £10.95 (incl postage)

All prices shown include VAT
This Is a selection from our range. VAT at 15% Is Included in all prices shown but exports are
normally VAT free. Delivery costs and terms of trade are as per our pUblished conditions.

Free brochures, advice and price lists from:
Jane and John Delafield
Cotswold House, Mill Street
ISLlP, Oxon OX5 2SY
Tel: Kidlington (08675) 2357
40

Dickie Feakes
23 Orchard Way, Offord Darcy
Huntingdon, Cambs PE18 9RE
Tel: Huntingdon (0480) 811931

~
Telex: 83138
Telkay G (ref: RDAIR)

STRATHCLYDE (Strathaven)
At our AGM Graham Carson, Graham Sturrock and Des Tait agreed to continue as
chairman, treasurer and CFI respectively.
The exceptionally fine summer produced
1234 launches, the highest for at least five
years, and the Falke in particular proved its
worth. The club fleet also includes a Skylark
and two K-2s.
The old hangar has survived two ferocious
gales and the new hangar is now taking
shape with total costs by October 31 of
£3877.
We are hoping to launch a publicity drive in
the spring to encourage new members and
extend a welcome to all who are interested.
A.G.F.
SURREY & HANTS (Lasham Airfield)
The Portmoak pilgrimage proved successful
-with most people doing a good deal of flying.
There were six consecutive wave days in the
middle of the three weeks, five giving
10000ft or more. Diamonds went to Steve
Bicknell, John Taylor, Ray Partridge and
Tony Norris and Golds to Paul Davis,
Annabel Lucas and Graham Gilkes. The
weather was generally rather cloudy and not
conducive to cross-countries.
An expedition to Talgarth also had its fair
share of wave and produced one particularly
spectacular westerly ridge day with several
pilots making the jump to the Brecons and
beyond under unexpectedly good thermal
streets.
The club has sold an Astir and replacing it
with a new DG-101 (club) to ease the pressure on the Sport Vegas.
C.G.S.
TRENT VALLEY (Kirton in Lindsey)
1984! Not an Orwellian nightmare after all: in
fact quite a good year for gliding. We have
seen John Williams completing his set of
Diamonds with a flight to Perranporth and
Mick Ward missing his 500km in a wooden
ship by just 15km.
We won the Northern Inter-elub League
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

again and put up another good show at the
Northem Regionals.
The club K-6 was damaged by a vis~ing
member and ovr love Iy K-13 badly damaged
in a most unnecessary accident.
Bob Baines is our new CFI, Dick Hannigan
is a full Cat instructor, Bob Kmita has his
instructor rating and Viv Marchant has a passenger rating.
We seldom award life memberships but
this year they have gone to Peter Holland,
our treasurer "forever" and without whose
hard work and dedication we couldn't function; to John Swannack, retiring CFI who
moved us from circuits to Diamonds and Lt
Collan Johnson, our landlord and friend who
has served us well.
RH.
ULSTER (Bellarena)
Retired mariner James McLeod was alone in
the wheelhouse on November 18 when he
soloed the Capstan at the age 01 71 - 51 yrs
almost to the day since he soloed on power
in a Gipsy Moth III at Renfrew. James soared
!or 25min in weak wave on his maiden solo,
gaining 700ft.
A few days earlier the marginally younger
David Curran, a Shorts flight-test engineer,
also soloed and immediately became a
founding member of a new K-6cA syndicate.
We made a modest profit in 1984 and have
estabished a site-purchase fund with some
of the ~rplus. We're entering 1985 with a
major presence at the four-day Festival of
Youth in January at the King's Hall in Belfast
where we'll have a 20ft stand and will surmount the show once again by hanging our
Twin Astir from the rool.
We're planning four residential courses in
1985 and our traditional nine-day Easter
camp and task week will feature a BGA
nalional coach complete with Super Falke.
Mainland GB participants are warmly invited
- phone mean 0232 790666 if you'd like to

come.
We were very saddened by the death on
November 22 of our landlord, Jim Allison,
who had been an unfailing source of encouragement and a generous friend since he first
Irw~ed us to "prospect" his farm in 1977 and
to move in at Easter 1978.
RR.R
VECTIS (Sandown Airport, Isle of Wight)
Before an eventful and thoroughly enjoyable
season came to a close the local press paid
us a visit andl enjoyed their flights. The publicity was worthwhile and thanks to Nikki
Campbell, BGA publicity officer, the article
published was bolh informative and humorous.
We held our first dinner-dance on
November 24 which was most successful and
optimism is running high for 1985.
S.M.
VINTAGE NEWS
Last year saw the return of Ted Hull's Kite 1,
beaulnully restored after 3V2yrs' work, as well
as the immaculately restored T-21 B by a
Blackpool & Fylde GC syndicate.
K was a good cross-country season with
the 310km from Husbands Bosworth to
Plymouth by Lou Franks and Norman James
being the best fli@ht ever in a T-21. Tony
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Smallwood (Gull 1) flew 1065km in 36hrs during Competition EnterpriSe to come 10th, his
longest flight being a 250km. Geoff Mome
(MO 130-3) achieved 198km, Ron Davidson
(Petrel). 160km and C. Wills (RhOnbussard)
two 12Qkm O/R on the same day.
The Rendez Vous Rally at 'Mtinster/Telgte
Airfield in July had poor weather but the 12th
International Bally at Terlet, IHolland in
August had strong thermals with soaring on
all of the eight days, though fresh winds
allowed only one task to be completed. With
52 entrants, this was our largest Rally and
many beautifully restored gliders were seen
for the ,first time including the replica Hungarian Cimbora two-seater, a 1941 Rubik
design; Werner von Arx's Swiss Minimoa 36:
Hans Dijkstra's Goevier 3 and a Norwegian
replica Grunau 9 primary which we bungy
launched.
The National Rally at Sulton Bank from
August 24-September 1 was well organised,
as were the otoor two, and held ,in remarkable conditions which .allowed hill, wave and
thermal soaring on every day, though strong
winds during the second half of the. week kept
us on the ground while on two days a Nimbus
flew to 29 OOOlt asl. D. Jones flew his excellent King- Kite for 6'hhrs and lor the first time
we had' a flying' wing at one of our Rallies, the
AV 22 which made a good impression. On
Wednesday Robin Traves flew the Gull 1 to
10000ft in wave. We believe the Vintage
Club now oflers the greatest variety of sailplanes in different forms, colours and sizes
ever seen.
A Gull 3, BAc 7, Dagling and Falcof) are
being restored. or built as replicas and we
have 15 important vintage sailplanes to be
restored by their owners. In Germany, the
MOnster Minirnoa will be flying this year having been restored mainly by Rainer Willeke
who rescued it from M'ontargis, France in
1972, and the KlausHeyn RhOnadler and
Wolf replicas are being worked on.
The 13th International Vintage Rally will be
at Amlikon, Switzerland from July 20-28 and
the Bendez Vous Rally will be al Blumberg,
Germany from July 13-20.

C.w.
WELLAND (Middleton)
Congratulations are due to Vincent Conn,
John Larkin. Ray Marrioll and Ken Wells on
going solo; to Berry Chadwick and· Ray
Farmer on resoloing after long lay-offs; to
Keith Scoll and Phil West on completing their
Bronze Cs and to Alan Bushnell on his 5hrs.
. Our L-Spatz is a welcome addition to the
club fleet.
RH.S.
WOLDS (Pocklington)
Congratulations on going solo to Joe Ramsden, Steve Maxwell, Phil Heaton, Gardon
Basey, Pete Holmes, Len Nicholson, Chris
Mowthorpe, Denis Pardoe, Sally Debono and
Bob Holroyd.
The summer courses went so well we are
again looking for a course instructor for the
coming season. The club fleet and syndicate
gliders have been increased and we continued to improve our site, including the planting of a large number of trees as a contribution towards nature conservancy. The local
council have erected several strategically

placed signs to the site so no excuses for not
being able 10 find us,
Garet,h Jones, our hard working treasurer,
became an instructor and congratulations to
Bob Fox on 'his Diamond distance.
The annual dinner and prizegiving was
enjoyable and to echo the sentiments expressed there, our thanks to everyone for all
the hard work this year.
TH.
YORKSHIRE (Sulton Bank)
During the late autumn yet more wave was
exploited by members sufficiently with it to
recognise the opportunities. Dick Stoddart
completed a 200km O/R in wave to add to his
26 OOOft gain of height a few weeks earlier.
Occasional bright westerly days provide
welcome soaring opportunities but generally
winter days at Sultan Bank are far reminiscing.
Come and see us in 1985, with or without a
glider, partner, kids etc. You will be very welcome.
P.L.
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BICESTER (RAFGSA Centre)
Our annual October expedition to Aboyne
proved to be yet another classic giving us
nine Gold and eight Diamond heights. We
took our own tug which helped significantly
during the rush to get over 20 gliders airborne
at dawn. Our thanks to Alan and Chalky for
their hospitality.
Back at home we have eight going solo but
on one occasion flying came to a stop
because of a waterlogged airfield.
John Hull has been posted from the staff to
Lyneham, but is still flying with us.
We look forward to our Christmas party on
December 15 and our AGM in January.
S. & J.
CLEVELANDS (RAF Dishforth)
Chris Sherlock and Phil Shambrook have
returned to civilisation with tales of Falkland's
lift peaking at over 20kt! Closer to home there
have been height claims by John Dobson
(Diamond), Neil Claughton (Gold) and several eminent visitors.
Our AGM saw trophies presented to Colin
Walker (CFl's cup), Tom Eagles (Wave pot)
and Y.T. (yet another failed 500km). The
demise of the Blanik on a failed winch launch
has left us without a basic trainer for the time
being.

p.w.
CULDROSE (RN & RMGSA)
The country's most south-westerly gliding
club is still hanging on 'grimly to the gale-torn
cliffs of the Lizard peninsular.
Despite a setback early in the season with
the club's much loved Pirat, 1984 has been a
fairly good year. A strong contingent waved
the White Ensign at the Inter-Services Regionals and our summer course was almost its
usual financial success. An increase in insur41

AUSTIN AVIATION

~PIGGOTT
=---

FOR ALL GLASER-DIRKS
SAILPLANES

Wind cones made in Ministryof Defence
Hypalon'';, also in nylon and cambric.
Landing Marker Sets in bright orange.
National, Advertising Flags and
Banners.
Canvas Covers for all requirements.
Flagstaffs supplied and erected in
Steel, Aluminium, Fibreglass and
Timber - suita'ble for Windcones.
Towing Cable Drogues.
PIGGOTT BROTHERS & CO. I-IMITED

10 years' experience in
DG Aircraft.
Any work on DG's undertaken.
DG-300 - 1 option July 1985
DG-101G, DG-101 Club
The DG-300 - One year's
Competition results so far Finnish Nationals
8 Days Angers

1st
1st

Slanford Rivers, Nr. Ongar. Essex ,eMS 9PJ

Tel 0277 ,363262

United States Region 21st
Swiss Nationals
2nd
Reiti
2nd
United States Nationals 2nd
German Nationals
3rd
European Competitions 3rd
Northerns:
1st - 15 mtr: Aircraft
4th - Open Class
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BRIAN WEARE
GLIDER WORKS
DUNKESWELL AIRPORT
HONITON, DEVON
Tels: Luppitt 338 (9-6 pm)
Honiton 41679 (after 6 pm)
MAJOR OR MINOR REPAIRS ON
WOOD, GLASS-FIBRE, OR METAL.
ALSO RESPRAYS GLIDERS AND
LIGHT AIRCRAFT

Main Street, Stillington
York Y06 1JU

Tel: EASINGWOLD 0347 810255
24hr Ansaphone -

Takes 2min message

ance has raised costs, rather dampening
some spirits but, with considerable assistance from the Sailors' Fund and the Fleet
Amenities Fund, we were able to buy a
Pegasus to replace ou r Dart 17R. Any prospective buyers should write to the club secretary.
George Kosak has handed over the task of
CFI to John Smith, prior to joining a Iront line
squadron and disappearing to sea. Our
thanks to George for all his efforts in recent
years and to his long suffering family.
This year's annual dinner in December will
have Rear Admiral Michael Livesay, a naval
glider pilot 01 renown and the vice-chairman
of the RNGSA, as the guest speaker.
C.E.M.

C of A OVERHAULS
B.G.A., C.A.A., P.F.A. APPROVALS

FOUR COUNTIES (RAF Syerston)
Club fortunes are on the way up. Our
accommodation and bar are undergoing long
overdue facelilts and we have a pleasing
increase in ab-initio membership. We welcome Jenni and Tony Duignan from Phoenix
GC and Tony Povey from the Penguin GC
(Falkland Isles).
Our annual 'Scottish trek resulted in one
Diamond height for Mike Baker and Gold
heights lor Geofl Phillips and Lorainne
Richardson ... what a waste 01 a honeymoon Lorainne.
The recent AGM was well attended and the
various items of silverware went to Ben Benniston (two, the greedy man), Martin Goodwin, Lorainne Richardson, Graham Chinn,
Jed Edyvean, Sue Phillips and Bob Spiller,
whom we also cO"lgratulale onl becoming

THE FL YING SEASON IS COMING
Have you insured your glider? If so, do you know what you are paying for?
Study the small print, before you pay.
Always remember "cheapy leasty" is often the case.
Let us get you a quote which will give the right sort of cover, from the right people.
INSTRUMENTS: We stock only what we have proved ourselves to be good.
WINTER Varios, Barographs, ASI's.
Mk 14A Oxygen Regulator -

in our opinion the best.

The unbeatable PESCHGES vario/computer system (in association with AMA Ltd),.
AEROGRAF Barographs - compact, electric drive, paper recording instrument with
engine time photo time facil ities.
TURN POINT CAMERAS automatic wind on.
BECKER AR 3201 (fits into 57 mm instrument cutout)
HEAR and BE HEARD when the others don't and can't!

SOUTHERN SAILPLANES
MEMBURY AIRFIELD, LAMBOURN, BERKS
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(R. Jones)
Tel: (0488) 71774
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

OCFI. Despite a generally lower membership
than in previous years the overall annual
statistics are within the same totals.
We look ,forward 10 the AAFGSA sponsored instruciors' course at Christmas and
New Year when prospective assistant Cais
from Wrekin and Cranwell join our trio of Marlin Goodwin, TreV' Gourfey and Jenni Duignan.
A.F.M.D
FULMAR (RAF Klnloss')
We did not have as much wave over Kinloss in
the autumn as we would have liked but the
club expedition to AbOyne in October raised
morale with over 200 flying hours in a fortnight, aDiamond height for Eddie Shalton and
a Gold height for Robin Willis-Fleming.
Carol and Mick Simmonds are posted to
Coningsby, a southern club's gain and our
loss.
We have successfully completed our hangar move to the south side of the airfield and
the winter months have been spent getting the
hangar into shape.
We almost broke our launch record last
year; given the luck with the weather this year
should be one of our best ever.
W.G.
PEGASUS (RAF Glitersloh)
We had a record and accident free year with
5000 launches and 1200hrs, with lots of
money spent on new eqUipment.
The AGM in November saw the major
prizes being won by lan Smith (best progress);
Ran Breezer (best flight in the K-13); Derek
Jones (advanced aohievement) and AI Stacey
lmemberof the year) who was also awarded a
year's free membership because we can't
afford to lose his tireless efforts and
enthusiasm.
The poor weather in Germany meanl a
stockpiJeol K-8 pilots With Bronze legs. all ,itchi'lg for the sun to shine ,to achieve higher
badge claims, though it's doubtful if we can
beat the 32 first solos produced from the
efforts 01 five instructors.
In 1985 we hope to emulate 1984's expedilion elfor1 when we visited Bisperode, Vennebeck, Buckeburg, Achmer, Oerlinghausen
and Weelde in W. Germany, Oostemalle, Belgium, Innsbruck, Austria and Romorantin,
France.
We are sorry to say goodbye to lan GalIacher, Oerek Jones and our chairman, Keith
Grumbly, and hope his successor, lain Harvey, will be as popular.
M.V.B.

The Oornish Gliding and Flying Club
irevellas Airfield, Perranporth
Comwall
TeL Perranporth 087-257-2124
Gliding courses Irom April to October
- lleet includes motor glider - B.GA
full-rated instructors - fine soaring lovely l:oaslal airfield ideal for a
different family holiday.

The Course Secretary
Tremearne, Breage, Helston
Cornwall
Tel: Helston 03265-62294

BLACK
MOUNTAINS
CLUB

GLIDING
CLUB
(TALGARTH)
Situated amongst the highest mountains in South Wales, one of the UK's
finest soaring sites.
Longest ridge routes; wave in all wind
directions.

The Name may sound a trifle exclusive,
but the Cambridge University Gliding
Club is open to everyone.
We winch and aerotow from Duxford
all year, mostly a,t weekends, and
aer010w only fmm Cambridge. We run
holiday courses ff,(~m April to September for beginners and solo pilots.

Now with full-time tug pilot.
Visiting pilots/gliders welcome.

Bookings: Secretary, B.M.G.C.
Lower Penylan, Glasbury-on-Wye
Powys HR3 5NT
Tel: 04974-583/0874-711254

Holiday course members and visitors welcome at our scenic club.
Courses from £80 tQ £140 with
accommodation (flyililg ,extra). For
details write to Bristol and GI05
Gliding Club, Nympsfield, Stonehouse, Glos Gl10 3TX, or phone
0453 860342.
Open all weel< April-October

COTSWOLD GLIDING CLUB
HOLIDAY GLlOING COURSES IN
THE
PICTURESQUE AND
FRIENDLY COTSWOLDS WITH
COURSES TAILORED TO SUIT
YOUR NEEDS.
Please ring Lyne or Pete Marsh on
06845-5703
Or write: 15 Goodwood Road,
Malvern Link, Worcs WR14 1NJ

For general
information write to

The Secretary
55 Moorfield Rd
Ouxford
Cambs

For Course
details write to

Course Secretary
"Cirrus"
5 Wallmans Lane
Swavesey, Cambridge
Tel. Swavesey 30533

If you're an experienced glider pilot and
looking for a good base to fly from on your
holiday, Coventry Gliding Club is the place
for you.
Situated just outside Husbands Bosworth
within easy reach of many other Clubs.
Aero-tow launching ensures maximum
soaring opportunity for both long distance
and local gliding.
Club facilities include Licensed Bar, first
class accommodation, good company and
easy access from motorways.
We also extend a very warm weicome to
the not so experienced and the beginner,
our holiday courses are amongst the very best.
For details ring:

0858880429
0858880521
or write to: COVENTRY GLIDING CLUB LTD
Husbands Bosworth Airfield
Lutterworth, Leics LE17 6JJ

•••••••••••••••
••
••
•••
•••
••
•••
••
•••
••
•
•
•
•
•••••••••••••••
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(COIlI;nlled from p9.)

story - pundits please note. Once upon
a time there was a very short-fused Master of Foxhounds, who watched one day
with horror as a mounted farmer galloped righ t across a field of whea I.
"What the swear curse blaspheme do
you think you're doing?" roared the
MFH. "But it's my own field," replied
the farmer. "So much the worse," came
thc reply, "Where's the force of example'I".

a

(Calll;nue" from pl7.)

more expensive subscriptions and
cheaper launches. with a gClll'rous subsidy for the yllung on both counts. Lately
I've got into the hahit of only launching
when I know there is at least a sound
chance of an hour's flying. I personally
feel thc al~ll"Illing acci,knt level is partly
hecause wc aren't getting enough practice in landing.

*

*

*

we mw;! do all wc can to encourage the
public.

*

*

*

9. However absorbed I may be in fettling,
I'm cktermined to make mystlf known
to any fresh face I spot on the airfield.
I've often watched visitors and sprof'.
members wander about aimlessly. trying
to look interested and generally feeling
left oul. It's a nuisance socialising when
you arc anxious to play with your' glider,
but if every member gave a fcw minutes
of their time glidin!! clubs would be
fricndlier places'inste:ld of tending to bc
split up into cxclusive g.roups of
enthusiasts freezing everyone else out - .
and wc mi!!ht not get so much criticism
fmm neWC;lJ1lCrs. '
Ba

33100
FEET AMSL

7. With a low c10udbase and water on

Achieved 31.12.83

the airfield this is an easy onc tll make
hut I'm detL'rmined to give the family
a fell summer outings when the sun is
shining instead of ;mly being around
\\hen the weatherman has guaranteed
steCldy r~lin throu!!hout the weekend.
This onc is really goin!! to hurt and may
be the first I'll break -- another reason
for stayin!! undercover with the penname.

Shobdon: The accessible wave site in
unspoilt border countryside. Superb
wave system established by nearby
Welsh mountains. Private owners and
club expeditions welcome but be sure to
book. Restaurant and Bar on site. Summer courses, excellent area for small
hotels and pubs, or, camp or bring your
own caravan.

8.

WRITE
OR
PHONE
NOWI

*
*
*
When acquaintances show an intL'l'est

in gliding I'm goin!! to Whip out my diary
arrange for them to come and have
,If1 air experience flight, instead of the
vague "you must have a f1if'.ht onc of
these days". We need new members and

;ll1d

DEESIDE GLIDING CLUB
1985

VISITORS WELCOME!
ESPECIALLV DURING

SPRING WAVE SEASON
(MARCH 17 - APRIL 20)

HEREFORDSHIRE GLIDING CLUB
SHOBDON AIRFIELD.
LEOMINSTER, HEREFORDSHIRE

KENT MOTOR GLIDING AND
SOARING CENTRE

CHANNEL GLIDING CLUB

.c{) ~,;'-

~.
••

v'

~'~

'I,

HOLIDAY COURSES
FOR BEGINNERS

AUTUMN WAVE SEASON

£90·£140

PLEASE BOOK EARLY AS
NUMBERS MAY BE RESTRICTED
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(MAY 25 - JUNE 2)

(SEPT 15 - NOV 10)

Provides gliding holidays for both the beginner
and the more advanced pilot. including professional
instruction in club gliders and full accommodation
on the airfield

Provides year-round launching facilities
for its members lo go soaring In either
their own

Cl(

a club glider.

~-~o..---'."
ix:> .__
£140-£200
4 or 5 day holidays courses
March.oc,obe,
(AI#H~ or prQfc!;$K)Il,)!UtslfVC/JOIl. 'I'CCrNt)//)(Jd..Jr'OII. mNls ~Ifld VAT/

LASHAM
Does your home club operale only al weekends?
Al Lasham we operate all week, every week whK:h
means we could prOVide a useful supplement to your
Iraining. Whether you are not yet solo and would
benefit from a week's consolidated instruction. or a
bUdding cross-country pIlot needing soaring or
field-landing training, we have the expertise and
lacililies to help.
Apartlrom our large two-seater lleet and excellent
aerolow and autotow facilities, we have a
comprehensive briefing room for lectures or
instructional videotapes If bad weather prevents Ilying.
On-site accommodation lor club expeditions IS always
available by arrangement.
Absolute beginners are of course always welcome we have a large choice 01 courses and types of
membership la suit your needs.

Lasham Gliding Society
Nr. Alton, Hants

•

Tel Hemard (025683) 322 or 270

0905-620687

~,

TASK WEEK

Kenl GilDinG ClUB - -....

Chaflock' Ashford' Kent TN254DR
Ring: Chaflock (023374) 274 or 307

at our new site in Waldershare Park, ApritOctober. Visitors welcome. Beautiful
Countryside.
Accommodation in lovely 16th Century
Farmhouse.

D1NNET, ABOYNE, ABERDEENSHIRE

Details from Course Secretary:

Tel 033985339
or' 033985 236

22 Masons Rise, Broadstairs. Kent
084389222

--v--

lONDON GliDING CWB

Dunstable Downs, Bedfordshire
Telephone: 058263419
Situated at the foot of the Chiltern
hills, and within easy reach of
London and the Midlands by road
(just off the M1). The Club has a
comprehensive fleet of dual and
solo aircraft, reliable launching
equipment including tug aircraft.
This famous site has plentiful
thermals in summer and hill soaring
with favourable winds throughout
the year. Resident instructors,
catering every day (weekends only
in winter), licensed bar, accommodation and other facilities. Visitors
welcome.
Write for Course brochures or
club membership details to the
Manager, or ring 058263419

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

Overseas
News

The Trans-European Rally is from June

was less than favourable resulting in six contest days.
Horma, the Finnish pilol w~h the highest
score. became the Finnish Champion with the
leading results as follows: Open Class. 1 Binder, 1879pts; 2 Rueb. 1565pts: and 3 Abhau.
804pls, all from W. Germany; 15 Metre Class.
1 Dirks (W. Germany), 1938pts; 2 Horma (Finland). 1586pts. and 3 KbSsler (W. Germany),
1447pls; Two-Seater Class. 1 Ulbrich.
Kretschmann (W. Germany). 1348pts; 2
Hoffmann. SChmidt (W. Germany), 1203pts,
and 3 Jaksland, Larsen (Denmark). 1000pts.
- R. J. Clark.

29 to JUly 15, slarting al Angers, France with
the following route - Besancon, Nuremberg,
Valence, La Rouch-Sur-Yon and back to
Angers. Further information is available from
Aeroclub ASW, 6 Bis Route Nationale. 49240
Aurille, France.

Please send news and exchange copies
ollournals to the Overseas Editor: A. E.
Slater, 7 Highworth Avenue, Cambridge,
C84 280, England_
British Success in USA. We were
pleased to hear that George Green. a life
member of SGU, won the Region 4 Regional
Championships' 15 Metre Class in the USA
where he is now working. Flying an ASW-20.
he was also awarded a trophy for having the
highest points in the contest held at Fairfield,
Pennsylvania.
George has flown in several UK Regionals.
the 1976 Nationals and at Vinon in 1978.

PERRY'S
The PIK 20E flown by the Finnish Champion.

The 4th European Motor Glider Champ-

WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN WIRE AND
FIBRE ROPES/CABLES

ionships at Rayskala, Finland from June 25 to
July 7 attracted competitors from five countries, but alas none from the UK. The weather

Let us try and reduce your running costs
by quoting for your requirements of:

SPECTRUM OWNERS!
Proballly the best instruclive gliding programme is now
available to Spectrum (48K) owners.
CloOOs whch develop and fade away! Good days. bad
days!U1 varyi1g as the weather 'cycles' whHe you fly
round your triangle.
COII5e. heading and track problems 10 optimise. Flight
",port and Barograph trace al the end of it all.
Optinlll1 stralegy and laclcs payoff in highest
achieved speeds.
Alllhis to< only £8.00.
IwJ Calcllators. of course! £5.50 and £9.00
DoIphil Vario Conversions £30 and £48
SAl fo, lull product derails. 10:

JSW SOARING
1 The Jollies, Crondall, FARNHAM, Surrey
Tel: (0252) 850299 (evenings)

Towing Wires/Cables
Advise length. size and construction

Thoughts of a
Pupil Glider Pilot

Ropes
Advise length. size and type

\!1ihile I learn to fly as eagles do
; am spellbound at the breathless view.
To see the fields so green and neat
a world of wonder at my feet,
And hills that blend into the sky
are there to lift me when I fly.
A bird can fly on feathered wing
and perches high its song to sing,
But I must look for lift in wave
if any length of flight 1'1/ save.
And surely I will never know
where swifts in depths of winter go,
And when I finally master flight
must I lay an egg each night?

Galvanised and Stainless Steel
Fastenlngs
Thermal Clothing
Your enquiries will be welcome.

PERRY CLAMPS LIMITED
90 Church Street, Blrkenhead
Merseyside L41 5EQ
Tel 051·6475751 Telex 627826
Contact Antony 5edgwick

John Mason

Sailplane & Gliding
The magazine can be obtained from most Gliding Clubs in

01. Britain. alternatively send £9.50 postage included for
IVl annual subscription to the British Gliding Association.
Kimberley House. Vaughan Way, Leicester.
Red leather-cloth binders specially designed to take copies of the
magazine and gold-blocked wilh the title on the spine a'e only
available from Ihe B.GA

Price £4.25 (£4.74. including post and packing).

SPECH,l~ST

OVERSEAS AGENTS
CANADA
T. R. Beasley. Soaring Supplies. PO Box 4851.
SI. Lau'ent. p.a. Canada. H4L 4Z5.
SOUTH AFRICA
Pete' Eich, PO Bo~ 82707. Southdale 2135. Johannesburg, Transvaal.
HOLLAND
Aerop,ess (Ary Ceelen) P Stockmanslaan 53. 5652 RB Eindhoven
USA and all other Countries
Payable in e~her Sterling £9.50 or US $17 but International Money
Orde,s preferred. direct to Ihe British Gliding Association.

SYSTErTIg

MIKE YORK AND TIM NEWPORT-PEACE
32 FERNHILL LANE, CAMBERLEY, SURREY GU17 9HA
0276 33706, 0276 65876
Telex 966676 PMFAB
TR7203 WATTS OUTPUT PEP £454.25
720 CHANNELS + VOR AUDIO
J USER MEMORY FREQUENCIES
REMOTE SPEAKER/MIC £20.70
ALSO MOUNTING TRAY
All Prices Include VAT
February/March 1985

R528 SCANNING RECEIVER
3 FREQUENCIES + 1 from 3 others
EXTRA CRYSTALS £4.60 each
£107.20 including 2 Crystals
Also available
100 CH SCANNER. STROBES,
VORs, DISTRESS BEACONS
45

TYRE CLEARANCE. 4.95 x 3Y1. 3.00 x 3V2, 6.00 x 4.
Other odd sizes. £10 each. 5.00 x 5 £18 each, Tel 0254
888085 (evenings).
BG-135, traner, rigging and loading dolly. Full panel, barograph, paractoJte. Thomas 0926 20443 or Rush021 7066100
(day1ime). Offers over £3000.
PIK 2OB, competition finish, fully instrumented, streamline
closed traier. All excellent condition. Offers. Peter Wells,
Long Compton 217 (Warwickshre).

Advertisements, with remittance, should be sent
to Chelron Press Ltd, 7 Amersham Hili, High
Wycombe, Bucks. Tel 0494 442423. Rate 30p a
word. Minimum £6.00. We can accept black and
white photographs at £3.00 extra. Box numbers
£2.40 extra. Replies to box numbers should be
sent to the same address, the closing date for
classified advertisements for the April-May issue
is February 28, a.m.
FOR SALE
CABLE DROGUE paractoJles for your 1985 aUlO low fig or
winch launch applications. We can supply a strong proven
design in bright colours. Tal 0454 22755.
K-6CR, 2.140hrs, overhauled 1976, wrth trailer, Offers around
£3300, depending on extras, Tel 01 349 2408 (evenings),
VEGA, Inexpensive 15m racer, Hull only or with instruments. or complete with aluminium trailer and aids lor
one-man rigging, 0272 48838,

LARK 1S-28B 1977, Blanik 1972 and K-8B 1960. Tel BelgkJm
91.625366 (after Spm).
EAGLE NO. 11, winner of last world two-seater championships and past holder UK 300km triangle record. Prince Philip
has flown in this superb glider. Good condition wrth current C
of A. £3600 including instruments, parachutes and trener.
Based Lasham. Tel R. Cole, Winchester (0962) 54565
(home), (0962) 882222 (office).

Everlasting altern.tlvelo the Pill.
No fuss. No wailing Iisls. One VISIt. Low cost. In

BIRMINGHAM
EOINBURGH
GLOUCESTER
LEEOS
LIVERPOOl

LOMOON
MANCHESTER
NEWCASTl!
NORWICH

I'lYMOUTH
SOUTHAMPTON
SWANSEA
rAUlUON

Wile loday. Booklet by return Plain cover. Ur phone

LONDON 01·388 2585 LEEDS 0532440685
MANCHESTER 061 8324260
Name·

_

Address.

_

"
Iin

M.ri" SlOpeS HOUSe,
108Whitli"ld SI., London W1IP6BE
Caring clinics since 1925

DART 15 and trailer wrth 1M6 radio, chute and barograph.
£3300, Tel 061 4946393.
ASW-2OL, 5 years old. completewrth instruments, parachute,
oxygen and trailer. £ 17 OOOono. Contact George Baber 0362
83291 ext 379.
BERGFALKE 2-55 two-seater, vgc, £2000. K-6 open traler,
tatty, £150, Ferranli Mk 4 AlH with inverter £90. Amberley
(045367) 2740.

Witter. You can't buy a
better towing bracket
Send lor Ihe price list and name of your nearest
Wlt!er Slocklst. or find nlm In Yellow Pages
For information or advice: C.P. Wilter Ltd"
Chest.er. Tel. 024441166

DART t7R, low hrs, with trailer, full panel. radio and parachute. Fine example of breed, Based Long 'Mynd. Tel
0252-513729 or 03843-95936.
SHARES IN SHK, based SUlten Bank. Full Instruments.
parachute, radio, barograph, tailchute, oxygen, dosed Iraner.
V, at £1500, 2 at v. at £1 lOO. ,Beautiful ship at 38:1 on a
beautiful site with ridge and wa\lfi. Tel 0484 656547.
FOKA 3 wnh vgc wooden trailer. Basic instruments, oxygen.
parachute. barograph. New canopy filled and fuselage
resprayed in 1983. C of A to Apti 85. Based Kent. £3400
ono. Tel 0342 712492 (evenings).
SKYLARK 4 complete with new C of A and Slingsby traier.
Tel Cambridge 244950,
GLIDER SIMULATOR for Speclrum 48k. Thermals. instruments, audio. cloudflying, aerobatics. cross-country. £5.95
including p&p from Mike Butcher, Laburnums, Church Road,
Wreningham, Norwich NR16 lBA,

THE BEST DART 15. Re-covered, full panel, parachute and
aluminium covered trailer. Best sensible offer. Rugby 66182
(work) 78056 (home).
PIK 208, excellent condition, low hrs, never broken, faclory
traier, instruments, radio, parachute, barograph. £85OOono.
Tel 031 334 4429.
GERMAN ASW-20, 160hrs tolal, excellent condition, full
panel with AlH. T&S, Winter and Cambridge varios plus audio
speed director, Radio, parachute, barograph. water ballast,
good Iraler and fittings. Tel Sanders 01863 7443 or Porter 01
5732944,

AEROGRAF
The Barograph
- new electronic concept
- no smoking, no sealing, no fuss
Sole UK agent: SUNSAIL, ANDREW DAVlS
2 Padstow Close, Macclesfleld. 0625 23564
OLY 2B, C of A, Dart type canopy, enclosed trailer and
barograph, audio vario £20000no. 01-7779186 (evenings).
OPEN TRAILER, suitable tor K-21K-7, £250. Also 2 ar speed
indicators and 3 variometers, all metric. Offers. Tel Cliff, 0602
506101 ext 2846. (daytime only),

DG 200, immaculate condition. Iow hrs, complete with tra~er,
barograph and parachute, full instrumenlation, Contact Scottish Gliding Union. Portmoak, Kinross. Tel Scotlandwell 543,
GRUNAU 11a, filled canopy and brakes, C of A June 85, flown
during 84, open traler, £550. Tel 0724 862579.
JANTAR 2A, instruments. dust covers, aluminium traner.
never damaged. good condition. Offers. A. Mazalerat, 20 rue
Verger. 91510 Lardy. France. Tel (6) 082 73 62.
GEe MAINS base station 130.1/130.4, neat wood small case,
desk mike, dipole aerial, 30ft cable. ygc, £75. Tel 0481 47278,
6-7pm only please.
BOHLI COMPASSES, Winter barographs and Yarios, Mk20
altimeters. electric audio varios. audios 'or mechanical varios.
new Ferranti horizons. horizon invel1ers. 4-way pipe connectors. Lowest prices, no VAT. YOU SAVE. Aotek. 581 Fist>ponds Road, Bristol, Tel 654800.
LS 4, immaculate, lalest spec w~h extended undercarriage.
Extra seals, lailwheel, fully wred and plumbed, Never damaged. Hull oniy. Price: substantiai saving on current new cost,
Tel Justin Wills, 01 727 0375 (evenings), 084 428 426
(weekends).

K-2B, two basic panels including Winler varios, vgc, new
release rings nose and belly, also new Bubble canopy, £2100.
08124135 (evenings).
STD CIRRUS, excellent condition. complete overhaul: gel
coat, controls etc. Winter 83184 wrth NH, T&S, 720 radio,
Komet Iraier, 600,000 F Belgian ~ £6000, ClYis Mayhew,
Allon 86934, Bordon 8291 (home), Gaston Pelers (Belgium)
0103216656675 (home.
FALKE motor glider engine. Slammo t 10hrs lotal from new.
Good condition throughout £950. TeI 0283 63054.
BOCIAN 1E with inslruments and trailer. C of A part complete
on this glider but main spar booms found to have spanwise
cracks. These are reparable but the professional cost precludes Lasham from finishing the work. Offers around £1300
+ VAT are invited. Air1rame availabie wilhout instruments or
trailer if required. Contact Phil Phillips, Manager. Lasham
Gliding Society. TeI Herriard 270 or 322.
NIMBUS 2B with Pfeiffer traler, dust covers, towing k~,
C of A. Winner Open Class Nationals 21 m cup 1983 (2nd
1984). £ 14 950. Instruments negotiable, Tel Swindon (0793)
32111 ext 35 or Kemble (028577) 507.
PIK 20E with full panel, chute, traier. Iow engine hrs,
£: 12000 or two V. shares avaiable. based Lasham. Tel Bentley 22486.
'MfTY' stainless weak links, 900 or 1100 lb. Aerotow ropes.
Winch chutes. Aslleys Ltd, Gosford St, Coventry, CV1 5DJ
(0203) 20771.

BATTERIES; CHARGERS; PORTABLE OXYGEN for Hire; BOOKS;
BARO, FOILS; CANOPY COVERS; PARACHUTES; MAPS; CALCULATORS; SCALES; PROTRACTORS; SOARING MAGAZINE; POSTCARDS;
POSTERS; C,R.S.M,; AEROMART (second-hand bits and pieces) - all
this and much much more
Send for 1985 price list and details NOW. S.A.E, please.
HOBBIES, 144 LYTHWOOD ROAD, BAYSTON HILL, SHROPSHIRE SY3 OLW
Tel (0743) 723885
(Sometimes ansa-phone -

Hope to see you at CARDIFF 46

short messages only please)

March 2nd/3rd -

at the Exhibition

TRAILERS MANUFACTURED to your requirements, Timber or Aluminium. Very competitive prices. GLIDER
REPAIRS, C of A. Martyn Wells. Long-Compton (Warwickshire) 217.
M·t 005, excellent condition, full panel incl NH, audio, Dolphin, radio, parachule, enclosed trailer, si'niar performance
to OLY-463. £2800000. Tel 07456 2642 or 051 632 1229
(evenings).
KESTREL 20M, 700hrs only. superb Torva glass-fibre trailer.
instruments including Cambridge flight director Mk 1, 360
channel radio. parachute. 2-man rigging aids. Excellent condition. £10,6500no. M. Pope. Tel 01 741 2194 (office).
1/4 SHARE, superb 1978 15m 40:1 Jantar Std 2, c/w full
panel. Fully filled aluminkJm Irailer, Based Straf1ord-upon·
Avon. Exceedingty good value. 0905 65281SKYLARK 4, instruments. melal trailer. £3750. Gardiner
0622 56008; Hoye 0233 34899.

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

L·SPATZ 2911, wooden fitted trailer - needs attention. Basic
pwl, 2 varos. Cockp~ weight 127-229t.bs. Sensible ofters.
T~ Il206 21052A.

BRASOV (ROMANIAN)

PREFECT, good condition, C of A, wings recently re-eover'!d,
basic instruments, open and enclosed caO<lpy, £400 w~hout
new enclosed Irailer, £700 w~h. Ke~h Baker, Didmarlon 248.

GLIDERS AND POWERED LIGHT AIRCRAFT

SKYlARK 2, current C of A, £1500000. Tel Mr Bryson,
0S466S25SO

ALL METAL CONSTRUCTION

ASK'I:!, dual instrumentation, parachutes, radio, metal

Glider Two-Seater Tandem

....... P,ivalely owned I,om new, exceptional condition, total
16501n. Besloffer over £12 000. Tal Geoff$altOl 3936861.

IS-3D
Trainer with
High Performance

SUNGSBV VS-53, two-seater (lasl prOduced), 29:1, excellent visibiily, good all ,ound trainer/solo machine. Sound
condition. £3500 or offers. TeI 0647 52249.

Single-Seater Gliders

GlIDER PARACHUTE, Irvin back tie, £175. Booker Gliding
Club. ToM 0494 442501:
-

IS-2902
Standard Class
Retractable U/C

TRAilER, well built, end in good condition. F~led foo Libelle
wlh jacking dolly, wing root irolleys, hinged towbar etc.
Would take any t5m. Seen at Booker. £650. Tel 0494
452107.

SUPER CUB, ISOhp enginewilh 385hrssince new, 12ONOA
K"",red. New C of A, Tel 0238532407.

SPEEDWELL SAILPLANES wish it
to be known that they have not,
either recently, or at any other time,
carried out repairs to any aircraft of
the Isle of Wight Gliding Club.
SI.TUATIONS VACANT
COURSE INSTRUCTOR wanted for 1985 season, Mayllctlber. Welds GUding ClUb, Pocklington, Nr York. Tel Bob'
Fox 04S2 861143 fot deta~s.

IS-28M2A
Powered Glider

REQUIRED
Ocmller). Will also include supervision 01 visitors
lIi~g· Full BGA Rating. MGIR preferable. but not
essential.
Applications to:
Chiet Flying Instructor, Scottish Gliding Union
Pottmoak Airfield, Scotlandwell, Klnross l<Y13 7JJ
Tel Scotlandwell 543

C"'TERN SAlLP\.ANES require personnel with experience
11 gi<ler and motor glider repairs and maintenance. Apply
wilt <letals to Chitern Sailplanes, Booker Airfield. Nr Mar-

law. Bucks.

18-2902 Club
Standard Class
Fixed U/C

Powered Craft
Limbach 80 HP Engine
Two-Seater Side by Side
Retractable U/C

SALES & SERVICE,
PRODUCT SUPPORT & SPARES
Classic Aeroplane Lld
Staverton Airport
Cheltenham
Glos GL51 6SR
Tel: Cheltenham (0452) 856661

EXPERIENCED and adaptable lug piot for challenging
mountain llylng Me. Can expect 250hrs pa Pawnee time.
upwards of 150hrs gliding pa. Must have previous tugging
experience. 300hrs + power. 100 Silver C. Contact John
Bally, Glasbury (04974) 583.
INSTRUCTOR, main requirements are enthUsiasm and con·
scientiousness. A unique opportunity !or furthering a proles·
sional gliding career using first class up-Io-date equipment
including an all glass training lleet. Apply Manager, LondOn
Gliding Club 0582 63419.

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY GLIDING CLUB
(Duxford and Cambridge)
Ted Warner, our Ground Engineer and fuH-lime
Instructor. is retring during lale 1985 after nearly 40

TUG PLOT/Gliding

Inmruetor. Posilion avaRable for person

prinarly Wishing ,to bold up power hours, but w~h some
)ocket money and perks". Apply Manager, LondOn Gliding
Club, 0582ll3419.

TUG

PilOT/Bar Person required for 1985, Apri-{>Clober.
wr~e to Flying
DiecD', Yorkshre Gliding Club. Sullon Bank. Thirsk. N.
Yn. or teI 0845 597237 (Secretary).

TIl-dragger experience essential. Please

COVENTRY GLIDING CLUB
will shbrtly require a

Glidin.g Club Manager
Applicalilns are invited from dedicated individuals or married couples who feel that they
have lite particular skills necessary to maintain
the standards and atmosphere of this successful Club.
0u1Jes win be muni-various and may include
Courses, Catering. Bal and Flying.
M'lI1imum qualifICations will be Full Instructor
Ratingl and PPl (Tugging).
Con~denlial

appNcations /n writing to:

The Chairman, Coventry Gliding Club
Basc·ote, Nr. Southam
Warwickshire

aa'cote House,

February/March 1985

fAR 28MA
Light Aircraft

Request full details from:

COURSE INSTRUCTOR requred Apri to September. Write
II Ran Evens, Inkpen Gliding Club. TIYuxton Arfield,
All:lover, Hants.

Coo,. Instructor lor 1985 Season (March to

IS-32
Open Class
Advanced Trainer

years.

Could you replace him?
If you hold a BGA instructor's rating. and a BGA
inspectorship, and a PPL, or any combination of these.
please wrrte in the first instance to Cambridge Univer·
sity Gliding ClUb. 93 Regent Street. Cambridge.
COURSE INSTRUCTORS required for season March to
October at Kent Gliding Club. Also tug pilot. Contact John
Hoye. Ashford (0233) 34899.
INSTRUCTOR, full cat required 85 season. Mid April to September at Bristol & Gloucestershire Gliding Club. Nympsfield.
Glos. Tel 04536 78311.
COURSE INSTRUCTOR required for late June to early September by Cairngorm Gliding Club. Nick Norman, Carnhli,
Kinmuck. Inverurie, Grampian.

WANTED
PIRAT, good condition, preferably complete outfit. Tel 0382
532121 (evenings).
NEW BRONZE syndicate need medium performance glider.
anything considered. Swallow - K-6E, must have enclosed/
covered traier. Details Mereside (Cambs). 073 124537.
SF-25E "Superfalke" wanted. Also two-sealer. eg Bocian,
K-7. Capstan etc at reasonable price. Tel 046722717.
SF-27M, ASK-14 or early PIK 20E. Details to Swan, 90 Luckens Road, Massey, Auckland, New Zealand.

SALES
Peter Clifford Aviation Lld
White Waltham Airfield
Nr Maidenhead
Berks SL6 3NH
Tel: Littlewick Green (062 882) 3341
Telex: 847516 CAIR G
WE WANT your glider. New syndicate have cash wartng for
good ciass sailplane, preferably a complete outfil at around
£9k. Everythng considered. Dave Sawdon (0962) 882827
(home) or (0962) 54433 exl 6754 (work).
K-6E In good COndition and w~h a closed trailer. Tel Rex
Parkinson, 025 672 4472 (home), 0252510300 (work).
GLIDER RADIO wanted. pye Bantam or simUar. Deta~s and
price to Graham Carson 03552 20200 ext151 (work). 0698
824363 (home).
GRP TWO-SEATER glider, complete outfit or hull oniy considered. Ph~ Hunt, Tel 038 682 672 (evenings) 021236 2337
(daytime).
OUSE GLIDING CLUB require a K-13 in good condition.
Please send deta~s 10 Mawson, 21 Walmgate. York. Tel
412775.
TRAILER SUITABlE for 15m. any condition considered.
Also Cosim variometer and instruments for T-21. John
Down, Fakenham (0328) 515t7.
TRAILER SUITABLE for 19m Kestrel. Tel Nott,"gham
(0602) 504591, Dave Foster, or 606157. John Sentance. or
at work on 580666.
GOOD K-6E or K-6CR outfit wanted. Distance no object.
Sole cash purchaser. Tel Leicester 413654 anytime.
MOTOR GLIDER. PIK or simiar performance in good flying
condition wrth traier. Molineux. 51 Ledham, Peterborough
PE20TU.
H-201 LIBELLE, complete outfil. Must be undamaged and
immaculale. Prefer metal traRer. Details to Derek Abbey. 0332
810617 (home). 810621 (office).
K·4 FUSELAGE wanted w~h of wltflout instruments. If you
know of anyone who has one, please contact Kellering (0536)
524585.

PUBLICATIONS
"SOARING" - official monthly journal 01 the Soarng Society of
America. The only US periodical devoted entirely to the sport.
For subsaiption send $25.00 US by international money order
or intemationel cashiers check payable to the SSA at PO Box
66071, Los Angeles, CA 90066.
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SLOPE SOARING with a radio control model seaplane is
a fascinating pastime and a typical phase of aeromodelling. Read about this and other aeromodelting subjects in
Aeromodeller and Radio Conrol Models and Electronics,
the world's leading magazines published monthly. Model
& Allied Publications Ltd., 13-35 Bridge Street, Hemel
Hempstead, Herts.

MARCHINGTON GLIDING
CLUB
Situated in the Midlands. Offers holiday
courses from April to September 1985.

NEW ZEALAND: "Gliding Kiwi" official Gliding Magazine
of the NZ Gliding Association. Printed October and alternate months. Write NZ Gilding Kiwi, Private Bag,
Tauranga, New Zealand. £7.00 Sterling for year's subscription (inclusive of postage).

Good local ~oaring and cross-country.
Courses to suit your requirements.
Private owners welcome.

AUSTRALIAN GLIDING, monthly publication or the Gliding
Federation of Australia. Editor Allan Ash. A complete coverage of Australian Soaring and exclusive features of international interest. Subscription. $A16.00 by checue on an
Australian bank or by money order. Airmail extra $A21.25
Box 1650, GPO, Adelaide. South Australia 5001.

Please contact:
Course Secretary
Marchington Gliding C:lub
Marchlngton Airfield, Morton lane
Marchington, Nr Uttoxeter ST14 8lP
Telephone: 0283 222046

SOAR MINDEN
MINDEN NEVADA USA
Cross-Country, Wave
Rentals: ASK-21, Open Cirrus. PIK-20D, Nimbus 2,
Ventus 8, Pegasus.

PO Box 1764, Minden, Nevada
89423 USA

MIDLAND GLIDING CLUB
THE LONG
MYND

SERVICES
SELLING or buying a glider???? The Central Register or the
Sa~plane Market offers the wide SI c"culation. £5.00 to sell a
giider (please check for detals required,). £1.00 for the current
updated ~sl. Hobbies, 144 Lylhwood Road, 8ayston Hill SY3
OLW.
GLIDER REPAIRS, Cs ,of A, overhauls to alt types. Glider
electrical systems developed to your requirements. Traler
repa"s, compet~ive prices. Tony Cox, W~ney 74892.

eXCHANGE HOLIDAYS
FRENCH AIRLINE Captain seeks soaring family for chij·
dren's exchanges during holidays. Chldren 15, 14 and 11
Two gliders based In Wes' of France. Wrile Michel Dubreui!
La Riboliere, 85170 Le Po"e sNe, France.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
EXCLUSIVE FRANCHISE for glider andlor aircraft maintenance, heated 3-phase worksrop in new aviation development. 'full planning consent exists, CM M3 eas~y obtainable.
Serious en<ju ..ies, 'Ieller only, to Gordomlir Ltd, Enstone Airfield, Oxfordshire.

1985

ENSTONE
REGIONALS
August

17·26
A 1G-day
BGA rated Competition
Entry Fee £75
For details apply to:
Ken Sparkes
(Enstone Eagles Gliding Club)
Tadmarton House Farm
Tadmarton, Banbury
Oxfordshire
Tel: Banbury (0295) 721242
48

All inclusive
5-day holiday courses.
Professional instructors, modern
two-seaters and a unique winch
launching system give
maximum flying time.
All facilities including centrally
heated, double-glazed
accommodation on site.
Book early for the best weeks.
The Course Secretary
Midland Gliding Club
Church Stretton
Shropshire SY6 6TA

PORTMOAK
IS THE PLACE
FOR WAVE - UK altitude record made
from here in 1980
FOR RIDGE - our two hills give more
soaring opportunities
FOR THERMALS - they're not bad,
eitherl

Holiday courses continue
U,roughout October at
reduced prices. Please write
or phone for details.
VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME
SCOTIISH GLIDING UNION
PORTMOAK, SCOTLANDWELl
Nr, KINROSS
Tel. 059·284·543

NORFOLK GLIDING CLUB
Holiday courses from June to September - beginners to Silver C. Book now!
Motor Glider Courses throughout the
year - Bronze or Silver C to PPl
(SLMG).
Visiting A'lrcfaft welcome ideal
cross-country site - cheap aerotows
and 1emporary membership.
Friendly club - accommodation on site
- licensed bar,
Write to the C.F.I.

Roy Woodhouse
Oak Cottage, The HIli, Long Strallon
Norwich NR15 2AH
Tel: Long Stralton 31406

Tel: Unley (058861) 206

SOAR YORKSHIRE
For your COURSE!
SUTTON
For your EXPEDITION!

BANK

For your HOLIDAY!

We offer top class accommodation, instruction facilities and opportunities.
RIDGE SOARING
12 miles in suitable
conditions

THERMAL SOARING
Club record is 582km
from aerotow, 524km
from the winch

WAVE SOARING
Club absolute record is
30 200ft. Club record
gain is 29 590ft. Both
,from the winch

Our rates are amongst the best - £8.00 for aerotows to 2000fl. Visit
us and stay in our fully licensed residential clubhouse. Full catering
available in season. Self catering at other times.
COURSES -

April to October

Visitors always welcome

YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB, SUTTON BANK, THIRSK
Tel: 0845 (Thirsk) 597237

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

